
 

 

 

Course Readings 
 

Section 1: Presentation Abstracts  

Aikenhead Christopher The canal systems of Bangkok 

Banerjee Michelle Hong Kong Transit system 

Burrows Sheena Chiang Mai 

Cutway Ashley Importance of Mangrove Forests in Coastal Ecology in Thailand 

Hall Jennifer Ancient city of Ayuthaya 

Hoba Lisa Khao Yai National Park 

Jemison Mark Phuket 

Keil Daniel Pollution and waste management in Hong Kong 

McCann Stephanie Doi Suthep 

Mcdonald Carlie Discovery Bay 

McKeever Shanna The Emerald Buddha

Oates Megan Sukhothai Historical Park 

Parker Megan Wildlife in Thailand 

Raghubir Sandra Thailand's infrastructure development in the Environment 

Tse Julian Victoria Peak in Hong Kong 

Webb Melissa Phi Phi and Khani Nui Island 

Section 2: Student papers  

Aikenhead Christopher Thailand's avoidance of colonization by outside nations 

Banerjee Michelle Hong Kong Triads 

Burrows Sheena Tom Yum Crisis of 1997-98 

Cutway Ashley Industrialization in Thailand: The Rise of the Eastern Seaboard 

Hall Jennifer 1997 Handover of Hong Kong to China 

Hoba Lisa Rebuilding after the 2004 tsunamis 

Jemison Mark The drug economy in thailand 

Keil Daniel Effects of the 2004 tsunami 

McCann Stephanie Religious tourism in Thailand

Mcdonald Carlie Hong Kong's Ecological Footprint 

McKeever Shanna The Hong Kong City Park and Reserve System 

Oates Megan Sex tourism in Thai society and economy 

Parker Megan Medical Tourism in Thailand 

Raghubir Sandra Grand Palace

Tse Julian Tourism Industry in Hong Kong 

Webb Melissa The Role of Tourism in the Thai Economy 

   

Section 3: Journal and other articles  

Cohen Eric Transnational Marriage in Thailand 

Kontogeorgopopus Nick Community-Based Ecotourism in Phuket 

National Parks of Thailand Khao Yai National Park 

National Parks of Thailand Ko Samet National Park 
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Settlements, Tourism and Sustainability in Thailand and Hong Kong

PRESENTATION SCHEDULE AND READING LIST

                Student presentation abstracts (Section 1),  student readings (Section 2), and 

                journal articles (Section 3) are arranged alphabetically within sections by AUTHOR SURNAME

Date Schedule of Activities Presentations Readings

3-Aug-07 DEPART TORONTO for HONG KONG None today Lonely Planet guides

4-Aug-07 IN TRANSIT TO BANGKOK None today Lonely Planet guides

5-Aug-07 ARRIVE BANGKOK None today Webb, Melissa - The role of tourism in the 

Thai economy; Burrows, Sheena - Tom 

Yum Economic Crisis of 1997-98 

6-Aug-07 BANGKOK – MORNING TEMPLE TOUR None today Reading: McCann, Stephanie - Religious 

Tourism in Thailand

7-Aug-07 GRAND PALACE – WAT PRA KAEW by 

CANAL AND RIVERBOAT

Aikenhead, Chris - Canals of Bangkok                                                                                   

Raghubir, Sandra - Grand Palace                            

McKeever, Shanna - Emerald Buddha                          

8-Aug-07 EASTERN SEABOARD: BANG SAEN / 

BURAPHA UNIVERSITY - LAEM TAN - 

PATTAYA

Raghubir, Sandra - Thailand's 

infrastructure development in the 

environment

Cutway, Ashley - Industrialization in 

Thailand: The Rise of the Eastern 

Seaboard;                                                                   

Oates, Megan - Sex tourism in Thai 

society and economy                                                                                                                            

Cohen Erik 2003 Transnational Marriage 

in Thailand

9-Aug-07 DAY TRIP TO KOH SAMET NATIONAL 

PARK

Cutway, Ashley - Importance of 

Mangrover Forests in Coastal Ecology 

in Thailand

National Parks of Thailand 2007 Ko 

Samet National Park

10-Aug-07 ANCIENT CITY OF AYUTHAYA. Hall, Jennifer - Ancient City of 

Ayutthaya

11-Aug-07 KHAO YAI NATIONAL PARK / CHOKCHAI 

FARM 

Hoba, Lisa - Khao Yai National Park National Parks of Thailand 2004 Khao Yai 

National Park

12-Aug-07 KHAO YAI TO LOEI PROVINCE Parker, Megan - Wildlife in Thailand

13-Aug-07 NA HAEO FIELD STATION / LAOS 

BORDER / LOEI TO PHITSANULOK

None today

14-Aug-07 PHITSANULOK TO CHIANG RAI None today

15-Aug-07 MAE FAH LUANG UNIVERSITY / DOI None today

16-Aug-07 DOI TUNG DEVELPMENT PROJECT 

FACILITIES / GOLDEN TRIANGLE / 

OPIUM MUSEUM.

None today Jemison, Mark - The Drug Economy in 

Thailand

17-Aug-07 CHIANG RAI TO CHIANG MAI Burrows, Sheena - Chiang Mai

18-Aug-07 CHIANG MAI EXPLORATIONS / DOI SU 

THEP

McCann, Stephanie - Doi Suthep

19-Aug-07 CHIANG MAI TO SUKHOTHAI Oates, Megan - Sukothai Historical 

Park

Aikenhead, Chris -  Thailand's Avoidance 

of Colonization by Outside Nations

20-Aug-07 SUKOTHAI TO BANGKOK None today Jemison, Mark - Phuket

21-Aug-07 BANGKOK TO PHUKET None today Kontogeorgopopus Nick 2005 Community-

Based Ecotourism in Phuket

22-Aug-07 DAY TRIP TO PHI PHI AND KHAI NUI 

ISLAND

Webb, Melissa - Phi Phi and Khani 

Nui Islands23-Aug-07 PHUKET TO KHAO LAK None today Keil, Dan - Effects of the 2004 Tsunami

24-Aug-07 KHAO LAK/PHUKET TO BANGKOK None today Hoba, Lisa - Rebuilding after the 2004 

tsunami



Date Schedule of Activities Presentations Readings

25-Aug-07 CHATUCHAK WEEKEND MARKET None today Parker, Megan - Medical Tourism in 

Thailand

26-Aug-07 BANGKOK TO HONG KONG Banerjee, Michelle - Hong Kong 

Transit System

Hall, Jennifer - 1997 Handover of Hong 

Kong to China;                                                         

Tse, Julian - Tourism Industry in Hong 

Kong

27-Aug-07 HONG KONG Tse, Julian - Victoria Peak, Hong 

Kong;                                          Keil, 

Dan - Pollution and Waste 

Management in Hong Kong

McDonald, Carrie - Hong Kong's 

Ecological Footprint;                                                 

McKeever, Shanna - The Hong Kong City 

Park and Reserve System

28-Aug-07 HONG KONG McDonald, Carrie - Discovery Bay Banerjee, Michelle - Hong Kong Triads

29-Aug-07 CITY UNIVERSITY / RETURN TO CANADA None today



Chris Aikenhead  3341088 

Bangkok Canals 

Canals have always played an important role in Thai culture and have long been 

the main source of food, transportation, and water supply. Bangkok has been dubbed 

“Venice of the East” because of its elaborate canal system which resembles the gondola 

canals of Italy. However, with the growing economic activity of recent decades, the 

demand on inland water resources has increased. Water quality has been declining, 

especially in the densely populated sectors of Thailand’s two main rivers (the Chao 

Phraya and the Tha Chin). The Chao Phraya is the main source of water for Bangkok’s 

canals as it flows north from the Gulf of Thailand. The canals are presently highly 

polluted due to direct discharge of wastewater throughout the city area. Domestic sources 

account for 75% of the wastewater generated in Bangkok while industrial sources 

account for the remaining 25 %.
1
 

 Organic discharges dominate as the main pressure on inland waters in Thailand. 

Unlike the trend of declining organic wastewater discharges in advanced economies, 

Thailand’s organic discharges increased by more than 60% between 1980 and 1997.
2
 To 

address water pollution, Thailand has put in place policies, plans, water quality standards, 

and budgets. A number of wastewater treatment plants have been constructed, mainly in 

municipalities.   

Bangkok is the center of tourism in Thailand and pollution in the canals gives a 

negative impression to the tourists who travel and stay in Bangkok. In response, a canal 

                                                 
1 United Nations Environmental Program: Bangkok state of the environment 2001. Water Pollution in 

Bangkok. http://www.rrcap.unep.org/reports/soe/bangkok_water.pdf  

2
 Tabucanon, Monthip.(2006). Water and Sanitation in Thailand. International Review for Environmental 

Stratgies. 6: 217-218. 
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water improvement project was initiated in 1990. The project provided re-circulation of 

cleaner water to the canals and to oxygenate canal water with aerators. Several aeration 

systems have been installed in the canals and there is also a boat-mounted mobile aerator. 

The canals also are home to the Floating Market, quite literally a floating market, 

and they are typically crowded with hundreds of vendors and purchasers floating in their 

small rowing boats selling or buying agricultural products and local food, which are 

mostly brought from their own nearby orchards. Therefore, it is a very attractive place for 

tourists to see this old style and traditional way of selling and buying goods. 

The canals of Bangkok offer a case study that touches directly on all three sides of 

the sustainability triangle. Furthermore, the canals are also an ideal topic for tourism 

students to study and observe a direct correlation between visitors and their impact at 

various levels of scale (e.g. locally, regionally, nationally). 

 

Sources 

Asian Development Bank. (2006). Country Water Action: Thailand Women Water Warriors Bent 

on Saving Bangkok Khlong. http://www.adb.org/water/actions/tha/women- klong.asp  

Association of South East Asian Nations. Framework for Environmentally Sustainable Cities in 

ASEAN. http://www.aseansec.org/files/bestpractice_clean_water.doc. 

 

Riberio, Gustavo., Srisuwan, Angunthip. (2005). Urban development discourses,  

environmental management and public participation. Environment and Urbanization 17: 171-182. http://0-

illumina.scholarsportal.info.catalogue.library.brocku.ca/ids70/results.php?id=1&SID=3kgsmnj850933d1en

j5ouphr84  

 

Tabucanon, Monthip.(2006). Water and Sanitation in Thailand. International Review for 

Environmental Stratgies. 6: 217-218. 

 

United Nations Development Programme: The Equator Initiative. Clean Khlong – Thailand. 

August 2003. http://www.tve.org/ho/doc.cfm?aid=1309  

United Nations Environmental Program: Bangkok state of the environment 2001. Water Pollution 

in Bangkok. http://www.rrcap.unep.org/reports/soe/bangkok_water.pdf  

United States Government. Ed., LaPoer, Barbara. (1987). Thailand: a country to study. 

Department of the Army.  



Transit 1 
Hong Kong Transit System Presentation - Michelle Banerjee 

 “Cycling in urbanized Kowloon or Hong Kong Island would be suicide (Fallon, 2006, 291).” With 7 

million people living on only 10% of the available land space, around 1100km², a public transit system is 

essential in Hong Kong.  According to Loo & Chow (2006, 76) “the goal of sustainable transportation is to 

ensure that environmental, social and economic considerations are factored into decisions affecting 

transportation activity.” In dense populations, there is high usage of public transit and all three elements of 

sustainability need to be considered. 

 

Railway 

There are two main railway operators in the urban and suburban areas of Hong Kong, MTR and KCRC.  

MTR runs 7 lines including the Airport Express while KCRC runs 3 suburban lines and the LRT (light rail). 

 

Light Rail 

Run in the north-west district by the KCRC, it is a very dense network. It began in 1988 and today is 36kms 

long with 11 routes and 68 stops. However, the Light Rail system has been considered a failure. 

 

Street Tram 

The Tramway celebrated 100 years of operation in 2004. It is the world’s only double-decker tram that is in 

commercial use. It shares the roads with common vehicles. With a maximum speed of 40km/h, a19 minute 

trip on the MTR takes 45 minutes on the Street Tram. 

 

Peak Tram 

The Peak Tram is a “cabled-hauled funicular railway” that has been in operation since 1888. The line is 1.4 

km long and runs between Central and the Peak and climbs 373m up the Peak. 

 

Star Ferry 

Ferry service began in Hong Kong in 1888. In 2003 the Star Ferry Co. designed reproductions of 1920’s 

ferries which are used for tours of Victoria Harbour. These boats have a coffee house and a deck for 

sunbathing and are popular among tourists. There are now 12 diesel-electric vessels all with an air-

conditioned upper deck cabin. 

 

Bus 

Hong Kong has an extensive bus system with routes that go everywhere. There are franchised and non 

franchised buses (NFB) in Hong Kong. There are 5 franchised bus companies in Hong Kong and 7088 

registered NFB’s in the territory. 

 

Minibus 

Minibuses or ‘maxicabs’ are vans that seat up to 16 people and are either red or green. Red minibuses can 

be hailed and stopped anywhere by passengers and are good for short distances. Green minibuses run on 

352 fixed routes with designated stops.  

 

Taxi 

Taxis play a key role in public transit in Hong Kong as they carry an average of 1 million passengers per 

day. The 18,138 taxis are colour coded to indicate their area of service. 

 

Airport 

Hong Kong International Airport located on Chek Lap Kok island is the world’s biggest civil engineering 

project. It opened in 1998 and is connected to land in several ways including the 2.2 km long Tsing Ma 

Bridge, one of the world’s largest suspension bridges. The bridge supports both road and rail transport. The 

Airport Authority Hong Kong has set an extensive list of environmental standards to be met by the airport.  

 

Websites to Visit 

Hong Kong International Airport and the Environment 

http://www.hongkongairport.com/eng/aboutus/aa.html 



Transit 2 
 

Star Ferry 

http://www.starferry.com.hk/new/en/index.asp 

 

Government of Hong Kong Transport Department 

http://www.td.gov.hk/transport_in_hong_kong/public_transport/index.htm 

 

Hong Kong Tourism Board: Getting Around  

http://www.discoverhongkong.com/eng/mustknow/information/mk_info_gett.jhtml 

 

Urban Rail 

http://www.urbanrail.net/as/hong/hong-kong.htm 
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Sheena Burrows 

Student #3461670 

July 27, 2007 

Assignment Two 

Chiang Mai Province 

 

Chiang Mai which stands for new city is considered the rose of the north because 

of the flowers that grow in the mountains. The name Chiang mai has an ironic meaning it 

stands for New city but this city has been in existence for over 700 years. The city was 

founded by King Meng Rai and was known at that time as the Lanna Kingdom. Being a 

devout Buddhists King Meng Rai founded many of the city temples one of them being 

the popular temple of Wat Pharthat Doi Suthep. The Lanna Kingdom was conquered by 

the Burmese in 1556 and occupied the territory for 200 years. At the end of the 18 

century King Taskin drove the Burmese out and regained the Thai’s their independence. 

 With all the rich history, Chiang Mai also posses great beauty. This city has an 

altitude of 310 meters above sea level and is about 700 kilometers from Bangkok. Chiang 

Mai is considered the second largest province in the country and consists of jungles and 

mountains. Chiang Mai is known for their Khan Toke meals which mainly consist of 

several small dishes such as chicken or beef curries, fried pork skin and northern style 

chili sauce, all which is served with sticky rice. Another popular type of food available is 

Khao soi. The dish consists of flat egg noodles, served in a soup with chicken or beef. 

 Chain Mai’s most popular religion is referred to as Theravada Buddhism which is 

simply the truth according to the Buddhist view.   The main customs are the same as the 

rest of the countries in Thailand, for example removing shoes when entering a temple and 

not wearing clothes that are very reveling. 

 



Online References: 

• Tourism Thailand.org 

http://www.tourismthailand.org/destinationguide/list.aspx?provinceid=38 

• Thailand for Visitors.com http://thailandforvisitors.com/culture.html 

• Chiang Mai.com http://www.chiangmai.com/ 

• Chiang Mai Sawadee.com http://chiangmai.sawadee.com/chiangmai.htm 

• Window to Chiang Mai.  http://www.chiangmai1.com/ 

 

 

 



Importance of Mangrove Forests in Coastal Ecology in Thailand  

Ashley Cutway - 3657293 

Characterized by being home to complex ecosystems with significant biodiversity, mangrove forests emerge 

out of the sea along the coastline in tropical and subtropical regions, such as Thailand (The Natural History 

Museum, 2007). In these regions, plants are able to flourish in the area between low tide and high tide. 

Mangrove forests play an important role in Thailand’s coastal ecology as they serve as nursery grounds for 

commercially important fish, crabs, shrimp and mollusks. These forests directly impact the Thai people by 

providing a variety of foods, medicinal plants, and materials that can be used as thatch for housing and 

fishing gear. (Suutari, & Marten, 2007). They act as a safeguard between the sea and the land minimizing the 

impact of storm surges and slowing down the rate of erosion in milder weather conditions. It also performs 

as a filter catching run off sediment and in some cases pollutants (The Natural History Museum, 2007). 

Previously, there has been a wealth of mangrove forests; however, in the past two decades at least 35% of 

the area of mangrove forests has been lost (Valiela, Bowen, & York, 2001). Mangrove forests have seen 

losses that exceed those of tropical rain forests and coral reefs. In the 1960’s, Thailand’s economy was built 

on crabs, fisheries and rubber. During this time, the Thai government undertook Western views of export-led 

development resulting in fish stocks being consumed faster than they were able to regenerate (Suutari & 

Marten, 2007). While stocks were plummeting at a rapid pace, the Thai government continued to allow 

mangrove concessions to the private sector to produce charcoal. The effect this had on the environment was 

exhibited through the decreasing population of plants and animals; the effect on society was displayed 

through a loss of jobs for fishers, and a diminished in income (Suutari, A., & Marten, G, 2007). Fishers had 

begun to accept jobs further cutting mangroves for charcoal.  

 

References 
 

Suutari, A., & Marten, G. (2007). Eco tipping points [Electronic version]. Earth Island  

 Journal, 22(2), 26-31. 

 

The Natural History Museum. (2007). Coastal biodiversity in Rangong, Thailand.  

 Retrieved July 3, 2007 from http://www.nhm.ac.uk/research- 

 curation/projects/ranong/mangrove.html 

 

Valiela, I., Bowen, J., & York, J. (2001). Mangrove forests: One of the world’s  

 threatened major tropical environments [Electronic Version]. BioScience, 51(10),  
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Jennifer Hall 

3286747 

Print Resources 

 

Baker, C. (2003). Ayutthaya Rising: From Land or Sea? Journal of South East Asian 

Studies. 34(1), 41-62. Retrieved July 17, 2007 from http://0-

web.ebscohost.com.catalogue.library.brocku.ca 

 

Cummings, J., Blond, B., Konn, M., Warren, M. & Williams, C. (2005). Lonely Planet 

Thailand. 

 

Thiro, R. (2006). Thailand Eyewitness Travel Guides. DK Publishing Inc. New York.   

 

Wyatt, D. (2003). Thailand A Short History Second Edition. Yale University Press. New 

Haven and London. 

 

Internet Resources 

 

Buddha Images 

http://www.buddha-images.com/ayutthaya.asp 

 

Central Thailand > On Holiday in Ayutthaya – Pictures 

http://www.thailandguidebook.com/a_index.html 

 

Grand Destinations > Ayutthaya 

http://www.tourismthailand.org 

 

Historic City of Ayutthaya 

http://whc.unesco.org 

 

Travel Ayutthaya 

http://sawasdii.com/ayutthaya.htm 
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Khao Yai National Park  

Lisa Hoba - 3291317 

The newly announced World Heritage site, of 2005, is Thailand’s oldest and third 

largest national park.  Established in September 1962, the park spans roughly 2,165 sq 

km and crosses four provinces of Saraburi, Nakhon Nayok, Nakhon Ratchasima, and 

Prachin Buri. Khao Yai consists of vast grassy planes interspersed with five diverse 

types of forests. The rolling landscapes produces a mountainous wall facing the 

northeast, as it is apart of the Dongrak Range that extends from Thailand to the 

Cambodian boarder. The highest peak in the park is Khao Rom, which sores 1,351m 

into the sky from sea level. Khai Yai terrain is also intertwined with five different rivers, 

many of which are important for agriculture and the economy. The climate of Khao Yai is 

similar to other part of Thailand with three seasons: rainy, cold, and hot. The rainy 

season occurs from May to October, with humid temperatures averaging at 27°C. This 

season is the best for photography as the humidity flourishes the flora and fauna, and 

the rain preserves the numerous picturesque waterfalls. The park contains 

approximately 2,000 species of plants, and about 18 different waterfalls.  Khao Yai is 

also a habitat to 70 mammals, 200 retiles and amphibians, and 92 species of birds. The 

most common creatures to see grazing in the grassy plans are the sambar and the 

barking deer. Tread softly and listen carefully, as other creatures will appear, such as 

elephants, monkeys, porcupines, wild pigs, geckos, snakes, bats and many more. Khao 

Yai hosts a variety of eye-catching tourist attractions, such as big rapid rafting, animal 

and bird observing, and plenty of hiking trails. There is something for everyone in this 

remarkable setting.  When visiting Khao Yai National Park, with any luck, the captivating 

views and breath-taking wildlife will enlighten one’s journey through Thailand and inspire 

one to share the memories from beautiful place.  
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Internet Resources 
 
Guide to Thailand > Map of Khao Yai National Park - Picture 

http://www.guidetothailand.com/maps-thailand/map-khao-yai.htm 

 

Khao Yai National Park – the World Heritage 

http://www.khaoyai.com/ 

 

Khao Yai National Park, Judis Khao Yai Resort 

http://www.djparadisetour.com/eKhaoYai.html 

 

National Park of Thailand > Forest Park of Thailand – Khao Yai National Park 

http://www.dnp.go.th/parkreserve/asp/style1/default.asp?npid=9&lg=2 

 

Thai Bird.com > Khao Yai National Park 

http://www.thaibirding.com/locations/north_east/ky.htm 

 

UNESCO World Heritage > The List - Dong Phayayen-Khao Yai Forest Complex 

http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/590 

 

 

Print References 

Cummings, J., Blond, B., Konn, M., Warren, M. & Williams, C. (2005). Ed. 11. Lonely  

Planet Thailand. Australia: Lonely Planet Publishcation Pty Ltd.  

 

Dorling, K. (2006). Thailand: Eyewitness Travel Guides. London: Dorling Kindersley 

Publishers Ltd.  

 

Evans, C. & Evans, L. (2005). Hunter Travel Guide: Adventure Guide to Thailand. New 

York, NY: Hunters Publishing, Inc. 
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Map of Khao Yai National Park. 
 

 



 

 

Phuket 
Mark Jemison 

 
 Thailand’s largest island at 810-sq-km and home to 80,000, Phuket boasts 

beautiful beaches and stunning mountains and plays host to many western tourists.  

 

 Located in southern Thailand off the Andaman Sea the province has been 

nicknamed the ‘Pearl of the South”. Tourism is the main source of revenue, while tin and 

rubber are also exports. The white sand beaches entice visitors to come and relax in one 

of the many flashy beach towns. Most popular are Patong, Karon, and Kata. Boasting 

exciting nightlife and clubs, tourists need not leave the island to explore other regions of 

the country. Ocean and beach activities allow tourists to see all that the water has to offer 

Snorkelling, diving and kayaking and canoeing along the coral reefs are popular and 

exciting expeditions often undertaken by visitors.  

  

 Apart from the beaches most of the rest of the island is covered in forest and 

mountains. Khao Phra Thaeo and Sirinat National Park are wildlife protection areas to 

help counteract the environmental consequences of mass tourism. Scenic hikes and forest 

exploration are also an exciting tourist adventure.  

 

 The 2004 Tsunami hit the western and southwestern coast of Phuket, causing 

great damages to resort hotels and taking nearly 900 lives. Through much rebuilding and 

with the help of aid organizations the area has been completely rebuilt and is back to its 

bustling self.  

 

References: 

Pages 644-672 Lonely Planet guide Book 

 

Tourism Guide courtesy of Thai Tourism Authority 

http://www.tourismthailand.org/destinationguide/list.aspx?provinceid=66 

 

Interesting article on the environmental implications of tourism around the world 

including Phuket. Accessible through JSTOR 

Timothy Forsyth, “Environmental Responsibility and Business Regulation: The Case of 

Sustainable Tourism” The Geographical Journal, Vol. 163 no. 3 (270-280) 

 

Another article about the sustainability of Thailand’s current tourism practices 

Nick Kontogeorgopoulos “Sustainable Tourism or Sustainable Development? Financial 

Crisis, Ecotourism, and the ‘Amazing Thailand’ Campaign” 

http://www.multilingual-matters.net/cit/002/0316/cit0020316.pdf 

 

Article about the tsunamis affect on Phuket’s tourism 

Jumpei Ichinosawa “Reputational Disaster in Phuket: The secondary impact of the 

tsunami on inbound tourism” 

http://www.emeraldinsight.com/Insight/viewPDF.jsp?Filename=html/Output/Published/E

meraldFullTextArticle/Pdf/0730150108.pdf 



Pollution and waste management in Hong Kong 

 

Dan Keil- 2891927 

 

Hong Kong is a very unique region of the world. It measures 1103 sq km and is divided into 

four main areas. With a population of approximately 7 million people, or 6,352 people per sq km, Hong 

Kong also comes with it’s own unique set of problems. The waste generated by this Special 

Administrative Region is immense, nearing 18,000 tonnes of domestic, industrial, and construction 

waste per day. With a population density as high as Hong Kong’s pushing the price of every available 

centimeter of land up, disposing of all this waste has been a continual challenge. Hong Kong has three 

municipal waste sites in the New Territories that are expected to be full within the next twelve years.  

 Water pollution may play an even more detrimental role to the health of the citizens of Hong 

Kong. Decades of unregulated treatment and dumping have polluted much of the region. Victoria 

Harbor, one of Hong Kong’s most popular tourist areas has been the site of much of the industrial 

waste produced in the region, and remains an unswimmable, undrinkable body of water. However, E. 

Coli in Victoria Harbor has been reduced by as much as 70% in recent years due to newly installed 

sewage treatment system, and farms and industrial sites have been given grants by the Government to 

install their own treatment facilities.  

 The continual construction of buildings, diesel powered vehicles, and coal fired power plants of 

Hong Kong have affected the air quality in a significant way. Although many of the buses and public 

transportation in the area have switched from high emissions diesel to the cleaner burning fuel LPG 

(Liquefied Petroleum Gas), an increase in number of vehicles along with continual construction, has 

kept the air quality at a standstill. It is thought that poor air quality in the region is responsible for up to 

15,600 premature deaths, and an increase in asthma and bronchial problems in recent years. September 



2004 saw Hong Kong’s air pollution reach the highest level in recorded history, putting it in the most 

severe classification. 

 Although the outlook on Hong Kong’s pollution problems may not look good, the formation of 

the Environmental Protection Department in 1989 has been an effective tool in tackling with many of 

the problems. With a new outlook, increased technology and public awareness, Hong Kong may be 

able to manage their pollution and waste management issues much more effectively in the future than 

they have in the past. 

Websites 

1) The Standard (China’s Business Newspaper) “Victoria Harbor to continue choking on sewage”. 

http://www.thestandard.com.hk/news_detail.asp?pp_cat=&art_id=45875&sid=&con_type=1&d

_str=19951221&sear_year=1995 

2) The Council for sustainable development in Hong Kong 

http://www.susdev.gov.hk/html/en/council/index.htm 

3) Hong Kong Environmental Protection Department http://www.epd.gov.hk/epd/eindex.html 

4) The Ecology of Hong Kong (Hong Kong’s Nature Net) 

http://www.hknature.net/eng/ecology/index.html 

5) Hong Kong’s Waste Management Association http://www.hongkongwma.org.hk/ 
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Jennifer Hall 

3286747 

Ancient City of Ayutthaya 

 

In 712, a year of the Tiger, second of the decade, on Friday, the sixth day of the 

waxing moon of the fifth month, at three nalika and nine bat after the break of dawn, the 

capital city of Ayutthaya was first established (i.e. Friday, March 4, 1351 shortly after 

nine o’clock in the morning).  Basically the history of Ayutthaya includes numerous 

stories of disputes over the throne, military expeditions and persons with colourful 

names.  Thirty-five kings of various Siamese dynasties reigned in Ayutthaya until it was 

conquered, it was one of the greatest and wealthiest cities in Asia and apparently London, 

at the time, was a mere village in comparison.  However in February of 1766 the two 

main Burmese forces besieged the city and on 7 April 1767 Burma breached the walls 

and took over the ancient capital.  The present Ayutthaya has a population of 81,400 

people; the city is at the confluence of three rivers and a wide canal link them encircling 

the town.  Ayutthaya is home to several historical temples including Wat Mongkhon 

Bophit which contains one of Thailand’s largest Buddha images and has aided in 

qualifying Ayutthaya as a World Heritage site.  The Buddha brings about an interesting 

phenomenon.  There are four basic postures of the Buddha and six main hand gestures 

which combined create a variety of attitudes and represent key Buddhist themes.  There is 

a model of Buddha images and stories for each day of the week and Buddha images of 

the Ayutthaya period show different gestures than the other previous styles.  Hopefully 

while visiting the ancient city of Ayutthaya history will be learned and Enlightenment 

will be achieved.  
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 Sixteen kilometers northwest of Chiang Mai you will find Doi Suthep; a peak that 

over looks the city below.  This mountain was named after the hermit Sudeva who 

resided on its slopes for many years.  Near the summit of the mountain at nearly 5,570ft, 

is one of Northern Thailand’s most important and revered temples, Wat Phra That Doi 

Suthep.   

 The first temple was built here in 1383 when the King of Lan Na wanted a place 

of honour for recently discovered relics of Buddha.  There is a legend that states that he 

placed the relics on a white elephant, which was then set free to wander. The elephant 

climbed the mountain, trumpeted three times then knelt down and died. This was taken as 

a sign that this was the spot where the relic wanted to be, so the King of Lan Na built the 

chedi on Doi Suthep at the end of 14th century.  The temple has grown and changed in 

the 600 years since it’s founding, most extensive renovation occurred in the economic 

boom of the early 1990’s. 

 An enormous Naga-style staircase of over 300 steps leads to the summit. For the 

faint of heart there is an improved funicular cable car, which will take you to the top for 

20B.  As you near the end of the 300 stair trek the view of Chiang Mai is breathtaking on 

a clear day; however, the ringing of the large resonant bells, which are supposed to bring 

good luck, often shatters the peaceful view.  At the northwestern corner of this terrace 

there is a two-meter high statue of the elephant that was said to have expired on this spot.  

Before you venture further toward the upper terrace of the temple you must remove your 

shoes and cover your knees as well as your shoulders.  The temple architecture seen here 

is some of the most spectacular in Thailand; the combination of red, green and gold in the 

textures of carved wood, filigree and gleaming metal are dazzling. The main attraction is 



enclosed on this terrace, surrounded by a couple viharns and ceremonial gold umbrellas is 

the chedi. The chedi is a sixteenth century extension of King Ku Na’s original one.  

 The temple is a major pilgrimage destination during the Buddhist holidays of 

Makha Buja and Visak.  Brought on by the high volume of tourists the base of Doi 

Suthep includes, a parking lot, food market, jade factories and endless relentless souvenir 

sellers.  

 

TERMS 

Wat- A Wat is a Thai Buddhist temple or monastery. In most cases it is not just one 

building, but a collection of buildings, shrines, and monuments within a courtyard 

that is enclosed by a wall. 

Chedi- A Chedi is a domed edifice, often quite tall, under which relics of the Buddha or 

 revered religious teachers are buried. 

Naga- A Naga is a representation of a mystical serpent that according to the holy scripts 

sheltered the Buddha while he was meditating. In temple architecture, it runs 

down the edge of the roof, or, especially in Lanna (North of Thailand) temples, 

flanks the staircase that ascends to the Viharn or Bot. 

Viharn- A Viharn is a sermon hall. It is usually the busiest building in a Wat and open to 

everyone (provided the visitor behaves according to the temple etiquette!) Viharns 

hold an altar and one or several Buddha images. 
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Discovery Bay, Hong Kong 

Carlie McDonald 

 

 Are you tired of the fast paced, polluted lifestyle in your community? Come check 

out Discovery Bay (DB), Hong Kong. This slow paced, “East meets West” community is 

a place where you can relax and enjoy then environment around you. The local residents 

come from more than thirty countries, making you feel right at home. If you are looking 

for a place where you can live at a low cost, DB is not the place for you. This privately 

owned, resort styled community is for those who can afford to enjoy one of the four 

private clubhouses, the private beach and homes up to 5800 square feet  (HKR, 2007). 

 DB is a place where you can sit back, relax and enjoy the fresh air. Named as one 

of the first “Ecological Towns” you won’t have to worry about the high density of air 

pollution that you will find in other locations in Hong Kong (HKR, 2007). Contributing 

to this healthy lifestyle is the fact that private vehicles are prohibited and all 

transportation within DB is public.  Do not let this deter you from visiting DB though; 

there is a ferry available 24 hours as well as an internal shuttle bus service that can get 

you too many locations in under an hour (Fallon, 2006). 

 The DB community also offers many activities and events that can be enjoyed 

daily. DB is located close to Disneyland Hong Kong that you can enjoy the spectacular 

fireworks nightly. There are yacht clubs, children’s football, organic clubs, and more. 

Coming soon to Discovery Bay is a Costal Leisure and Entertainment Landmark where 

there will countless places to dine, play, shop and learn. The DB Plaza currently provides 

a place to shop and dine at a variety of multi cultural places. The DB community also 

puts on many events yearly such as dragon boat races, flea markets, Halloween parties 



and multicultural festivals. This ever expanding environment is a place for the whole 

family (HKR, 2007). 

 This very relaxed community has all public services set in place. There is a 24 

hour private Medical Center as well as dental practices open throughout the week. 

Emergency services are provided by the Government of Hong Kong as well as a 24 hour 

customer service hotline available. As mentioned above, public transportation is readily 

available through ferries, busses and the Discovery Bay Tunnel. The DB tunnel connects 

DB to Lantau Island and use is granted to authorized vehicles only.  Education is 

accessible for all children. Kindergarten and Primary schools are located right in the DB 

community as well as links to secondary schools that are located in Central Western 

Hong Kong (Wikipedia, 2007).  

 Discovery Bay, Hong Kong is the community for you if you are planning a 

vacation or looking for a place to call home. With all the basic needs and exquisite extras, 

you could never ask for more.   
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The Emerald Buddha 

Shanna McKeever - 3073137 

The Temple of Emerald Buddha  

 

The Temple of the Emerald Buddha or Wat Phra Kaeo is home to the most sacred 

Buddha image in all of Thailand. Surprisingly, despite the significance of this particular 

Buddha, very few people, including the Thais, know about its history.  

The Emerald Buddha is said to be the holiest and most revered religious object in 

Thailand. It is forty-five centimeters and in fact, not Emerald at all. The Emerald Buddha 

is actually carved from one piece of Jade and is believed to have been discovered in 1434 

in a stupa in Chiang Rai. Initially, it was believed to be an ordinary Buddha as it was 

covered in plaster. It was not until a piece of plaster flaked off of the nose to reveal a 

speck of green that the stone was revealed; and initially thought to be Emerald.  

The Temple of the Emerald Buddha is one of the most visited sites in Thailand in 

which people convene to pay respect to Buddha and his Teachings. The Emerald Buddha 

image is always found to be in one of the three seasonal costumes. A diamond encrusted 

gold robe during the hot season, a solid gold robe in the cool season and a gilded monk's 

robe in the rainy season. The costumes are changed three times a year in a ceremony 

which is actually presided over by His Majesty the King.  

The Emerald Buddha is located within a glass box high above the heads of both 

worshippers and tourists thereby making a clear view difficult to attain. The Buddha is 

thought to have been made in the fifteenth century and was the cause of several wars  

prior to returning to Bangkok in 1782. Despite its national importance, little is known 

about the history of the Emerald Buddha, and its journeys prior to its enshrinement within 

the Temple of the Emerald Buddha. Therefore this is the topic of which my presentation 

will focus.  

 



Sukhothai Historical Park 

Megan Oates 

 

History of the Kingdom of Sukhothai 

 Sukhothai (meaning “Dawn of Happiness”) was the capital of the first kingdom of Siam, 

during the mid 13
th

 to mid 14
th

 centuries. Pho Khun Bang Klang Hao (who called himself Pho 

Kun Si Intradit) and Pho Khun  Pha Muang were the rulers of Sukhothai and created the 

Sukhothai dynasty. The most famous ruler of the Kingdom was King Ramkhamhaeng the Great, 

who began his reign in 1275 A.D and who is credited with creating the Thai alphabet. He was a 

temporal and spiritual leader who did not tax, and allowed people to trade what they wanted. He 

designated Theravada Buddhism to be the religion of the Kingdom, which unified the people and 

also created strong alliances with the monks of Sri Lanka. After Ramkhamhaeng’s death, his son 

took over and Sukhothai began to lose its powerful sphere of influence. This was mostly due to 

the rise of the Kingdom of Ayutthaya , and in 1378 Sukhothai had to submit itself to this new 

power. 

Sukhothai Historical Park  

 This park commemorates the significant historical events of the Kingdom by conserving 

over twenty historical monuments within the Old City Walls, and seventy others within a 5 

kilometre radius.  On December 12th, 1991 the park became a World Heritage Site thanks to the 

work of UNESCO and Thailand’s Fine Arts Department. It spans 2 kilometres east to west, and 

1.6 kilometres north to south. The park is located in the North Central Plains, which is the 

country’s most wealthy and densely populated region. Sukhothai can be described as the best 

preserved and most popular site in Central Thailand. This is mostly attributed to the historically 

and culturally significant sites such as the Royal Palace, Wat Mahathat, Wat Si Sawai, Wat 



Trapong Thong and many more. Most of the architecture is Khmer, Sri Lankan or Hindu 

influenced, which outlines the massive amount of cultural significance each piece holds.  

Online References  

Asia Explorers. “ Exploring Sukhothai Historical Park: “Dawn of Happiness”, Cradle of Thai 

Civilization.” http://www.asiaexplorers.com/thailand/sukhothai.htm.  

 

Discovery Thailand. “Sukhothai Historical Park in Sukhothai.”     

 http://www.discoverythailand.com/Sukhothai_Sukhothai_Historical_Park.asp. 

 

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. “Historic Town of Sukhothai 

and Associated Historic Towns.” http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/574. 

 

Thaiways Magazine. “Sukhothai Historical Park.”  

 http://www.thaiwaysmagazine.com/thai_article/2211_sukhothai/sukhothai.html 

 

World 66. “Sukhothai Historical Park.”        

 http://www.world66.com/asia/southeastasia/thailand/sukhothai/sukhothaihistoricalpark 
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Handout/Map 
http://www.su.ac.th/sukhothai/map/map_historical.html 

 

 



 

Endangered Species and the Illegal Wildlife Trade 

Megan Parker 

 

 Wildlife in Thailand is extremely rich and diverse. Unfortunately, many of the 

country’s indigenous species are becoming endangered or extinct. 40 of Thailand’s 300 

mammal species are endangered, including the Malayan tapir, pileated gibbon, dusky 

langur, clouded leopard, tiger, Irrawaddy dolphin, goral, and jungle cat. The illegal 

wildlife trade is a huge problem in South-East Asia, which involves illegal hunting of 

endangered animals to sell to consumers. Since we will be traveling to national parks 

featuring these animals, as well as visiting markets that may sell endangered animal 

products, it is important to be aware of and fully understand the problem so we do not 

make it worse.  

 

 

Tigers in Thailand 

 

- Approximately 200-300 wild tigers are thought to be left in Thailand (LP) 

- tiger hunting and trapping is illegal, but poachers continue to due so for the Chinese 

pharmaceutical market. The Chinese believe ingestion of tiger penis and bone has 

curative effects  

- on top of poaching, the tigers’ habitat and natural prey are disappearing (MAY23) 

- over the past 100 years, the number of tigers in the wild has decreased by 95%, with 3 

sub-species becoming extinct, and a fourth not seen in the wild for more than 25 years  

 

Elephants in Thailand 

 

- Approximately 25,000-32,000 Asian elephants are thought to roam in Asia, which is 

less than a tenth of the number of wild African elephants 

- conflict between farmers and elephants 

- habitat loss, poaching, and ivory trade all contributing to the demise of the Asian 

elephant 

 

 

Wildlife Trade  

- for traditional medicine 

- for the pet trade 

- for food 

- for curios and trophies 

- for skins, furs, and wools  

 

What Thailand Is Doing 

- Thailand is a signatory to the UN Convention on International Trade in Endangered 

Species. (LP) 

- WWF Thailand is currently working with national parks to study the remaining tigers 

and their distribution (MAY23) 



- TRAFFIC: monitors wildlife trade, works with governments in wildlife sustainability 

(traffic) 

 

What You Can Do 

- avoid all restaurants serving ‘exotic’ wildlife species, such as barking deer, bear, 

pangolin, civet and gaur (LP) 

- be aware of what you buy! Do not purchase anything that is made from parts of an 

endangered species, such as ivory or coral sculptures 
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The Grand Palace, Bangkok, Thailand 

The Grand Palace, Bangkok, Thailand 

Sandra D Raghubir #3335890 

 The Grand Palace is one of the most visited and popular attractions in the Bangkok vicinity.  After the 

Burmese invasion and destruction of the former capital in Ayutthaya in 1767, King Rama I searched for a new 

place to create his vision of the government, royal residences and religion joined at one palace.  This included 

Wat Phra Kaew, home of the spectacular Emerald Buddah, carved out of a block of Jade.  The Grand Palace was 

strategically chosen to reside where the Chao Phraya River runs in Bangkok, built in 1782.  With the river to the 

west and a swamp to the east, build in an area of 218,400 sq meters with 4 walls stretching 1,900 meters in 

length, prevent from any further invasions on the capital.  The Grand Palace shows many architectural designs 

throughout the kings that have resided there, along with the art and constructions over the years in European 

inspired mixed with traditional Thai architectural influences.  This unique blend blossoms into a masterpiece for 

the country to display, along with showing visitors what means the most to Thai people; that is religion, the royal 

monarchy, government and the Thai citizens.  In 1925, King Chulalongkorn (Rama V) decided to move the royal 

residences out of the Grand Palace as a result of his brother King Rama VIII mysteriously shot to death at the 

palace.  Nowadays, the Grand palace serves its purpose to ceremonial occasions such as Coronation Day and 

some government buildings are still functioning. 

 The complex is composed of many buildings which the following, highlights some rooms such as the 

Dusit Throne Hall, Chakri Throne Hall, Boromphiman Hall, Maha Monthien Hall and the Museum.  The Dusit 

Throne Hall is special for being used as a venue for royal audiences and houses the mother-of-pearl throne used 

for coronation dating back to the first monarch of the Chakri Dynasty.  The Chakri Throne Hall or Grand Palace 

Hall is the largest, designed under British designers and exhibits blends of European and Thai architecture.  This 

room also houses the ashes of each of the Chakri Kings from the past and Chakri princes that have ruled in the 

past.  The Boromphiman Hall was built by King Rama V, with designs of neo-classical European style, used to 

house the crown prince or other visiting dignitaries.  The Maha Montien Hall contains 3 other buildings, 

Amarindra Audience Hall, the Phaisan Taksin Hall and the Chakraphat Phiman Hall.  All together, they represent 



The Grand Palace, Bangkok, Thailand 

the grand residence of the palace complex.  Finally, the Museum shows information on the restoration of the 

Grand Palace, scale models of the Wat and palace and numerous Buddha images.  

 The Grand Palace is a remarkable, historical tourist attraction which exemplifies its modern and 

traditional Thai architectural designs.  The complex is one of a kind and houses the main devotions that Thai 

citizens rely and believe in, the monarchy, royal family and religion.      

Websites to Visit (References) 

The Grand Palace (2006). Into Asia [3 – The Grand Palace]. Retrieved July 3, 2007, from http://www.into-
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The Grand Palace (last up-dated July 2, 2007). Thailand.com Gateway to South East Asia [Historical Sites]. 

Retrieved July 3, 2007, from 

http://www.thailand.com/travel/historical/historical_bangkok_grandpalace.htm 

Thailand/Bangkok/Thailand (2006). Asiatour.com. Retrieved July 3, 2007, from 

http://www.asiatour.com/thailand/e-03bang/et-ban70.htm 

The Grand Palace ( n.d.). Palace of the Kings [1. Introduction to The Grand Palace; 2. The Chapel Royal of the 

Emerald Buddah]. Retrieved on July 3, 2007, from http://www.palaces.thai.net/night/index_gp.htm 

1. Bangkok, The Grand Palace ( n.d.). Virtourist.com Traveling the World [Next 4 pages]. Retrieved on July 3, 

2007, from http://www.virtourist.com/asia/bangkok/index.html 
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Victoria Peak Hong Kong 

Julian Tse- 3545407 

 Victoria Peak in Hong Kong is the highest point on Hong Kong Island with an altitude of 552 

meters.  The Peak as it is known by locals has become Hong Kong’s number one tourist attraction with 

over seven million visitors because of the breathtaking views of Hong Kong’s central business district, 

Victoria Habour, and the Kowloon Peninsula.     

 A unique historical feature about the Peak was that throughout its history it has been the home 

of very wealthy individuals.  Victoria Peak is such a desirable location for residents because of the 

cooler temperatures and breezes during Hong Kong’s summer sub-tropical climate.  In the early years 

when Hong Kong was a British Colony, the peak was reserved just for wealthy British subjects and 

Chinese locals were excluded from living there.  However, this form of discrimination does not exist 

today and now anyone with the money can live there.   Historically, before the Peak Tram was built the 

only way to get up to the Peak would be by sedan chair.     

 When visiting the Peak, the Peak Tower and the Peak Tram are very popular with visitors.  The 

Peak Tower has a unique design in the sense that it is built like a Chinese wok. The Peak Tower has an 

observation deck that also provides great views of Hong Kong. It has seven floors and a shopping 

centre located in it.  The Peak Tram is one of Hong Kong’s most famous landmarks.  The tram, which 

has been in service since 1888, is a funicular railway which provides transportation from Hong Kong 

Central to Victoria Peak.  The tram itself travels a distance of 1.4 kilometers and a height difference of 

400 meters.  During its journey up to the Peak one can see all of Hong Kong and some of the beautiful 

houses that the residents live in. 

 When in Hong Kong, the Peak is a must-visit for every tourist.  When looking over the city, a 

tourist feels like they are literally standing on top of Hong Kong; they truly get a sense of what it is like 
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to live in an urban metropolis.  The view of Hong Kong’s world famous skyline, seen from Victoria 

Peak, will redefine what the word “vertical” means to you.      

Websites to Visit 

 

Victoria Peak- Official Website 

http://www.thepeak.com.hk/full/en/index.php 

 

Visitors Guide to Victoria Peak 

http://www.travelchinaguide.com/attraction/hongkong/island/victoria.htm 

 

Historical Guide to Victoria Peak 

http://www.asiarooms.com/travel-guide/hong-kong/sightseeing-in-hong-kong/victoria-peak-(tai-ping-

shan),-hong-kong.html 

 

Peak Tram 

http://www.discoverhongkong.com/eng/attraction/at_most_peak.jhtml 

 

Walking Guide around Victoria Peak 

http://www.affiliate.viator.com/brochure/product_show.jsp;jsessionid=bacBt2cKIi3uEcc-

PXFir?ID=1010&PRODUCTID=1016&CODE=3944RW04&AUID=4305 
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The Phi Phi Islands 

Melissa T Webb #3697752 

The Phi Phi Islands is situated between the Island of Phuket and the Western Andaman Sea coast of the 

mainland. The Phi Phi islands are broken up into two separate Islands, The Phi Phi Don and the Phi Phi 

Leh. 

Phi Phi Don, the larger of the two islands, at 28 sq km with a population of 1500 is the only island 

habited by permanent residents. During the late 1940’s, Muslim fisherman initially populated the island, 

which later on became a coconut plantation. Today, 99% of the population is Muslim. 

Phi Phi Lei, considered the 3
rd
 most beautiful island is Thailand is extremely popular amongst 

tourists. Although the Phi Phi Lei does not house any permanent residents, it is considered the more 

attractive of the two, as most of its natural beauty is still preserved. Phi Phi Lei features remarkable 

paintings found in the Viking Caves and nests of edible Swiftlets, which is used in bird nest soup. (See 

Page 3 for Recipe) 

After the filming of “The Beach,” the Phi Phi Islands saw an increase in the amount of tourists 

traveling to the island. Tourist enterprises were attempting to build as many resorts on the Phi Phi Don, in 

order to keep up with the demand in tourism. Slowly, the islands water supply started to diminish, the bays 

were starting to tarnish and the overwhelming boat traffic scarred the coral. In December of 2004 the fate 

of the Phi Phi Island changed dramatically as the Tsunami wiped out almost every structure on the island. 

At the time of destruction there was an estimated 10,000 occupants on the beach, which mainly consisted 

of tourists. Sadly, there was an estimated 1500 deaths due to the great tidal wave that destroyed 70% of 

the Phi Phi Islands. 

In January 2005, shortly after the Tsunami, Emile Kok, a permanent resident of Phi Phi Don, 

started a voluntary organization called “Help International Phi Phi.” 68 Thai staff from the refugee camp 
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and more then 3500 backpackers returned to the island to start cleaning it up and rebuilding what had been 

destroyed. In February, a second organization, “Phi Phi Dive Camp” was founded to remove the debris 

from the bays and coral reef. Both organizations had managed to clean up over 23,000 tonnes of debris, by 

mid July 2005. Amazingly, by December 2005, 1500 hotel rooms were open and the Thai Government 

installed a Tsunami early warning alarm system to warn residents and travelers.  
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BIRD'S NEST SOUP courtesy of (http://chinesefood.about.com/library/bltrivia33.htm) 

  

 Recipe By     :  

 Serving Size  : 6    Preparation Time :0:00 

 Categories    : Chinese                          Soups/stews 

  

   Amount  Measure       Ingredient -- Preparation Method 

 --------  ------------  -------------------------------- 

    3 1/2   oz           (approx) dried bird's nest 

    6       c            Rich chicken stock for soup 

    1       lg           Chicken breast 

    2       tb           Cornstarch 

    2       tb           Rich chicken stock for paste 

    1       tb           Dry sherry 

      1/4   c            Rich chicken stock 

    2                    Egg whites 

    1       t            Salt 

    2                    Green onions, minced 

    1       tb           Minced Smithfield ham 

  

   Preparation:  Soak bird's nest in cold water 

   overnight. Drain and rinse. Spread softened nest 

   pieces on plate; pick out prominent pieces of 

   “foreign” matter (e.g. feathers, twigs) with tweezers. 

   Debone chicken breast, remove membrane and muscle 

   fiber, pound meat with cleaver handle to break down 

   tissue, mince chicken until it is pulp. Make medium 

   thick paste with cornstarch and chicken stock. 

    

   Cooking:  Bring rich chicken stock for soup to boil. 

   Immediately add bird's nest; simmer 30 minutes. Mix 

   dry sherry and remaining stock; dribble slowly into 

   minced chicken. Lightly beat egg whites with a fork; 

   fold gently into chicken so they are not completely 

   blended. Add salt to soup. Bring soup back to boil and 

   add chicken mixture slowly so soup does not cool. When 

   soup returns to boil, it is ready to serve. You can 

   hold it at this point on low heat. Pour into serving 

   bowl, garnish with green onions and ham. 
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Thailand’s Unique Ability to Remain Politically Independent 

 

Thailand’s ability to maintain its political independence could be attributed to many factors such 

as strategic geography (as a buffer state during the Cold War) or its Buddhist roots (for being peaceful and 

passive). However, author Frank Moore presents a persuasive argument that Thailand’s independence has 

been retained through a ‘historical continuity.’
1
  There are examples throughout Thailand’s history that 

illustrate the notion of historical continuity; an economy largely based on rice cultivation, an elitist type 

government that has traditionally distanced itself from its people, the acceptance and tolerance for outside 

visitors, and above all its political independence. Thailand’s political independence has contributed too 

many effects on its economy, its society and its environment. This paper will illustrate the relationship 

between the three pillars of sustainability and Thailand’s political independence. 

 

The examples mentioned above have allowed Thailand for generations to diplomatically negotiate 

treaties that provide goods and luxuries from the West yet maintain its political independence. Examples 

would include importing kerosene and textile in exchange for forest or agricultural resources.
2
 

The result has been peaceful trade relations with large Western powers and has therefore long legitimized 

Thailand as a stable and functioning state. The following paragraphs shall attempt to illustrate the pivotal 

influential times in the history of modern Thailand that have helped to maintain its political independence 

against colonial powers.  

 

 The first contact with a European power came in 1511 through a Portuguese envoy visiting the 

kingdom. At this time Thailand was under name of Ayutthaya, a kingdom that ruled from 1350-1767 along 

the fertile Chao Phraya River basin.
3
 The Portuguese envoy was well received in what would be customary 

Thai tradition.
4
 Official treaties were negotiated between the two countries and religious freedoms were 

common. The English and Dutch were not far off from also establishing themselves in Thailand. “The 

kingdom was filled with goods from all over Asia and it became an ideal location for foreign powers to 

establish trade ties with.”
5
  Formal relations began to flourish through trade agreements and with the 

construction of foreign embassies on Thai soil. This was a crucial first step in Thailand’s successful ability 

to avoid colonization and preserve its political independence. 

 

 The foreign relationships that Thailand acquired over the next few centuries helped to strengthen 

its independence. King Naria (1657-1688) is thought to be Thailand’s “most outward looking and 

cosmopolitan” king in the modern Thai history. French missionaries and priests were invited to the capital 

meanwhile Louis XIV and King Naria traded embassies in each others states.
6
  King Thaskin’s successor, 

Rama I, was impressed with the material power of the West and it made sense politically for Thai leaders to 

adopt Western practices that seemed to be the basis of their power. “The King recognized that the country 

could retain its independence in the face of the expanding European colonial system only by mastering and 

adapting the knowledge, techniques, and institutional forms of the West.”
 7
 Rama IV, or King Mongkut, 

effectively led his nation through the 19
th
 century as colonial powers were imperialistically expanding their 

reach. King Mongkut was fluent in English (the first of the Thai leaders to be so) and had studied for 27 

years living as a Buddhist monk while studying Western sciences, history, and languages.
8
 “The king faced 

the Western world with a positive attitude, eager to learn about Western ideas and inventions, working 

towards Westerns style ‘progress’ while at the same time resisting Western rule.”
9
 This trend continued 
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into the 21
st
 century (disrupted only from time to time by domestic coups) and the country was able to 

achieve the “progress” envisioned by King Mongkut. 

  

After discussing the historical evidence that has consistently allowed Thailand to secure its 

political independence from colonial powers this paper will now discuss how the economy, the 

environment, and society have been affected.   

 

Economy 

 

Thailand has a large economy, with a small government, and low levels of protection.
10
 There has 

been a long tradition from the leadership to provide initiatives toward industrial development.
11
 Since the 

late 1950s the Thai economy has achieved a remarkable combination of sustained growth, with expansion 

of real GDP averaging over 7% from 1965 to 1996 (over 5% per capita), combined with macroeconomic 

stability.
12
 From 1987 to 1996 real GDP grew at an average annual rate close to 10% (around 8% per 

person).
13
 Both private domestic investment and foreign direct investment surged dramatically. During this 

decade the Thai economy was the fastest growing in the world.
14
 Over the period 1961-1991 the growth 

rate of real GDP was 7.5 per cent per year for Thailand, against an average 4.9 per cent for all developing 

countries. 
15
  

Thailand has been successful in diversifying its economic structure in a relatively short period of 

times. For example, between 1970 and 1980s, the agricultural sector’s contribution to GDP 

declined from 25 percent of GDP to 15 percent, while that of manufacturing sector rose from 25 

percent to about 35 percent.
16
 

Similarly to the political systems of Thailand, its economic development has also been managed from a 

macroeconomic position. Political independence and economic development have a dual relationship. The 

ability to control and manage the economy is a direct product of the independence the Thai government has 

enjoyed.  

 

Environment 

 

Thailand’s water resources have increasingly come under pressure over the years due to 

deterioration of watersheds, disappearance of wetlands, and agricultural and industrial pollution. In 

addition, the demand for water has been growing rapidly along with Thailand’s growing economy, while 

the amount of water available has remained constant. Water shortages, therefore, loom as a serious 

threat to future prosperity in virtually every region of the country.
17
 

 

Land subsidence (a downward motion of the Earths surface) in Bangkok has been a problem for 

the past four decades.
18
 The occurrence of land subsidence has been attributed to an extensive decline in 

groundwater levels, which in turn is due to excessive groundwater extraction rates that came about to 

satisfy mounting demand for water for the industrial sector in order to foster economic growth.
19
 In 1954 
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and 1955, the former Department of Public and Municipal Works drilled deep wells in the area and used 

groundwater on a large scale.
20
 

 

Air test results from the province of Rayong found that residents are breathing in toxic chemicals 

from industry that is over 60 to 3000 times higher than health standards in developing nations.
 21

  These 

chemicals create a ‘cocktail’ of chemicals that are known to cause cancer, birth defects and serious illness.  

The diagram in Appendix I reveals how the portion of the manufacturing sector increased from 23% in 

1981 to 36% in 2000. 

 

Electronic waste is a highly toxic and hazardous form of waste that has received little attention 

from the Thai government. In 2003 alone, 42 million cellular phone batteries were imported to Thailand 

representing a 42 percent increase since 2002.
22
 In the first quarter of 2005 there were 15.5 computers for 

every 100 households compared with 11.7 per 100 households from the first quarter in 2004.  

Most disturbing is that the Thai government has yet to ratify the Basel Ban, an international treaty that 

prohibits the dumping of hazardous waste into third world countries. 
23
 From February 2004 until May 

2005 there was more than 265 thousand tons of electronic waste dumped in Thailand by countries such as 

Hong Kong, Korea, Japan and Singapore.
24
 This is a significant finding because it illustrates that the Thai 

government is more concerned with policies that generate capital rather than the well-being of its citizens 

who live near such dumping sites. 

 

Political independence has allowed the Thai government to concentrate its efforts towards creating 

an economy that provides quick, short term capital that can be recycled back into the system to foster even 

further growth and capital. The environment was only secondary to economic growth and it appears that, 

“…government officials were motivated in part by opportunities for private gain in the establishment of 

government-run industrial enterprises.”
25
  

 

Society 

 

The negative health effects of electronic waste offer a glimpse into the social consequences that 

have occurred in Thailand as a result of its ability to industrialize alongside other Western nations. 

Persistent chemicals and heavy metals from toxic electronic components are affecting the health and 

environment of the poor workers in the area and Greenpeace believes the country is not ready to deal with 

the impacts of large volumes of toxic trash.
26
 Some 10,000 residents within a 20-km radius of the Mae Moh 

coal power plant in the province of Lampang suffer from severe respiratory problems meanwhile families 

are reporting that they are in a state of “perpetual debt” because of the medication required to help treat 

their children’s respiratory illnesses’.
 27

  

 

Both Thailand’s environment and society are now suffering as a result of the modernization that 

has occurred. Because of Thailand’s early success in remaining politically independent it has emerged as 

both prosperous and wealthy yet has become increasingly dirty and unhealthy. Sustained economic growth has 
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played a major role in reducing absolute poverty levels from nearly one third of the population in 1975 to presently less 

than 10%, thus increasing the welfare of many Thai people.28 

 

As a state Thailand offers valuable lessons for other nations who are just now developing in this 

increasingly globalized world. Based on its early success with maintaining its independence and its high 

growth economy, Thailand is an extremely worthwhile country to study as a model for other developing 

countries to imitate.
29
 Lessons can be found at all three points of the sustainability triangle, however, it 

ultimately boils down to the individual countries history and priorities that determine which lessons are 

mimicked and those which are neglected. Thailand effectively demonstrates the need for balanced 

development on each vertices of the triangle in order to sustainably improve a country’s growth. 
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The Triads: Sustainability and Organized Crime 
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The Triads are without debate, the biggest organized crime group in Asia. With their 

network now extending into the United Kingdom (UK), Canada, the United States (US) and 

Australia, and with their hand in the pocket of nearly every aspect of the economy, their wealth 

is incalculable. Bresler (1980, 29) argues that “of all the many societies that have existed, none 

has wielded greater power than the Triad group of societies.” The ‘Triad’ is a blanket term 

encompassing various groups with different names all within the international Chinese 

community. All share a common foundation myth, and similar group aims and strategies (Lunde, 

2004). Triad groups range from 6 to 100,000 members and are often involved in gang wars that 

force them to vanish and reform, making it difficult to keep track of membership (Lunde, 2004).  

With such a strong hold over the community, the Triads are easily involved in all three pillars of 

sustainability; environmental, social and economic. 

History of the Triads 

China has a long history of secret societies that dates back to at least the T’ang Dynasty 

(619-907). The mythical foundation of the Triads illustrates that in the 17
th
 century, China was 

threatened by Barbarians and the second Ch’ing emperor put up a reward for the person who 

could save China (Lunde, 2004). The 128 monks of the Shao Lin monastery, who were martial 

arts masters, volunteered for this task and successfully drove back the enemy. Fearful of their 

power, the emperor who was a foreign Manchu, set fire to their monastery and 110 monks died, 

18 escaped and only five reached safety. These are now known as the “First Five Ancestors” 

(Lunde, 2004). During the travels of these five monks, they came across an incense burner with 
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four Chinese characters reading “Overthrow Ch’ing, Restore Ming” from which the monks 

created a secret society to avenge the deaths of their brothers and drive the Manchu’s from China 

(Lunde, 2004). The secret society was founded in the City of Willows. The message in the 

incense became their oath and parts of their journey have become a fundamental component of 

the Triad initiation ritual (Lunde, 2004).  Lunde (2004, 108) argues that this “identification with 

patriots and folk heroes bound Triad members together even if they came from different areas” 

and their goal was to raise money for the ultimate good of China. In 1788 a merchant was 

tortured by authorities and admitted to the existence of the Tiandihui, the Heaven and Earth 

Society or Triad which was already at least 20 years old, providing the first historical evidence of 

this group (Lunde, 2004).  

One of the most important functions of the Triads is their shared aim to help one another. 

Whether it be weddings, funerals, or robbery, they are a support system even for Chinese 

immigrants abroad. This support must be reciprocated which is the price to be paid (Lunde, 

2004). Extortion is the easiest way to raise money and Triads have always been outlaws. When 

China leased Hong Kong to Britain in 1898 for 99 years, Kowloon Walled City stayed under 

Chinese sovereignty and since the British were not allowed to police this area, it became a 

sanctuary for criminals (Lintner, 2002). With 70,000 people living in seven acres, the main street 

known as Heroin Alley, overrun with brothels, opium dens, gambling joints and rats, it became 

the Triads headquarters (Lintner, 2002; Lunde, 2004). The Triads flourished and grew in power 

during this time. Tongs, which were originally support groups for Chinese immigrants in other 

countries, spread and began causing problems around the world. New York and San Francisco 

both experienced Tong Wars in 1899. According to Lintner (2002, 119) “it was not until 1987 

that the British and Chinese authorities agreed to clear the Walled City and turn it into a public 

park.” 
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Triad Opium Cultivation 

In the 17
th
 Century, Europeans did not want their money going east but needed a product 

that the Chinese would buy, which they found in opium. Britain bought it from India, and the 

Americans bought it from Turkey and Iran. By 1900, at least one third of the Chinese used the 

drug and 10% were addicts (Lunde, 2004). In 1917, Britain agreed to stop importing opium but 

150 million Chinese were still addicted and so the Triads moved in to supply this need. It is now 

believed that the Triads control 80 to 90% of the world’s heroin and opium derivatives (Lunde, 

2004).  

Opium poppies are labour intensive but hardy crops, making them attractive to very poor 

farmers. The hill tribesmen rely on rice crops to survive but use opium for cash or bartering 

(Bresler, 1980). Opium is gathered from March to December when the poppies lose their 

flowers. A small cut is made in the green pod left on the stem and a white liquid seeps out and is 

left overnight to thicken into small brown drops of opium (Bresler, 1980). In an average harvest, 

10 to 15kg of opium can be collected, most of which farmers sell though some is kept for 

themselves (Bresler, 1980). The opium is then sold to a middleman or directly to the dealers who 

visit the villages and pay the farmers in much needed goods such as clothing, blankets and sugar 

(Bresler, 1980).  

There was a large heroin problem when the US army was in Vietnam in the 1970’s, 

which lead to the US Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs sending special agents to 

Southeast Asia. Other countries sent embassy representatives to investigate the problem in 

Thailand and Hong Kong (Bresler, 1980). The United Nations (UN) became involved with a plan 

“to wean the hill tribes of the Golden Triangle from their dependence on the opium crop by 

substituting coffee and other innocuous products of the soil (Bresler, 1980, 85).” Money was 

scarce in the area and many of the tribes were reluctant to become involved in the project. 
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McCoy (2000, 193) also argues that “opium can be grown anywhere in temperate or highland 

Asia, crop suppression simply shifts cultivation to a new locale within the vastness of Eur-Asian 

land mass.” Bresler (1980, 86) agrees with this statement and argues that “the Thai authorities 

are reluctant to press too hard for fear that the hill tribesmen, who are by very definition 

wanderers anyway, will move onto an area controlled by communist insurgents.” 

Today however, opium production is falling in Laos, Myanmar and Thailand while it 

continues to increase in Afghanistan (Anonymous, 2006). “The UN estimates opium cultivation 

is down by 26% and opium production down by 16% compared to 2004 (Anonymous, 2006, 5).” 

This is due largely to the eradication of crops and the growing of alternative crops. “The drop in 

production is due to an aggressive policy of crop eradication in Myanmar, where opium has 

dropped by 80% since 1996 (Anonymous, 2006, 5)” but the result has been an increase in 

poverty in opium growing communities with a high percentage of malnourishment among the 

locals.  

Triad Prostitutes 

Triad societies have always been associated with vice and they have operated brothels 

and sing-song houses in all the major Chinese cities and overseas in the 19
th
 and 20

th
 century 

(Booth, 1999). The Triads run business in two categories: prostitution and pornography. Up until 

the late 1940’s, prostitution in Hong Kong consisted of streetwalkers. Upmarket brothels catered 

to Europeans, sing-song girls entertained Chinese men and brothels for poor Chinese consisted of 

low-class whores who had been demoted or were diseased (Booth, 1999). Streetwalkers were the 

most common prostitutes and were run by pimps who protected them, found them customers and 

paid the police to leave them alone. Different Triad societies owned different streets, and groups 

did not take business from another’s territory (Booth, 1999). According to Booth (1999, 228) 
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“prostitution was regarded, unofficially, as a ‘necessary’ crime, so the police did not hinder 

them.”  

Every country that has a Chinese population has brothels and this can be traced back 150 

years when Triads imported girls for Chinese men. Teenage girls were bought from families who 

could not provide a dowry for the daughter (Booth, 1999). Today prostitutes are promised a 

better life as a waitress or shop girl as enticement to go abroad instead of being sold. Once in the 

new country, they are kept under house arrest in a brothel and given no clothing so they cannot 

escape. The Triads charge them for their imprisonment as the girls must pay their room and 

board and travel costs (Booth, 1999). These girls work very hard and can see up to twelve clients 

in an eight hour shift in a busy brothel.  

The Triads also trap Filipina, Thai, Cambodian, Vietnamese, Malaysian and Indonesian 

girls into the sex trade. Gang rape is used on the girls by the Triads to claim ownership over them 

as well as to ‘train’ them to be subdued (Booth, 1999). Some girls are used for sex by Triad 

members and serve as ’girlfriends’ to some members while the better-looking girls are used in 

pornographic movies (Booth, 1999). The prostitutes are usually kept on a rotation by the Triads 

and are moved to another brothel after a period of time. In Europe, Triad prostitutes are rotated 

approximately every three months and some are re-sold as “virgins” in the new brothel for a 

higher price, while others are exported to North America (Booth, 1999). The prostitutes are 

periodically checked for visible health problems but have become an international channel for 

HIV/AIDS (Booth, 1999). At the end of the working life of a Triad prostitute, around 30 years of 

age, she may be sold as a domestic servant often in the Middle East; or become a Triad employee 

such as a narcotics dealer; or in most cases, kicked onto the street (Booth, 1999). The ‘better’ 

prostitutes are educated and set up in Triad controlled small businesses (Booth, 1999). Some of 

the other prostitution operations in Hong Kong run by the Triads include cheap whores for the 
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working class, gay liaisons, massage parlours, sex with minors, sex with handicapped prostitutes 

as well as Western style nightclubs and escort agencies.    

 

Triad Money Making Schemes 

 In the last 50 years of Triad operation, monetary gain has become the primary purpose 

and they have become involved in every aspect of the economy. Booth (1999, 222) argues that 

“as Triads often control, or are involved in, many Chinese businesses, they are able to twist arms 

to great effect.” Businesses are often forced under Triad control and must pay a ‘protection fee’ 

to prevent their business’ ruin at the group’s hands. The Triads are more likely to control 

services rather than labour. This was evident in the late 1960’s before the transit system was 

established in Hong Kong. Illegal transport services were exploited and licensed legal taxis lost 

business to Triad illegal taxis. The Triads have a hand in the labour market as well and Booth 

(1999, 224) argues that “the Hong Kong construction industry is probably the Triad’s richest 

domain in the world.” During the 1997 building boom, the Triads paid high prices to ensure 

things were done on time and until 1988 were also smuggling illegal workers to fulfill the 

shortages of manpower. The Triads have power in the film industry as well by demanding ‘rent’ 

from the producers. Kidnapping has been a regular Triad activity since the early 19
th
 century and 

loan-sharking in China has existed for at least 200 years (Booth, 1999).   

According to Booth (1999, 238) “in the Far East, gambling net profits counted in the 

billions of dollars. The two main sources of highly lucrative gambling are now horse-racing and 

casinos.” Triads watch the horse races through binoculars and call their illegal bookies on cell 

phones. The majority of casinos are in Macau which has been dubbed the Las Vegas of Asia 

(Booth, 1999). The Triads have also been involved in counterfeiting since the 1880’s when they 

counterfeited money. In the 1960’s, they counterfeited expensive books that poor students could 
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not otherwise afford. Today luxury items are counterfeited such as watches, designer clothing, 

computer software and music CDs. Booth (1999, 243) states that counterfeiting “is blatant in the 

Far East but in fact reaches around the world and is an ideal Triad crime, for it serves as a very 

efficient money laundry.” Smuggling has been a Triad crime for centuries and now includes 

luxury cars from Hong Kong. Smuggling illegal immigrants has also become a lucrative Triad 

activity and “in 1998, it is estimated that 400 Chinese were arriving illegally in Britain every 

month (Booth, 1999, 255)” by the Triads. The Triads entice poor families to send a son overseas 

to work and then charge a journey fee. If the family cannot scrape together the money, they 

borrow it from Triad loan sharks and are eternally in debt as the Triads then charge an interest 

fee that cannot be repaid (Booth, 1999). Other money –making activities that the Triads have 

become involved in include armed robbery, the pornography industry, the sex toy industry, credit 

card fraud and the international selling of narcotics (Booth, 1999). Booth (1999, 258) states that 

“by far the most lucrative Triad enterprise is the international trafficking of narcotics, 

particularly heroin.” The Triads’ profit from dealing narcotics internationally is inestimable. 

Some of the profits from the narcotics are invested into other illegal operations but much of the 

profits go into legitimate Triad businesses like hotels, restaurants and casinos.  

Conclusion 

 Triad activity has generally been ignored because up until now it has stayed within 

Chinese communities overseas. Lunde (2004, 107) states that “the Triad form of crime has been 

unfamiliar in most countries for centuries and therefore there are often no appropriate legal 

mechanisms…in place to deal with it.” This may be the key as to why the Triads have been so 

successful as an organized secret society. With a hand in nearly every aspect of the economy 

from charging parking fees on the streets they control, to forcing local businesses to pay them, it 

is hard to imagine living in Hong Kong without contributing financially to their organization in 
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some way. The Triads go against the principles of sustainability as they believe in extortion and 

taking everything one can get. As such an undeniably significant part of the Chinese culture, 

sustainability in Hong Kong cannot be achieved while the Triads are so predominant in society. 
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The “Tom -Yum” Economic crisis of 1997-1998 

 

To many tourists Thailand is a beautiful, quaint and unique tourist destination 

which has a strong economy. Tourism in the destination has definitely grown in large 

amounts over the years leading to the economy becoming much more stable once again. 

Thailand is not only a tourist destination but it also is the base for some very successful 

industries such as, textiles and garments, agricultural processing, beverages, tobacco, 

cement, jewelry, computers and parts, furniture and plastics. Along with these 

manufacturing industries Thailand is also big on agriculture some of the products being 

cassava, rubber, corn, sugarcane, coconuts, soybeans and rice. The jasmine rice is one of 

Thailand’s biggest exports and has resulted in Thailand being the top rice exporter. With 

all of the industries mentioned above and Thailand being the led exporters in rice it is 

hard to believe the economy was once at a total standstill with little to no exports. 

 The Thai economy hit a crisis in 1997 it was known as the “Tom-Yum crisis” of 

1997- 1998. During this crisis Gross Domestic Product was growing by only .4% 

annually but it got worst in 1998 when Gross Domestic Product declined by 7%. Many 

factors lead to this crisis some was the failure of the baht to stay on par with the United 

States  dollar, the development of  other Asian countries that added to the competition for 

Thailand, also the country continued to push up their production cost which further cost 

the lost of investment.  This paper will examine some of the major causes of the crisis, 

the actions taken to rebuild the economy and the current state of Thailand’s economy. 

 During the 1960’s the Thai economy was experiencing remarkable rapid and 



consistent growth with the annual growth of Gross Domestic Product averaging 8.2% in 

1960-1969(Dixon, 99). Considering these figures Thailand could be considered a 

remarkable economy but as the years increased the Gross Domestic Product growth 

increased along with other industries. The Gross Domestic Product growth was averaging 

9.2% annually, export earnings was increasing by 18.6%, manufacturing increased its 

share of export earnings from 26.8% to 72.3 %( Dixon, 99). With all of this development 

occurring Thailand was labeled as a second generation Asian Newly Industrializing 

Economy aka NIE and one of the world Banks seven highly performing Asian 

economies. According to Robertson, Thailand’s economic growth was quite remarkable 

seeing as the country had the lowest growth rates in Asia in the mid 1980’s to having the 

highest by 1988. During this time the world economic press dubbed Thailand as Asia’s 

fifth tiger and was said to have the potential to join Hong Kong, Taiwan, South Korea 

and Singapore as the regions economic leaders. 

 The financial crisis did not just occur suddenly there were signs in the years prior 

to the financial collapse of the economy. There were some internal shocks that played a 

role in the financial crisis. One of the internal shocks was the decline of share prices 

which had dropped by 65% and banks were reeling from a series of bad loans. With these 

bad loans the banks were approving a large amount of loans that were not being paid 

back or could not be paid back. Another internal shock was the lack of proper policy 

responses to handle the large amounts of foreign capital coming into the economy. With 

the lack of these policy responses foreign investors began to think twice about investing 

in Thailand. The country lost a lot of current and potential foreign investors during this 

period.  Exports had come to a standstill and the current account deficit was 8% of Gross 



Domestic Product in 1996(Economist, 97). The main industry of automobiles had taken a 

major lost also because the demand for cars were decreasing and eventually ended in the 

financial collapse of the Kia motor company. Thailand experienced external shocks along 

with the internal shocks.  The most noticeable external shock was the devaluation of the 

Chinese remnimbi and the Japanese yen which caused the decrease of export revenues 

and slowed down economic activity in the country (Moreno, 98). 

The fact that  the current account deficit was 8% of the Gross Domestic Product 

did not bode well for the Thai economy simply because that was the same size as 

Mexico’s before their economy collapsed in 1994(Economist, 97). The forecast that was 

given during the 1995 financial year gave a big hint that the economy was not doing well 

because the Gross Domestic Product forecast went from a high 9% to a measly 5%. 

Along with the drop in Gross Domestic Product the economy was suffering from a 

decline in exports because of the opening of economies such as Vietnam and the Prc. 

Thailand did not help their current economic situation by increasing their current 

production cost and this caused the lost of labor intensive manufacturing investment. 

With all of this activity it seemed that Thailand had hit the bottom of the economic scale 

and could do no worst but it did between 1997 and 1998, the economy came to a 

complete halt. 

As Thailand experienced the financial crisis the government implemented some 

programs to try to help the economy rebound. It started by cutting spending and raised 

the taxes within the country. It followed by closing 56 finance companies, nationalized 

four failing banks and opened the finance industry to foreigners (Economist, 98). Instead 

of listening to complaints of industrialist the government kept the interest rates high. The 



government then introduced a tariff reform program and several tariffs were increased in 

October 1997 as part of efforts to stop the outflow of foreign capital and increase the 

declining government revenues. Some products affected by the increases were passenger 

cars, cosmetics, perfumes, clothing, leather products glassware, and crystal products, 

shoes, jewelry, lenses, eyeglasses, cameras, watches, pens and lighters. In addition the 

Thai authorities introduced a temporary surcharge of 10% targeting all commodities 

subject to tariffs to a minimum of 5%. In 1998 Thailand raised import duties on wool 

textiles, perfume, cosmetics, leather handbags and belts, leather and canvas shoes, crystal 

decorative items, suits, shirts, pants, skirt, neckties, and underwear. In 1999 the Thai 

government also increased tariffs on 121 steel items in their attempts to change the 

import duties for steel products. In 1999 Thailand started an investment stimulation 

program which implemented a large number of tariffs reductions, covering more than 600 

tariff lines. The tariffs seemed to have worked although they might not have worked rite 

away over the years they have help bring the economy back up to the standard it was at 

before the crisis. This can be seen because the economic fundamentals in Thailand are 

strong, the external accounts are doing better and the banking sector has improved 

tremendously. Tangible proof of the economy bouncing back is the act of the Hyundai 

Motor Company, which had abandoned the country after the 1997 crisis, deciding to open 

a production company in Thailand (Economist, 2007). 

The story of Thailand’s economic history was one that was worthy being told the 

economy went from a dramatic high with annual Gross Domestic product of 9.2% to an 

even dramatic low with annual Gross Domestic product dropping by 7% . The country 

was one of the best performing Asian economies in middle 1980’s to one of the worst in 



the mid 1990’s. Now in 2007 it has become more stable and looks like it is on its way to 

becoming the economy it once was before the economy had its crisis only now it has the 

proper financial regulations to avoid another disaster.  
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Looking back at world history and even history which is being made in the 

present, events are constantly changing, wars come and go, rulers change hands and 

management is run differently from every perspective.  Hong Kong is no different.  Fairly 

recently Hong Kong’s whole identity changed from “the East meets the West” to “One 

Country, Two Systems”.  Through all this the tourism industry was able to carry on and 

the concept of sustainable tourism developed.  Sustainability, meeting the needs of today 

without compromising the needs of tomorrow, and Hong Kong almost seem unheard of if 

one puts the two together; for the reason that there are millions of people in Hong Kong 

and not enough space for them all.  However, the island seems to be managing fine and 

perhaps it is the rest of the world that is unsustainable and Hong Kong has been right on 

track all along. 

 

On June 9, 1898 a convention was signed for the possession of the New 

Territories from China to the UK under a 99 year lease.  The territory includes the area 

north of Kowloon up to the Shenzhen River and 235 islands, which are now better known 

as Hong Kong.  Presently, Hong Kong covers approximately 1,100 square kilometres on 

the south coast of China and has a population of around 7.4 million with a1.2% growth 

rate annually.  Only a little more than half of all the residents were actually born in Hong 

Kong and English was an official language until 1997. (Culture Grams, 2005)  
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While under the British rule Hong Kong practiced democratic regulation whereas 

China is a communist country.  This separated the two territories and by the early 1980’s 

Hong Kong was classed as the most international city in the world according to Segal 

(1993).  This led China to find Hong Kong as useful economically, especially as a way of 

earning foreign exchange.  Up until almost ten years before the handover there was no 

real problems with the British ruling Hong Kong, some of the residents actually preferred 

it to the mainland of China.  However in 1984 after numerous talks a Joint Declaration of 

the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the 

Government of the People’s Republic of China on the Question of Hong Kong was 

developed.  A few of the key points taken from this declaration state that: 

Hong Kong will become a Special Administrative Region (SAR) and will be vested 

with executive, legislative and independent judicial powers, including that of final 

adjudication.  The laws currently in force in Hong Kong will remain basically 

unchanged and the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region will retain the status 

of a free port and a separate customs territory. (Cameron, 1991, 338) 

Basically, China agreed to a structure where “one country, two systems” was in place.  

 

Nevertheless, some of the residents of Hong Kong became very nervous in the 

years coming up to 1997 and different situations arose.  According to Segal (1993) bonus 

payments for employees who stayed were given, overseas offices were established to 

satisfy staff and doctors who were planning to emigrate were charging more for their 

services to pay for the move.  “In 1996, the governments of Hong Kong and Beijing had 

agreed to limit immigration to the colony to 150 people per day” (LeBas, 2005, 24).  

Residents were concerned about their home, as a result, to restore confidence in Hong 

Kong the government announced building a new airport on Lantau Island which would 
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be completed in early 1997.  However, no one was able to predict what would really 

happen after the handover; therefore no one really knew how to act. 

 

The week leading up to the handover meant Hong Kong was on television and 

radio, morning till night all over the world; 

The handover saw more parties, spontaneous street celebrations and fireworks in 

one night than at any other time in the territory’s history.  Most Hong Kongers, 

Chinese and Western residents alike forgot the political implications for the night 

and celebrated the historic occasion with a festive spirit and a sense of humour.  

Just before midnight, the Union Jack made its slow descent down the flagpole as the 

British military band played “God Save the Queen”.  Then the red and yellow 

Chinese flag was raised as a Chinese military band played its national anthem. 

(LeBas, 2005, 28) 

 

It’s been ten years since the handover and Hong Kong is still one of the most 

international cities of the world.  In order to be an international development, tourism 

becomes a number one industry.  Recently there has been quite a large concern regarding 

tourism and its sustainability issues and in order to try and maintain the travel industry 

three very important aspects need to be considered; economic impacts, environmental 

impacts and social impacts.  These three elements make up the sustainability triangle 

which is important in tourism development and “a stable balance must be established 

between these three dimensions to guarantee long-term sustainability” (UNEPTIE, 2007).   

 

After the 1997 handover of Hong Kong to China many people were unclear as to 

what would happen to the tourism industry.  Since there was such a large lead up to the 
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handover, millions of people were visiting Hong Kong before the handover just in case 

after the exchange was complete things would be different, or Hong Kong would for 

some reason not be accessible.  However, because of this the foreign revenue rose 

significantly in 1996.  Once 1997 came along and nothing really changed in the Special 

Administrative Region tourism numbers dropped, not necessarily because of the switch 

but mostly because everyone had already visited Hong Kong the year prior (Mok & 

Dewald, 1998).  Another economic factor that affected the tourism industry in Hong 

Kong after the handover was with exchange rates in other Asian destinations falling.  

According to Mok & Dewald (1998), Hong Kong became a more expensive place to visit 

which forced loss in competitiveness.  To further this trend, room rates became even 

higher in hotels due to shortage of tourists and shortage of land space. 

 

Shortage of land space brings on the next sustainability dimension; environmental 

concerns.  According to Stern (2003) in Asia a combination of industrialization, urban 

growth and mass consumption has generated air, noise and water pollution to be the 

worst in the world.  “Particulate pollution in Hong Kong currently stands at more than 

twice the level of any U.S. city, and from 1991 to 2000 the number of poor-visibility days 

tripled, raising public awareness of the problem” (Stern, 2003, 782).  Vehicles, power 

stations and cross-boundary emissions from southern China are all major sources of 

pollution.  However it is not only a problem due to society, Hong Kong’s topography 

traps air pollution as well.             
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The third sustainable dimension is the social aspect of a destination.  In the 

example of Hong Kong one term, environmental justice, brings the sustainable triangle 

together.  Environmental justice is that claim that environmental burdens fall 

disproportionately on poor and minority communities (Stern, 2003, 782).  It has been 

researched that in Hong Kong, rich income groups suffer less exposure to environmental 

problems then poor income groups.  This is not only unfair but difficult to improve.  

Smaller lower class homes are vulnerable to air pollution because most are without air 

conditioners and windows are open.  Construction workers and taxi drivers are exposed 

to more air pollution then large business entrepreneurs but have little leverage to improve 

working conditions (Stern, 2003).  Fortunately Hong Kong only began to think of itself as 

a class based society in the past five years however, it is an issue and needs to be 

confronted.   

 

As many people as there are in Hong Kong and as much as it seems there is no 

possible way for it to continue growing, it is.  Tourism will continue to be a large 

component and sustainability will become more and more important.  Hong Kong has 

quite the history behind it and has grown and learned from many years of experience.  

Since the 1997 handover Hong Kong Special Administrative Region has had to adapt to a 

new lifestyle.  The economic, environmental and social dimensions of the destination are 

apparent in the Hong Kong tourism industry and need to work together to enhance future 

sustainability.  Hong Kong is characterized by an ideology of success, a belief that hard 

work leads to achievement and as long as these theories are put in place towards positive 

outcomes, the future of Hong Kong shall be in good hands.  
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How the Tsunami affected Thailand 
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On December 26, 2004, an earthquake shook the Andaman Sea causing one of the world’s worst 

natural disasters.  It was this event that introduced the word “tsunami” to the world.  This tsunami travelled 

more than 8,000km across the Indian Ocean obliterating coastal areas in six different countries (Coate & 

Handmer, 2006). This caused a tremendous amount of death, estimating to be between 220,000 and 

290,000 individuals, as well as copious amounts of injuries.  Still, to this day, many individuals are missing 

(WHO, 2005).   

A “tsunami is a Japanese word for “harbour wave”.  It refers to a series of waves traveling across 

the ocean with wavelengths up to 100 miles between wave crests in the deep ocean” (Pacific Tsunami 

Museum, 2005).  A tsunami travels at 500 miles per hour. When the wave reaches the shore the speed 

decreases however the height of the wave significantly increases (Rittichainuwat, 2006). This results in 

massive amount of destruction.  

In Thailand, the tsunami struck six provinces along the southern coast line: Phang Nga, Krabi, 

Phuke, Ranong, Trang, and Satun (Ichinosawa, 2006). “The overall death toll reached 5,395, with 8,457 

people injured and 2,932 still missing,” (Ichinosawa, 2006).  Many of these individuals were tourists. When 

the waves ravaged Thailand roughly “315 hotels and resorts and 234 restaurants were totally or partially 

destroyed” (Manuta et al., 2005).  

This paper will look at how Thailand’s southern region was affected by the tsunami and how the 

people of Thailand are recovering from this disaster. The paper will explore the impact on the economy and 

will also examine the destruction of the environment, and touch on a socio-political issue that was inflated 

by this catastrophe.   

When hazardous events occurs a ripple effect of harmful incidents usually follows. In Thailand, this 

natural disaster wiped out coastal cities and villages and had severe effect on the local economy.  In the six 

tsunami-affected provinces, the most important industry is tourism. Tourism holds the largest economic 

gains compared to any other industry alone. In Phuket, tourism accounts for 34 percent of the total Gross 
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Regional Product in 2000 (Alpha Research, 2004). After the tsunami hit, an immediate and substantial 

decline in tourist visits occurred.  According to Ichinosawa (2006), tourists arriving at Phuket International 

Airport in 2004, between the months of January and May, was approximately 487,423 and dropped to 

156,735 post-tsunami during the same time frame. This massive decrease causes a very successful 

hospitality and tourism industry to become financially unstable. In January 2005, hotel occupancy reduced 

to numbers as low as 10 percent from their normal figures and the majority of direct airline flights to Phuket 

were cancelled (Rittichainuwat, 2006). The province of Krabo was hit hardest (Ichinosawa, 2006). Many of 

the hotels are only now on the verge of being rebuilt, due the level of devastation and the delays in 

government funding (Rittichainuwat, 2006).  

This steep decline of inbound tourism not only affected the industries economy, but also largely 

affected employment. According to the Phuket Provincial Governor’s official statement, “roughly 90 percent 

of population is directly or indirectly engaged in tourism related business” (MLIT Japan, 2005). In many 

resorts and restaurants roughly 20% of their employees were fired because of low occupancy (Ichinosawa, 

2006).  

Small business owners of southern Thailand have also suffered. After the tsunami, these 

businesses were acquired little or no profit. Without tourists, the majority of businesses in southern 

Thailand could not be sustained (Ichinosawa, 2006).   According to “statistics released by Thailand’s 

National Economic and Social Development Board (NESBD) and National Statistical Office (NSO), 

estimated the values of the Thai informal sector in 2002 to stand at around US$ 78.6 million” (NSO, 2004). 

These statistics reveal that 44 percent of Thai GDP come from the informal sector and provides mass 

amounts of employment for the Thai community (Coate & Handmer, 2006).  A large problem with this 

sector of business is that they are not covered by insurance (Coate & Handmer, 2006).  When the tsunami 

hit many businesses had no direct support to rebuild.  

The tsunami also affected Thailand’s ocean mammals and fish. The crashing waves scattered dead 

dolphins and sea turtles, and left stingrays and sharks marooned in large open spaces, such as 

playgrounds (Atienza, 2005).  Ocean conservationists “fear the tsunami disaster might have wiped out its 
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latest generation of leatherback, green sea, hawksbill, and olive ridley turtle” as these mammals are not 

adept swimmers (Atienza, 2005).  

Thailand’s southern coast had a vast amount of marine life and ecosystems. When the tsunami 

stuck, the beautiful coral reefs and mangroves that surrounded Thailand’s coast were damaged (Atienza, 

2005). These “structures support a huge variety of marine organisms and vital nursery areas for many 

species of plant life, fish and crustaceans” (Atienza, 2005).  The reefs were the first line of defence against 

the massive waves. As the tsunami passed through the healthy coastal zones the waves were dissipated 

(Rice & Haynes, 2005). According to a World Wildlife Fund (WWF) report, in Andhra Pradesh in India, 

numerous people took refuge from the tsunami among the mangroves, as the mangroves absorbed the 

impact of the wave (Atienza, 2005).  

The tsunami has also created a variety of socio-political damages. This disaster affected large 

geographical features of the Indian Ocean (Atienza, 2005). Before-and-after images of the tsunami-hit area 

were compared and it showed that enormous amounts of coastline erosion occurred. This sudden land 

change greatly affected communities. Post-tsunami recovery programs have been implemented and 

rehabilitation is largely underway. These programs are very beneficial as they help to reduce the risk from 

future natural disasters and improve vulnerability of community members. These programs, however, “can 

only be realized if the governance system in which it is carried out promotes a sense of justice and fairness 

in disaster risk management” (Manuta et al., 2005).  Many socio-political issues have risen.  One of the 

most significant concerns relates to land rights. The aftermath of the tsunami did not begin the land right 

issues, but exacerbated them (Rice & Haynes, 2005).  Many citizens do not possess the proper documents 

to prove ownership, but believe that occupancy of their land for numerous years should secure their tenure 

(Rice & Haynes, 2005).  Post-tsunami, the government implemented new policies, without consultation, 

and decided to provide free housing, and title deeds on inland location, which affect many individuals of 

fishing communities (Rice & Haynes, 2005). “More than 30 villages in the six tsunami-hit provinces are now 

facing eviction” (Ekachai, 2005).  These evicted citizens are fighting back. For example, the village of 

Takua Pa is going to be the site for a new provincial hospital, which means previous residents, will no long 
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be able to live in their town (Manuta et al., 2005).  This land dispute took place over many months. The 

government decided to divide the land, allowing residents to live on a part, and construction of the new 

hospital on the other (Manuta et al., 2005).  This style of dispute is happening all over the six tsunami-hit 

provinces between communities and private entrepreneurs or conservation groups, many of which are not 

resolved even today. (Manuta et al., 2005).    

The reconstruction and rehabilitation phase began not long after the tsunami ceased. Thai habitants 

were determined to rebuild their lives. This disaster has provided an opportunity for sustainable 

redevelopment relating to the revitalization of the economy, and restoration of the environment and socio-

political issues, and the necessity of an early warning disaster system (Manuta et al., 2005).     

The economic decline has hindered southern Thailand’s community; however resilience and 

determination from Thai people and support for nations worldwide have brought a tremendous 

rehabilitation and reconstruction to this country. Thailand’s main goal was to accelerate recovery and re-

establish a connection with travelers (Rice & Haynes, 2005).  “In collaboration with UN organizations, an 

action plan was put in place to promote disaster reduction regimes in the region, and long-term 

environmental and social sustainability” (Rice & Haynes, 2005).  

The hospitality industry began marketing and promoting southern Thailand to increase awareness 

that it is a safe place to travel. Resorts and hotels worked with travel agencies promoting fun packages at 

low costs (Rittichainuwat, 2006). Their focus was to expand into new markets of China, Japan, Australia 

and New Zealand, in hopes to promote different types of travel such as golf, spa and honeymoon packages 

(Rice & Haynes, 2005). Thai travel agents helped to promote southern Thailand by facilitating “trade shows 

to communicate to overseas travel suppliers and media reports that Thailand is safe and fully prepared for 

tourists” (Rittichainuwat, 2006).   

From an environmental perspective, regulations were put in place to determine habitation locations; 

individuals must live at least one thousand meters from the coast (Atienza, 2005). The government has 

also installed a working early warning system, and is using indigenous technologies, and recent 

communication systems to help prevent future disasters (Rittichainuwat, 2006).   
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The socio-political issues that arose with the tsunami are much more complex than rebuilding a 

hotel. Land rights issues take countless hours of negotiations; however they are beginning to be resolved 

with the help from local NGOs.  

Although two years have passed, the shocking disaster still remains in our memories. Time has 

shown, however, that rehabilitation can and will occur, and has provided opportunities for new sustainable 

redevelopment. The tsunami has produced stronger values in individuals of southern Thailand 

(Kongsompong, 2005).  Even though, tourist activity is still in the rebuilding stage, tourism will once again 

escalate due to the positive image Thailand possess.   
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The Drug Economy of Thailand 

Mark Jemison #3730017 

 

 Thailand has been a destination shrouded in allure and mystery, ever since the 

first arrival of outsiders who came looking for trade and treasure. In the heart of South 

East Asia Thailand resisted Western colonization, and prevented considerable foreign 

influence from penetrating the country. The nation became rich in its own culture and 

history, dating back nearly ten thousand years. Said to be the first true agriculturalists the 

Thai economy revolved around farming. It was not long before the farming of drugs and 

narcotics established their role in the Thai economy. Over the centuries Thailand’s 

production of narcotics has changed greatly. A source of legal trade, black market deals 

and foreign tourists, the drug industry of Thailand has always had its foot in the national 

economy. With a recent crackdown on illegal drugs, and the implementation of new laws 

and regulations Thailand is making progress in reducing and removing the drug trade 

from their borders. Although Thailand greatly honours their immense history, the current 

government and majority of citizens hope to distance their lives and economy from the 

narcotics that have been present for so long.  

 

 Narcotics have been a prevalent issue in Thailand for more than 600 years, and 

still the government is battling to keep the problem under control. Opium was first 

introduced into East Asia in the 8
th
 century from Arab traders. The opium poppy was then 

carried by hill tribes into Northern Thailand, grown locally becoming culturally 

acceptable.
1
 The hill tribes did not limit themselves to the borders of Thailand but also 

into the surrounding countries of Myanmar, Southern China and Laos, their movements 
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would become a problem as governments tried to combat the problem in the centuries to 

come. The very first attempt at preventing the spread of opium addiction in Thailand 

came in 1360 with a regulation added to simple the Criminal Code, the Code allowed 

officers to imprison traffickers, as well as addicts until they were able to overcome their 

addiction.
2
 The success of the new regulation is somewhat unknown because it was not 

until the Opium Wars of 1839 and 1856 that opium use became more wide spread across 

South East Asia, and China. The higher of opium use throughout the world did not 

drastically effect the Thai economy, although there was exportation the main users of the 

crop were still the hill tribes as it had been for centuries before.  

 

 Narcotics in Thailand did not begin to critically effect the economy until the 20
th
 

century. Up to the 1950s most commercial Asian opium was grown in Southern China, 

this changed when a communist regime came into power and suppressed the stranglehold 

that opium had on that region.
3
  Opium production in Thailand during most of the post 

1950 period has been promoted inadvertently by policies designed to protect the Northern 

Thai border against communism infiltration and to prevent hill tribe insurgency.
4
 The 

hilly environment of northern Thailand was not conducive for general agriculture, and 

with low prices on traditional crops the hill tribe people of northern Thailand were forced 

to grow opium commercially unlike they had done for centuries. As the century 

progressed, political turmoil brought rise to groups of rebels who took refuge in the 
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isolated northern territories. Dealing with warlords in Myanmar the opium trade 

flourished, it was not until the late 1980s with the addition of better roads and 

governmental help to include these territories that the trade was able to be lessened.
5
  

Marijuana also grows rampantly in parts of Thailand, with little interest from the 

government who are often too concerned with the larger opium problem, marijuana 

although illegal was readily available. The drug history of Thailand dates back longer 

than most civilizations, and with the drugs comes the constant battle against them.  

 

 The current government is making leaps and bounds in stopping narcotic 

production within Thailand, and battling to prevent importers from flooding the country 

with illegal drugs. The government claims that opium is not being produced on a 

commercial scale, but statistics from the late 1990s show that Thailand still produces 15-

25 tons a year. Although this may be a substantial number to some it is no where near the 

production levels of the other countries in the Golden Triangle, Myanmar and Laos 

account for nearly 2,500 tons a year collectively.
6
 Advances in stopping drug production 

have come a long way, by cutting down on corruption and offering alternatives Thailand 

has seen great success in this area of the drug economy.  

 

 Making progress in lessening the amount of narcotic production, Thailand still 

faces the large challenge of curbing drug use and importation throughout the country. 

Psychedelics, amphetamines and some prescription drugs have many Thai’s hooked. 

Where there was once very little true addiction outside of the remote hill tribes, East Asia 
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has become a major heroin consumer and an emerging market for designer drugs like 

amphetamines and ecstasy. The Thai government does not take this drug problem lightly, 

hoping to help the addicts in the country overcome their problems and prevent corruption 

and narcotics sales from affecting the economy too greatly. With the recent addition of 

Border Patrol Police, the Thai government has been able to prevent many shipments of 

drugs from illegally crossing the border. More than 70 per cent of worldwide seizures of 

amphetamines took place in countries in East and South-East Asia mainly China and 

Thailand.
7
 It seems that even with the stepped on pressure to eradicate the amphetamines 

problem the government still has to do more. To some the drug dealing law which is an 

automatic death sentence for whoever is found guilty may seem drastic, but it is a 

measure that the government is willing to take to stop progress in the narcotic 

underworld. For many years corruption in the political system prevented any breaks in 

the system, but by cracking down, the drug economy of Thailand has been on a steady 

decline, bribes no longer work to the degree they used to, allowing law to be the final say. 

Political pressure from the Thai government has helped to weaken the drug economy in 

Thailand, as more busts and arrests are made the future of illegal narcotics in Thailand is 

very bleak.  

 

 Education has also played a crucial role in bringing down the power behind the 

drug community. With the recent construction of an opium history museum Thai’s are 

able to learn about the culture of their past and of the hardships endured because of it. 

Almost every major Thai university has been conducting surveys on studies on drug use 
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throughout Thailand. With help from the academic community drug education has helped 

to relieve some of the pressures on drug use.  

 

 In many poor countries, tourism is an essential source of revenue, presenting hope 

and a source for a better future. Locals make every effort is made to provide the tourists 

with whatever it is they might want, in Thailand’s case this often means illegal drugs. 

Although once lax on drug laws towards foreigners the government’s stance has changed. 

For decades it was easy for westerners to live cheaply, buying whatever drugs their hearts 

desired from non-prescription pharmacies and locals willing to take a small risk to turn a 

profit. Today the drug laws of Thailand extend to those who visit for pleasure, and the 

once common cure-all bribe is no longer accepted. The once booming location for drug 

tourism, Thailand has been willing to risk losing revenue for a greater good.  

 

 To help the economic well being of the hill tribe people who for so long were 

dependent on growing opium the government has established a successful program. 

Rather than force the hill tribes to stop growing opium, the government has promoted 

developmental projects that encourage the cultivation of other ecologically and 

economically feasible crops.
8
 By giving the growers a simple and legally friendly option 

the Thai government helps to improve the economic interests of the hill tribes and the 

nation as a whole.  

 

 Thailand has achieved success in alleviating a lot of tension in the narcotics 
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community, with more progress every year Thailand is distancing itself from the drug 

underworld. To lessen the power of control of narcotics Thailand must continue to 

strengthen protection on its borders with Myanmar and Laos, a task that is easier said 

than done. Continual drug education and law enforcement will only help the cause. 

Thailand’s drug economy has changed greatly over the years, a national problem of 

corruption and black market deals has been severely lessened for the benefit of the 

nation.  
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Impacts of the 2004 Tsunami on Thailand 

 

Dan Keil – 2891927 

 

 On December 26
th
 2004 a 9.3 magnitude earthquake occurred in the Indian Ocean 

off the west coast of Sumatra, Indonesia resulting in a Tsunami that devastated the 

coastal areas of countries such as Indonesia, Sri Lanka, India and Thailand. The resulting 

destruction was perhaps the worst caused by a natural disaster in recorded history, killing 

approximately 283,000, injuring 125,000 and displacing countless others in the affected 

areas. Thailand was among those countries sustaining heavy casualties, and an enormous 

amount of damage to infrastructure. Although many of the beaches along the Gulf of 

Thailand were left untouched, the Andaman coast received the majority of the damage, 

with six provinces affected, 5000 confirmed dead, and another 3000 missing. (Cummings 

pp.44) The vastly popular tourist destination of Phuket was one of the most badly 

damaged, however other affected areas include Khao Lak, Krabie, Trang and Satun. 

Charity organizations have played a significant role in the reconstruction of damaged 

areas in Thailand, and the people affected have showed enormous resilience in the face of 

such an event. However, many focus on the immediate and visible destruction caused by 

the waves immediately after they hit shore, and fail to recognize the long-term effects this 

event has had, and will continue to have on Thailand and other affected counties. 

Thailand continues to struggle with the environmental, economic and social impacts that 

still plague the country today. 

 The environmental impacts of the 2004 Tsunami in Thailand can be felt well 

beyond what we were able to see on land in the days following the disaster. Perhaps one 

of the most negatively affected sectors of the environment was the coral reef of 
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Thailand’s Andaman coast. These reefs and sea grass beds play a vital role in providing a 

habitat for fish and crustaceans, both of which are very important economic commodities 

to Thailand’s fishing and coastal communities. The swelling and retreating of the wave 

brought an enormous amount of debris including buildings, cars and sand back across the 

delicate reefs as the wave retreated. Shallow coral reefs were the most adversely affected, 

with approximately 15 to 20 to percent damaged, while the reefs beyond a depth of three 

to five meters remained untouched for the most part. (UNDP) Although the damage 

sustained was significant, it is thought that most of it is temporary, and many of the reefs 

will regenerate without human intervention. Both the coastal communities and Thai 

government have noted an increased awareness and shift towards environmental 

sustainability in the weeks and months following the disaster. The government has agreed 

to work with the United Nations Development program in the hopes of strengthening the 

environmental practices, to ensure the long-term sustainable management of coastal 

resources. The focus of this joint program addresses key issues such as zoning, 

jurisdiction, legislation and community involvement. Some achievements so far include: 

- 95% of targeted reefs have been cleared of hundreds of tons of debris washed 

out onto the reefs by the tsunami 

- 17 coral reefs have been rehabilitated, including sea fan coral repair and stag 

horn coral re-plantation 

- Education and awareness campaigns about coral reef protection and 

conservation have been initiated  

- Multi-stakeholder consultations for an overall strategic plan for the Andaman 

coast have been initiated  
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- The project will form partnerships to establish a community level public 

awareness component to ensure long-term sustainability. (UNDP) 

 

Due to Thailand’s reliance on it’s thriving tourist industry, it is vital that the country put 

these sustainability programs in place to protect those sites most important to tourism, 

and the Thai economy.  

Though Thailand was able to rebuild much faster than many of the poorer 

countries hit by the Tsunami, the country still felt an enormous downshift in the economy 

in the days and months following the disaster. One sector most negatively affected was 

the tourism industry. As mentioned before, the tourism industry is a very important 

source of income for Thailand, and the only source of income for many Thai’s living and 

working on the beach resort, and hotel areas of the Andaman coast. In the six months 

following the Tsunami, traveler confidence to Thailand was at an all time low. Perhaps 

the hardest hit was the popular tourist region of Phuket, which lost an estimated Bt60 

billion in tourist revenue following the disaster. As of June 2005, the impact of the 

tourism economy has led to the closure of over 400 hotels, restaurants and souvenir 

shops, and left over 5000 people unemployed. Prior to the Tsunami, tourist arrivals at the 

Phuket international airport were approximately 487,419, while the following year saw 

the airports numbers drop to a mere 159,423. (Slobig) Though the initial impact to the 

tourism industry was significant, as time goes on the industry continues to recover at an 

impressive rate. Tourist numbers today are close to what they were prior to the tsunami, 

and traveler confidence has returned, partly due to a tsunami detection system, and the 

generous donations from many European and Western countries. 
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Damage to the fishing industry may seem minimal when compared to the tourist 

industry due to it only accounting for 17% of national output, or about 0.3% of GNP. 

However, many of the poorer coastal villages in the southern region of Thailand are 

largely dependant on both fishing and agriculture. Two types of fishing prevail in 

Thailand, industrial and artisanal: Industrial being the large scale fishing operations 

which use trawlers and other bottom dredging equipment to fish commercially. Artisanal 

fishers use small boats (5 meters or less) and are usually family owned and operated. 

Most of the boats and processing facilities damaged in the Tsunami carried no type of 

insurance, making it impossible for individual families to replace the lost vessels, 

therefore government grants and international support have been vital in the 

reconstruction of the industry. Another blow to the fishing industry in the months 

following was the drop in consumer demand for fish caught along the Andaman coast. A 

public aversion to eating fish caught in the area, due to the fear of feeding off the bodies 

of the deceased made it impossible for those who could still fish to be able to sell their 

product. A demand for fish caught from the gulf of Thailand, where there was no risk of 

contamination, was increasing, even after the Director General of the World Health 

organization deemed the fish safe to eat, and even went on record to say that he was still 

eating fish everyday. 

It is thought that in the future, the tsunami will actually benefit both the fishing 

and tourist industries. New infrastructure built with the funds of relief organizations, 

along with more sustainable environment and economic policies put in place by the Thai 

government, will ensure Thailand is able to meet the needs of the present, without 

compromising the needs of future generations. 
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The social impacts of the 2004 Tsunami are much more difficult to measure than 

other impacts associated with the disaster. The loss of friends, family, homes and 

businesses felt by those directly affected may be incomprehensible to those who have not 

suffered such losses. Adult and children from the Tsunami affected areas of Thailand 

have elevated rates of mental health problems such as post traumatic stress disorder 

(PSTD) according to the Journal of American Medicine. In many natural disasters PSTD 

and related mental health problems are common. Thailand has not had many disasters in 

the past, and assessing and treating the affected areas is vital to the wellbeing of those 

affected. A disturbing trend is the rate of PSTD found in Tsunami affected areas in 

Thailand. A total of 371 participated in a survey from tsunami affected areas in Southern 

Thailand, where approximately 20,000 children were affected. It was found that 

approximately 13% of these children suffered from some type of depression or 

posttraumatic stress disorder. (Thienkrua) A therapeutic approach has been deemed 

effective in treating many of these types of issues in children, volunteers, and 

professionals from around the world.  

The effects of the 2004 Tsunami on Thailand were devastating, and negative for 

the most part. However, there are always some positives that come out of a disaster if one 

looks hard enough. We saw the entire world join together in the days and weeks 

following the disaster to form the largest relief effort in history, donating more money to 

affected areas than any other relief effort. The rebuilding effort in Thailand was quick 

and effective, emphasizing the need for sustainability. Thailand, as well as many other 

countries that rely on tourism for income, realized that there is a very delicate balance 

between the natural environment and the economy. Countries and communities must plan 
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for the future, and protect what natural environments and customs they have, to ensure 

the flow of tourists in the future. Often disasters or crises occur too late, and the effects 

are irreversible. Disasters like the tsunami force us to realize that our resources, economy, 

and infrastructures are not impenetrable, and without proper management and sustainable 

development, they may compromise the needs of future generations, who do not have a 

voice today. 

 

Appendix A 
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- Pre and post tsunami picture of the Northern Khao Bay. Much of the damage was 

caused by debris picked up by the surging and retreating action of the wave. 
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 Tourism is an increasingly important component of the economies of many 

countries. For some countries including Thailand, it is a major source of income and 

overseas investment. Tourism expansion creates both positive and negative impacts on 

the destination area and the host country. It is a major source of revenue for Thailand and 

important to the Thai economy1.  It is important to look at the economic, socio-cultural 

and physical impacts of tourism development in Buddhist temples and the cities in which 

they are located. 

 Economics and religion have been influential forces in shaping world history.  

However, according to Vukonić, the economic aspects of religious travel have been the 

least studied topic in relation to the religion tourism crossover2. Religious pilgrimage has 

a history of being an economic generator in the areas these pilgrims visit, as services 

develop to cater to their needs.  In many countries tourism is seen as a way to diversify or 

rescue a struggling economy. In many cases the economic benefits of tourism to sites of 

religious importance are seen to outweigh the negative impacts. Baedcharoen explains 

how the Thai’s feel about religious tourism, 

A survey was conducted during November 1999 in Bangkok, Ayutthaya, 

Chiang Mai and Chachoensao. Among a random sample of residents from 

those cities. The results show that respondents strongly agree with the idea 

that tourism provides many economic and socio-cultural benefits, but the 

residents are ambivalent about its costs.  It was found that residents’ 

attitudes toward tourism are not related to the degree of tourism 

                                                
 1 TAT (1998b) Annual Report, 1998.  Tourism Authority of Thailand Bangkok 

 2 Vukonić, B. Tourism and Religion. (Pergamom Press: UK) 34-35. 
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development within the host community. Moreover, respondents agree 

that all types of religious shrines have received similar tourism impacts. It 

was found that residents tend to recognise tourism benefits and are less 

intrested or concerned with its downfalls. 3 

 

Shackley also discussed in Tourism and Cultural Conflicts, that because of the potential 

revenue, Buddhist monks allow their religious festivals to be interrupted by tourists4. The 

economic impacts associated with religious tourism are greater than those associated with 

other market segments because pilgrims and other religious travelers are avid buyers of 

religious souvenirs.  The economics of religious tourism can be so lucrative that many 

religious groups are willing to put up with ignorant tourists who visit and disturb their 

religious centers, for example at Wat Phra That Doi Suthep a peaceful prayer can be 

easily shattered by people sounding the heavy dissonant bells which surround the 

temple5. With Thailand containing over 30 000 temples religion makes up a huge section 

of their tourist industry. 

 Buddhism is usually regarded as one of the world’s greatest religions. Buddhism 

predates Christianity and Islam and adheres to well over 300 million people, the BBC 

                                                
 3 Baedcharoen, I. “Impacts of Religious Tourism in Thailand” Unpublished Masters Thesis, 
Department of Tourism, University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand. 
  
 4 Shackley, M. “Managing the Cultural impacts of religious tourism in the Himalayas, Tibet and 
Nepal.’ Tourism and Cultural Conflicts. (New York: CABI) 123-125. 
 
 5 Gray, Paul and Ridout, Lucy. (2004).Wat Phra That Doi Suthep. The Rough Guide to Thailand. 
(New York: Rough Guides) 348. 
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giving a figure of 350 million6. Theravada Buddhism is the national religion of Thailand, 

practiced by 90% of its population. Theravada Buddhism, an orthodox Buddhist sect 

which keeps the original doctrine and tradition succeeded from the Buddha. 

 Ever since the Sukhothai Period, Buddhism has been recognized as the state's 

religion and significantly fundamental influence of Thai society and culture. Temples 

serve as an important social unit; they are the spiritual and educational centers of 

Thailand. Buddhism is expressed in every aspect of Thai daily life. From birth to death, 

Buddhism is represented as the ceremonies believed to bring happiness to life7.  

However, in a strictly western sense Buddhism is not a religion at all. There is no 

personal god, no unchanging and immortal soul, and no necessity for the salvation of the 

latter by the former8.  

 The Socio-cultural impact of tourists on Thailand’s religious destinations is quite 

similar to the impacts in other streams of tourism. There are both positive and negative 

impacts on religion although they are hard to directly measure. Some cultural impacts can 

include disappearance or degradation leading to a loss of authenticity of religion, 

ceremonies, art and music etc. However in some cases there are benefits, which include 

retention of dance and handicrafts, as well as the restoration of monuments9.   

                                                
 6 BBC (2004) Religion and Ethics, Buddhism, introduction, available at 
www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/Buddhism/intro.shtml (retrieved on July 24,  2007) 
 
 7 Thailand Travel (2004) www.Asia-Discovery.com. available at 
http://www.asia-discovery.com/thai_Buddhism.htm (Retrieved on July 25, 2007) 
 
 8 Hall, Michael C. “Buddhism, Tourism and the middle way.”  Tourism, Religion and Spiritual 
Journeys (Routledge: Oxon, 2006) 172. 
 
 9 Matheison and Wall. “Promoting Sustainable development and Combating Poverty: Socio-
Culturally Sensitive Programmes.”  Sustainable Tourism (UK: Earthscan Publications Limited, 1997) 103. 
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 As for social impacts the local Thai community could be affected by the 

‘demonstration effect,’ where they have western tourists visiting and demoting their 

religion. This could also lead to moral problems such as the decline in traditional beliefs 

and religion. Thankfully there are some more positive social impacts surrounding 

religious tourism.  Tourism allows travelers the opportunity to learn about a different 

culture, in this case new religious practices; this could leave tourists more open and 

accepting of the local traditions10.   

 While tourism is seen in many circles as a way of contributing to the preservation 

of heritage and religious sites and to bolster staggering economies, most observers feel it 

is a destructive force in terms of cultural unity and degradation of the natural 

environment. Olsen and Timothy suggests that the only enduring difference between 

pilgrimage and tourism is that pilgrimage has not produced the negative cultural, 

environmental and social impacts associated with mass tourism. A risk that most 

religious sites take when offered as a tourist attraction is the impacts of mass tourism, 

which can lead to structures being closed down due to mismanagement and overuse11. 

The overcrowding that comes with tourism can lead to the local populations having little 

room to enjoy their own spiritual environment. 

 When a site becomes a tourist attraction, it is necessary to develop the area for it 

to continue to cater to tourists. Hall states an example of development at an important 

Thai religious site in Chiang Mai, 

In Thailand Buddhist monks have become increasingly involved in 

development issues with the first case in which monks took a 

                                                
 10 Matheison and Wall, 103.  
 11 Olsen and Timothy, 12. 
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conservationist position, being in opposition to the 1985 proposal to build 

a cable car up Doi Suthep Mountain and through Doi-Suthep-Pui National 

Park in Chiang Mai to promote tourism and economic development.  

Opposition by monks to the cable car project were primarily on heritage 

and spiritual grounds although wider connections were made to forest 

conservation issues12. 

As well because of extensive pilgrimage and tourist visits Doi Suthep is masked heavily 

at the base of the mountain with endless stalls of souvenirs, jade factories, parking lots, 

and food vendors; making the experience a little less enlightening13. These vendors line 

the walkway toward the Naga staircase and distract from its beauty. This is one example 

where tourists have impacted the aesthetics of a religious site. The same type of political 

issues that affect tourism in general surrounds Buddhist tourism-related development. 

However, as in other faiths, there is usually no clear-cut perspective on what would 

constitute as appropriate tourism development. 

 It is imperative that the Thai community practices sustainable development so that 

these religious sites will be around for generations to come. Development and technology 

of the modern world has somehow changed the traditional lifestyle of Thai people, 

especially in big cities. Despite that, with the deep perception of Buddhism within them, 

Thai people still adopt Buddhist philosophy of simplicity to lead their ways, making Thai 

society much more tolerant and peaceful if compared with those which are suffering the 

stress from our competitive world today.

                                                
 12 Hall, Michael C., 182. 
 13 Wat Phra That Doi Suthep (2007) www.thailandforvisitors.com. Available at 
http://thailandforvisitors.com/north/chiangmai/suthep/ (retrieved on July 25, 2007) 
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Hong Kong’s Ecological Footprint 

 

Carlie McDonald 

 

 Hong Kong is one of China’s most fascinating cities. Using only 110 of the 

approximate 1100 square kilometers of land making up the city, seven million people 

carry on their day to day activities (Fallon, 5). While this bustling city offers a unique 

lifestyle, such a dense population can cause large ecological problems. An ecological 

footprint (EF) is used as a measurement to determine the amount of natural resources a 

person, community or country uses in comparison to the biological capacity of the Earth. 

When resources are being consumed faster than they are replenished, the impact on the 

Globe increases, thus increasing the EF of the consumers (Living Planet, 2006). 

 An important aspect of having little or no ecological footprint is living in a 

sustainable manner. To live sustain ably is to meet the needs for today without 

compromising the needs of future generations. Throughout your journey within Hong 

Kong, be sure to notice the many characteristics of the three pillars of sustainability: 

Economy, Society and Environment. Each of these pillars must be in perfect unison for a 

community or individual to be sustainable. This pre-departure brief will outline the 

importance of each of these pillars within Hong Kong as well as discuss the impact that 

this amazing city has on our only planet (Middleton, 2002). 

 With such a high population density in Hong Kong, approximately 6300 people 

per square kilometer (Fallon, 20), complications arise with regards to resource 

consumption. Many of the resources must be brought into Hong Kong as there is a 

constraint relating to available land.  Similarly, replenishing these resources is nearly 

impossible as the city mainly consists of high-rise buildings, cement and water. 



Hong Kong became a Special Administrative Region of the Peoples Republic of 

China as of July 1, 1997. Hong Kong was under British rule from 1842 until 1997, in the 

last year the island was handed over to Mainland China. Unfortunately at this time most 

of Asia was in a financial crisis, the effects of which were felt by Hong Kong towards the 

end of 1997. Coming out of the recession, Hong Kong’s economy improved significantly 

for a few years until another recession was experienced between 2001 and 2002. For 

years the composition of the economy has transformed from having a large 

manufacturing section to an increase in wholesale and retail trade, and other services 

(Wong Hock Tsen, Furuoka, 2005). The increase in the retail and service sectors creates 

the need for more infrastructure for stores and offices. These new buildings create a strain 

on the already crowded streets of Hong Kong.  

 As the economy is increasing, more individuals and businesses want to get 

involved in the sectors that are succeeding. This creates the opportunity for population 

growth as more people move into the community (Wong Hock Tsen, Furuoka, 2005). 

This population increase, similar to the increase in businesses, creates a demand for 

infrastructure. Hong Kong has very little land available to build on. To expand their land 

mass, Victoria Harbour has been overtaken by landfill to create space for the ever 

growing population and economy.  

 The societal demands in Hong Kong are continually growing as the population 

grows. Large concerns within Hong Kong are pollution, health and poverty. Poverty has 

been a major concern for many years, when the 1997 recession took place; the 

unemployment rate increased four percent. Families with incomes lower than HK$4000 

at that time saw an increase in unemployment of 31.4 percent. (Lee, 2000). This 

demonstrates the imbalance of equity within the markets, as the old saying goes, the rich 



get richer and the poor get poorer. While the population continues to grow in Hong Kong, 

increasing numbers of families are finding it difficult to keep above the poverty line.  

 Problems relating to health care become apparent when poverty is present in a 

community. Respiratory concerns are present, especially when the air pollution index 

(API) is higher in Hong Kong than many other areas. Evidence has shown that air 

pollution causes problems such as respiratory diseases, emphysema, and death 

(Williamson, 1969). The air pollution in Hong Kong is responsible for more than fifteen 

thousand premature deaths each year. (Fallon, 2006) The combination of both serious 

health problems and a great proportion of the population living in poverty each year will 

only create negative social impacts within Hong Kong.  

Pollution problems continue to steadily worse. In Hong Kong, the Environmental 

Protection Department (EPD) was created in 1989, not until then did the population 

consider environmental factors a problem in everyday life.  Air pollution not only creates 

health problems, but interferes with daily activities. The Hong Kong Observatory noted 

that eighteen percent of the time it is impossible to see across Victoria Harbour. Pollution 

is a major concern in Hong Kong as “half of the coal-powered plants in the Pearl River 

delta are…owned by Hong Kong companies as are many of the factories in Guangdong 

province (Fallon, 2006)” The Hong Kong government tracks the daily air pollution index 

(API) to notify residents when they should remain inside. Air pollution to this extent is 

extreme as it interferes with daily lifestyles. It is important for Hong Kong to begin to 

think more earth-friendly otherwise it will continually worsens until the residents of 

Hong Kong will no longer be able to leave their homes without ventilation protection. 

(Fallon, 2006) 



 You will also notice that air pollution is not the only source of pollution in Hong 

Kong. The water is severely polluted due to industrial and sewage waste being dumped 

into Victoria Harbour. The harbour has also been filled, decreasing approximately half 

it’s size since the 19th century in an attempt to increase the land mass in Hong Kong 

(Fallon, 2006). If you plan on swimming in any of the beaches located in Hong Kong, be 

sure to check the local newspapers or the EPD webpage to ensure the beach is at a safe 

level of pollution.  

 As you will notice throughout the time you spend in Hong Kong, there are many 

negative impacts within all three pillars of sustainability. The economy is doing excellent, 

however, at the expense of both the environment and society. Similarly, the growth in 

population is having a negative affect on the environment.   It is apparent that the three 

pillars of sustainability are not in unison in Hong Kong, therefore the impact of their 

daily practices are negatively impacting the Earth with an ecological footprint. 

  As shown above by using the three pillars of sustainability, Hong Kong’s 

Ecological Footprint is making a negative impact on the environment. They are 

consuming resources at a rate that it too quick for the biological capacity of the Earth. 

This means, the daily patterns of those in Hong Kong, are using more resources than 

available.  This is quickly reducing the amount of time that we have to use the remainder 

of our resources. It is necessary for the Government of Hong Kong and the citizens 

themselves to take a step back and look at the impact that they are having on our Earth. 

Changes can be made in all sectors such as industrial, residential, public services, etc. 

Alterations within these sectors may be difficult and cumbersome; however acting now 

will give us many more years to spend on the wonderful planet that we are on.  



 As a tourist, visiting Hong Kong there are ways to reduce your ecological 

footprint while traveling. When consuming goods and services in Hong Kong, purchase 

local goods rather than those imported from other countries. This will help the local 

economy and create new job opportunities for local residents. While you travel, use local, 

public transportation to get to the places you need rather than using individual cabs or 

renting a car. This will decrease some air pollution that is caused by motorized vehicles. 

Another way to support the local culture is to participate in local and unique activities 

that you would not experience in any other part of the world. As a tourist in Hong Kong, 

you have endless possibilities to explore the culture, make the most of it by helping our 

Earth by being sustainable.  
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The City Parks and Nature Reserves of Hong Kong 

Shanna McKeever – 3073137 

An overview 

 

Hong Kong, which literally translates to mean “fragrant harbor”, is comprised of 

262 islands within the South China Sea and is one of two special administrative regions 

of the People’s Republic of China. The territory is 1, 104 square kilometers and situated 

on the eastern side of the Pearl River Delta, bordering Guangdong province in the north 

and facing the South China Sea in the east, west and south (Census and Statistics 

Department, 2007). 

 

Frequently described as a place where east meets west, the territories unique 

history has molded it into the unique territory it is today. According to Wiltshire (2003) 

from 1982 to 1981 Hong Kong was a Crown Colony. When the British Nationality Act 

was passed in 1981 Hong Kong became a British dependent territory. Then, in 1997 a 

transfer of sovereignty returned Hong Kong to the Peoples republic of China. As a result, 

Hong Kong has become a place where traditional philosophy and the practices of the 

Orient coexist with western culture. The Sino-British Joint Declaration and the Basic 

Law of Hong Kong stipulate that the territory operate with autonomy, and in accordance 

it operates under the unique policy of “one country, two systems”. The Central Peoples 

Government controls Hong Kong’s defense and foreign affairs, while Hong Kong 

maintains its own legal and monetary systems, immigration and customs policies, 

delegates to international organizations and events as well as police force.  

 

Hong Kong’s climate is subtropical and prone to monsoons. While it has been 

geologically stable for millions of years, a sharp increase throughout the ninety’s has 

increased the population to 6.99 million (Census & Statistics Department, 2007).  Most of 

the urban development exists within the Kowloon peninsula and throughout the New 

Territories. The islands of Kowloon and northern Hong Kong Island are the most densely 
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populated urban cores. Approximately ninety-five percent of the population is of Chinese 

descent and both Cantonese and English are the official languages.  

 

Hong Kong has a capitalist economy built on a policy of free market, low taxation 

and government non-intervention. It is the wealthiest urban center in the Peoples 

Republic of China in terms of gross domestic product and gross metropolitan product.  

Hong Kong is recognized worldly as one of the most successful of the newly 

industrializing economies, with 20 years of economic growth and success it is at the 

expense of environment.  Deterioration of air and water bodies and loss of marine 

habitats are a few of the problems that the economy has brought into the country (Liu, 

J.H, & Hills, P., 1997). 

 Hong Kong has recently begun to make an effort to promote a green environment 

(Hong Kong Trader, 2006) Much of the territory is undeveloped as the terrain is quite 

mountainous with steep slopes. Of the 1, 104 squared kilometers less than twenty-five 

percent is developed. Forty percent of the remaining landmass is reserved as country 

parks and nature reserves 

As a series of islands, the long and irregular coastline affords many rivers, bays 

and beaches. Despite the extensive percentage of reserved land Hong Kong has some of 

the most polluted air in the world (Bradsher, 2005). As such, environmental awareness is 

an issue that continues to grow in the territory.  

  

Parks and Reserves 

 

Hong Kong's topography and sub-tropical climate provide a wide range of 

habitats that support a variety of flora and fauna. There are more than 3,100 species of 

vascular plants, over 50 species of mammals; 480 species of birds; 80 species of reptiles 

and more than 20 amphibian species. 

 The Country Parks Ordinance was enacted in 1976 as a means by which to 

provide a legal framework for the designation, development and management of parks 

and special areas. It allows a special Country and Marine Parks Board to vise the Director 
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of Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation (AFCD) in decisions regarding all parks and 

special areas (Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation Government Department, 2007). 

Country parks are designated for nature conservation, recreation and outdoor education 

while special areas are typically for nature conservation.  

The country parks and reserves cover an area of 415.82km. The AFCD manages 

and is responsible for the parks. They are very popular in Hong Kong, approximately 12 

million visitors engaged in leisure walking, fitness exercises, hiking, barbequing, family 

picnics and camping last year (AFDC, 2007) 

The objectives of conservation works (AFDC, 2007): 

• To conserve local flora, fauna and natural habitats through offering conservation 

advice on development proposals, planning strategies and environmental impact 

assessment; law enforcement; research and implementing biodiversity 

conservation plans; and identifying Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs); 

• To conduct regular ecological surveys to take inventory and update the status of 

biodiversity assets and to establish an ecological database for Hong Kong;  

• To monitor the ecology of the Mai Po Inner Deep Bay Ramsar Site; and to 

develop and manage the Hong Kong Wetland Park; 

• To conserve endangered species of animals and plants through controlling their 

international trade;  

The new nature conservation policy is to “regulate, protect and manage natural resources 

that are important for the conservation of biological diversity of Hong Kong in a 

sustainable manner, taking into account social and economic considerations, for the 

benefit and enjoyment of the present and future generations of the community.” 

The policy objectives aim to identify and monitor important components of 

biological diversity as well as protect ecosystems while mitigating activities that may 

have adverse impacts while promoting the sustainable use of natural resources within the 

community. The policy also seeks opportunities to collaborate with the private sector, 

non-governmental organizations and academia to conduct research and surveys, as well 
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as manage ecologically important areas while complying with regional and international 

efforts in nature conservation. 

Marine protected areas are the coastal or oceanic areas that are managed to 

conserve biodiversity. They range from small, highly protected areas that focus on a 

specific species or community, to large multiple use areas that include complex linkages 

of ecosystems and habitats and include reefs, sea grass beds, rocky platforms, mangroves, 

estuarine waters, mudflats, salt marshes, shipwrecks and archaeological sites. 

Much of the waters surrounding Hong Kong are polluted by polychlorinated 

biphenyls (PCBs), which are synthetic chemicals which had been used in huge quantities 

around the world. (Hung, C. L., et al, 2006).  Another pollution problem is that there is 

also Polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) in the water.  This flame retardant is a 

worldwide problem, and in 2001 Asian countries consumed forty percent of the world’s 

total demand. The Chinese White dolphin, found in Hong Kong, showed a high value of 

6000ng/g lipid wt in its body compared to 6.0 ng/g in India (Kajiwara, N, et al, 2006).  

Another significant problem is in the waters north of Lantau Island are subject to over-

fishing, insufficient waste disposal methods, and shipping routes for cargo vessels and 

high speed ferries to and from nearby Chinese ports (Liu, J.H., & Hill, P., 1997).   

Conservation of marine reserves has a beneficial impact on fish stocks, the 

genetic diversity of surrounding areas, the actual sites and education. The Interim Marine 

and Coastal Regionalization for Australia Report is used as a framework for the 

development of Hong Kong’s Marine Protected Areas (IMCRA Technical Group, 1998). 

Australia is the benchmark country in regards to preserving and conserving its 

natural resources (Biffet, 2003). Hong Kong is just beginning its efforts in preservation 

and conservation. Due to the large population and small area, Hong Kong faces a 

problem of water pollution that most other countries do not have. However, the 

designation of four marine reserves signifies an important step in the territories marine 

preservation and conservation initiatives. 

Objectives to designate marine parks and reserves (AFDC, 2007) 
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The Marine Parks Ordinance, Chapter 37 (1995) allowed the Hong Kong Government to 

designate marine parks and reserves with the following objectives:  

  _To protect, restore and enhance marine lives and marine environment therein,  

 

  _To regulate the uses of resources in marine parks to meet the needs and 

aspirations of future generations  

 

  _To provide opportunities for educational and scientific studies on marine lives and 

the marine environment  

 

  _To facilitate compatible recreational activities in marine parks.  

 

On July 5 1996, hoi HaWan was designated as one of the Hong Kongs first two Special 

Administrative regions marine parks to protect its delicate coral communities. Its 

attractions include a beach, coral reefs, mangroves, lime kilns and hoi ha wan village. 

Threats to Hoi Ha Wan   

 -The pollution of eastern sores with concomitant reclamation, dredging for marine sands, 

dumping of dredged materials at sea, effluent discharge and a decline in inshore water 

quality.  

- Hoi Ha Wan is situated by the Tolo Channel. The Wan Tsai peninsula was used as a 

borrow area between 1983-1986 and caused water pollution of Hoi Ha Was through silt 

that entered the bay as a result of run off, negatively affecting coral 

 

- The use of banned explosives by local fishermen 

 

-The growing number of scuba divers that collect shells and coral as souvenirs. 

 

Proper management from the government or private organization is needed to 

continue to improve the marine environmental conditions, avoid impacts of coastal 

development, and create larger protected areas while monitoring traffic flow in the waters 
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as well as pollution levels.  It is essential that the community value the resources they 

have.  

Liu & Hills (1997) suggest that Hong Kong is concerned with continuous 

economic growth, while having environmental policies that are unsuccessful in resolving 

issues between environment and development. However, the Sha Chau Dolphin 

Sanctuary is another practical example from Hong Kong which demonstrates that this 

may not be the case. Hong Kong has invested 2.5 million U.S. dollars into this project 

and conservation and preservation. Unfortunately, it pales in comparison of the 20.2 

billion U.S. dollars in total expenditure in the new airport which has actually resulted in a 

massive loss of shallow sheltered, habitat favored by the dolphins (Liu, J.H., & Hill, P., 

1997).   

While the focus of the 90’s seemed to have been placed on the economy’s 

continuous growth, in population and development, hopefully there will now be a shift 

towards the conservation of its environment.  With less than twenty-five percent of the 

territory developed, another forty percent of the landmass reserved as country parks and 

reserves, and the policies to guide a new commitment to the environment, Hong Kong 

has both the tools and opportunity to become a more sustainable destination.  
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Results of Sex Tourism in Thailand 
 

Megan Oates - 3514601 
 

For a traveller who departs from the heart of the Western world, arriving in Thailand may 

bring upon feelings of excitement, anticipation and a massive amount of culture shock. The 

“Land of Smiles” is the home to an intriguing group of people whose peaceful and fun- oriented 

motives bring nothing but a sense of welcome to all who arrive. However, behind this picture- 

perfect exterior, is a dark industry that not only shines a negative light upon the nation as a 

whole, but creates a less than desirable lifestyle for many female citizens. Sex tourism creates a 

constant struggle between the rich and the poor, the powerful and the powerless, men and 

women, and the first world and the third world.1 It affects all corners of the ‘sustainability 

triangle,’ yet emphasizes some factors more than others. Usually the economic development of 

the nation as a whole is what gets the attention, yet the conditions of the women and children 

who live with the consequences of the monetary gain, are swept under the table. The money that 

is generated from the industry usually stays within the hands of the wealthy, therefore Thai 

women must thrive on the success of sex tourism in order to survive.2  Many can never break 

free from this vicious, never ending cycle that is dependent upon their services and they are 

caught in a society that leaves no chance for advancement.   

 This paper discusses the major issues surrounding sex tourism within Thailand and 

examines the developments that have made it such a prominent factor within Thai economic 

growth. By analysing and understanding how the industry became so dominant, one can 

understand why many of the women that are involved in it feel they have few other options for 
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economic stability. The fact that many Thai women make money to survive by subjecting their 

bodies to abuse and commodification will never be fully understood by Western, middle class 

females. However perhaps through research and knowledge, people will come to grasp some of 

the harsh realities of the sex tourism business.   

Rise of Sex Tourism 

 One of the main reasons for the rise in the amount of prostitution within Thailand, is due 

to the influx of American men during the Vietnam War.3 Many soldiers would travel to Thailand 

during the short breaks from the fighting and became participants in the developing sex trade of 

the 1970s.4 There is a strong possibility that the majority of these American soldiers had never 

travelled to Southeast Asia before, and therefore experienced culture shock upon arrival. This 

short amount of time that they had away from the fighting was used to relax, unwind and enjoy 

the culture of Vietnam’s neighbouring country. It was during this time that Thailand’s sex trade 

blossomed and prostitution turned from a local business to an international industry. This war 

which took place thirty-seven years ago, was a catalyst that formed many different types of 

prostitution that are prevalent in Thailand today. The first is casual prostitution, whereby the 

female can enter and leave the business at her own will, and does so based her current financial 

situation.5 The second form is run through the ownership of brothels, whereby “call girls” 
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operate through intermediaries, selling their bodies to men who arrive at the establishment.6 

This can be either volunteer or forced involvement due to the desperation of a family. 

 There is an abundance of preconceived notions that Westerners have about Thai women, 

and Thai culture in general. Many cannot comprehend how one could send their own child into 

the sex trade and feel the only logical explanation for this is that the Thais are less humane than 

the rest of Western society and have no comprehension of the importance of family.7 This 

statement is far from the truth and it simply illustrates the intense amount of hopelessness that 

involvement in sex tourism can create. 

 One of the other main reasons why sex tourism had such massive development in 

Thailand and Southeast Asia as a whole, is due to the abundance of Internet pornography that 

uses women from these nations.8 Men from Western nations who are choosing a vacation 

destination based on the sex trade, are drawn to this area because of what they see on the World 

Wide Web. They make assumptions that the majority of the female citizens who are native to the 

Southeast feel many of the same sexual desires. Although this gives a somewhat negative 

reputation for the nation of Thailand as a whole, it is evident that the sex tourism industry 

capitalised on the needs and fantasies of these curious Western men.  

Customers of Sex Tourism 

 International customers are so popular within the sex trade in Thailand, that the Thais 

have even created their own word for these promiscuous men. The word “farang” is used 
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commonly within the sex trade in Thailand, and is translated to mean “Westerner.”9 It is 

obvious that many of these “farangs” can be seen roaming the streets of Bangkok and other 

major cities, due to the fact that in 1996, almost 5 million sex tourists from the United States, 

Europe, Australia and Japan made a visit to the country.10 Extensive research has been conducted 

to analyse which types of men predominately visit Thailand for sex related purposes. Although it 

is difficult to pinpoint without a doubt the characteristics of a sex tourist, studies have shown that 

they are typically middle class men who have a family and a stable income and a somewhat 

powerful position within society.11 Typically, these men come with a lot of money and intend to 

spend all of it on the sex trade. For many men who fit these characteristics of a sex tourist, this 

industry is not something they stumble upon while visiting Thailand, but it is the main reason for 

their trip.12 

   For some, the job that they have in their country of origin does not give them the 

opportunity to exert power over others, therefore travelling to Thailand and becoming involved 

in the sex trade could be used as somewhat of an outlet for this human need for control. 

Prostitution in a foreign country can be seen as a way of getting away with committing violent 

acts upon another human being.13    
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 A study was conducted on Japanese males who travel to Thailand and it was discovered 

that they are the leading international participants in Thai sex tourism.14 In 2003, 720,000 

Japanese men travelled to Thailand for sexual purposes which is thirty-nine percent of all 

heterosexual, Japanese men who visit the nation.15 This research study was conducted in the 

format of a survey and interviewed Japanese males between the ages of nineteen and thirty-six, 

who admitted to engaging in paid sex with Thai women. The result of this study, was the 

discovery of seven factors that encourage participation in the sex trade. This factors include: a 

sense of freedom one feels while on vacation, a sense that these are the norms of Thai culture, a 

stereotypical desirability of Thai women, a sense of economic and racial superiority over Thai 

women, the need of some sort of companionship, peer pressure and the fact paid sex is relatively 

inexpensive for a Westerner.16  Although all of these factors give sex tourists the notion that 

what they are participating in is valid, they are simply give an excuse to be ignorant towards the 

hardships that come with the industry.  

Political Action 

 On the surface, most governments that are in power in Thailand are opposed to 

prostitution and the development of sex tourism and it is legally a criminal offense.17  It was 
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made illegal under the Prostitution Suppression Act of 1960, however the outbreak of the 

Vietnam War caused the enforcement of this act to significantly decrease.18   

 Another enforcement to try and slow sex tourism down, was created by the government 

of Banharn Slipa-Archa in 1996 when he decreed that bars and clubs had to close and one a.m 

instead of the regular two a.m.19 This was seen as a “crack down” on the sex trade, however most 

bars only followed this law for about three weeks, before returning to their normal mid-morning 

closures. 

  Due to the fact that sex tourism creates a revenue of between $22.5 and $27 billion per 

year (10-14% of the Gross Domestic Product), few have continued to make the effort to put an 

end to an industry that creates such national growth.20 This fact makes the few laws and groups 

that actually have taken action against sex tourism seem rare, and worth discussing.   

 Acts such as the United Nations Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in 

Persons was created in 2002 and was signed by eighty countries. It is important because it is the 

first United Nations document to recognize prostitution and the abuses of the women and 

children.21 Countries that have a significant amount of trafficking, such as Burma, Thailand, 

Vietnam, Russia, Laos and China signed the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the 

Child.
22 This bans child trafficking and sex work and took place in 2002, however by 2003 the 

statistics for this industry were doing nothing but increasing. The fact that world organizations 
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such as the United Nations are taking action against the sex trade in Thailand, outline how much 

it has grown into a major and international issue.  

 At a national level, groups such as EMPOWER are in existence to address the social 

issues of sex tourism. This group was set up in Bangkok to help women involved in the sex 

industry by teaching them their legal rights, helping them with health care and attempting to give 

them more power over their lives. The people involved in this group teach the women English 

and how to refuse sex to a man who won’t wear a condom.23 It is through political, international 

and local awareness and action that the lives of women who are subjected to this ever-present 

industry, will change for the better.  

Sex Tourism and its Relation to the ‘Sustainability Triangle’ 

 Out of all three corners of the ‘sustainability triangle’ (economics, environment and 

society), the social and economic areas pertain the most to Thailand’s sex tourism industry. 

Unfortunately, the sex trade is a double edged sword in that economically it is lucrative, yet 

socially it is poisonous. Many economists believe that sex tourism (as well as local prostitution) 

has made huge contributions to the rise in employment, national income and economic growth.24 

It is estimated that prostitution makes Thailand thirteen times more money than the business of 

building and exporting computers.25  The reason that it does so well, is because it fits in with the 

notion of a vacation as a time of leisure and a release of inhibitions. This idea is packaged and 

sold into the tourism industry, just like any other vacation. 
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  The formation of sexual economics affects the way the ‘sustainability triangle’ is 

perceived in Thailand in comparison to Europe or North America. Sex in Western nations is seen 

as an act that promotes coupled pairs who are dedicated to one another.26 However in Thailand, 

sex can be a way of surviving economically and has less to do with pleasure and love, but acts as 

a provider of necessary basic material needs. 27  

 The social consequences of this very same industry are quite detrimental to most who 

participate in it. The major social issues surrounding sex tourism include the spread of HIV and 

other sexually transmitted diseases, the prevalence of family breakdown, and the poor working 

conditions for women involved. The official number or females in the sex trade is 70,000 yet it 

could be anywhere from under 50,000 to over 200,000.28 Although the number who are actually 

involved in the industry is relatively small, the number of people who are HIV positive in the 

country is 700,000.29 However, today conditions are beginning to improve in that sex workers 

now have regular check ups and the number of cases of syphilis and gonorrhoea are also on the 

decline. Other social consequences of sex trafficking include threats to mental heath such as 

depression, substance abuse, and post-traumatic stress disorder, as well as difficulty receiving the 

proper health care access.30 These social problems are major yet are mostly only dealt with at a 

local level, making many believe that the financial gains are more important than the well being 

of Thai women.  
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 Like any other form of tourism around the world, sex tourism has become a major 

reason why people travel. However, unlike other types of tourism (such as ecotourism) there is 

little balance in the gains of the customer and the gains of the host. While the male customer is 

satisfied with his purchase and the brothel owner makes money, the female who was subjected to 

the sexual act, gains little from the experience. In order to make sufficient change, Thai 

prostitutes need to be taught their rights as human beings. Unfortunately, according to Hall 

(1996) it is still unclear as to whether or not national economic growth will loosen a dependancy 

on the industry or it will be an incentive to continue within the business.31  Many feel that 

banning the industry all together will create serious hardships for those who are forced to be 

involved in it. Based on how financially successful the industry is, it is evident that sex tourism 

will never fully disappear. However, a major change needs to be made to improve the current 

situation that many Thai women are forced to live in.  
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An Overview of Medical Tourism and its Prevalence in Thailand 

Megan Parker -3370194  

Most tourists would agree that getting sick while on vacation is an unfortunate 

circumstance. However, an increasing number of people are traveling abroad for the sole 

purpose of going to see the doctor (Demicco & Cetron, 2006). This is medical tourism, a 

rapidly growing niche market, which allows patients to receive cheap and fast treatment 

in a state-of-the-art hospital, often followed by a brief vacation (“Sun, sand, and 

scalpels,” 2007). 

 Medical tourism provides multitude of benefits to both the patient and the host 

country. Patients are provided with quick and affordable health care, while the country 

reaps the economic benefits. Conversely there are several risks, especially for tourists, 

that must be acknowledged before participation in medical tourism.  

Following the wake of the 2004 tsunami, Thailand has struggled to lure tourists 

back to the country. However, with the onset of medical tourism, they have been able to 

attract tourists to the area once again, boosting their economy in the process. This paper 

will examine the benefits of medical tourism, as well as criticisms and potential risks. 

Thailand’s medical tourism industry will also be explored to determine if this form of 

tourism is truly beneficial to the country, taking into account both the benefits and 

consequences of medical care overseas.  

 

 Growth and Benefits of Medical Tourism 

 International travel agents claim that medical tourism is one of the fastest growing 

niche markets in the tourism industry (“Set our patients free,” 2006). A decade ago, it 
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was nearly unheard of to travel overseas to receive medical treatment. Last year, Asia 

alone treated more than 1.3 million foreign patients, a rate which is growing at 

approximately 30% per year (Jargensen, 2007). There are numerous factors that have 

contributed to the immense growth of this niche market, including treatment costs, an 

aging population, increased technology in third world countries, immediate attention, and 

quality of care.  

The increased cost of treatment in first world countries is a huge factor in the 

growth of the medical tourism industry. Americans are currently spending an estimated 

$2 trillion on health care per year; a figure which is expected to double with the aging of 

the baby boom generation (“Sun, sand, and scalpels,” 2007). Baby boomers are a huge 

potential market for medical tourism, which is why the industry is said to continuously 

expand. There are more than 150 million boomers in the world, with 70 million residing 

in the United States alone (Demicco & Cetron, 2006). By traveling overseas for medical 

treatment, Americans can expect to save anywhere from 25% to 75% off from what they 

would pay at home (Reese, 2007). For example, a heart valve replacement costing over 

US $200,000 could be done overseas for approximately US $10,000, including roundtrip 

airfare, accommodation, and a brief vacation (Demicco & Cetron, 2006). 

Countries with health coverage, such as Canada and Britain, are plagued with 

long wait times for operations (“Sun, sand, and scalpels,” 2007). Treatment times are 

vital for many patients. If they wait too long for care or surgery, it may be too late. For 

example, Canadians usually must wait 3 months for a CAT scan, 4 months to see a 

specialist, and 6 months for surgery (Stames, 2004). By traveling to first class hospitals in 
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third world countries, they pay a fraction of the cost and receive immediate medical 

attention (Stames, 2004).  

Unites States health care was once considered to be the best in the world, until 

problems arose with increasing costs, malpractice suits, and insurance scandals (“Medical 

tourism industry grows rapidly,” 2006). Medical tourism will be extremely attractive to 

these United States citizens, as there are approximately 43 million without any health 

insurance, and an estimated 120 million that lack health coverage (Demicco & Cetron, 

2006). With the advancement in medical technologies, standards of health care in many 

countries have rapidly improved and are now comparable with Western countries in 

terms of health care (Teh & Chu, 2005; Connell, 2005; Walker, 2006).  Success rates, 

even for complicated procedures, are comparable, and often better, than those of Western 

hospitals (Jargensen, 2007).  

 After traveling across the world, it is no surprise that medical tourists expect care 

of the highest quality (Teh & Chu, 2005). Hospitals and clinics catering to tourists are 

among the best in the world, with physicians and surgeons who have been trained in 

America and Europe (Demicco & Cetron, 2006). Many of these hospitals also have 

quality care accreditation from the International Organization of Standardization and the 

Joint Commission International, which accredits American hospitals (Wagner, 2006; 

“Sun, sand, and scalpels,” 2007). This accreditation ensures that hospitals have fully 

qualified doctors and nurses, are safe and clean, and have translators for foreign patients 

(Alsever, 2006). In most of these hospitals, doctors are supported by more registered 

nurses per patient than facilities in Western countries. There is also often a nurse 

dedicated to each patient twenty four hours a day, and a personal assistant for the post-
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operative recovery period (Demicco & Cetron, 2006). This allows for a level of care that 

cannot be found at home.  

Criticisms 

 While medical tourism sounds like the perfect solution for health care issues, it is 

not without criticism. In addition, Many worry that ‘you get what you pay for,’ meaning 

that cheap medical care must be inferior (Connell, 2005). Third world countries also must 

deal with stereotypes of poverty, illiteracy, and lack of sanitation; making it difficult to 

attract tourists to their medical facilities (“Medical tourism industry grows rapidly,” 

2006). In addition, skeptics believe that surgery in third world countries cannot possibly 

compare to that of the Western world (Demicco & Cetron, 2006).  

 Luring tourists to the area is one thing, but getting them there is another. 

Applications for visas, travel immunizations, and political issues in destinations are 

deterrents for potential patients (Reese, 2007). In addition, the task of selecting the right 

doctor and surgeon is exhausting and tedious (“Medical tourism industry grows rapidly,” 

2006). In many cases, people suffering from serious health conditions may not be able to 

physically handle a twenty hour flight across the world (Reese, 2007).  

 Once the patients arrive in the host destination, more potential problems arise. 

Common travel ailments such as jet lag and diarrhea can plague patients, as well as 

difficulties in communication between patients and staff (Foster & Mason, 2006). While 

the hospital may be first-class and sanitary, the surrounding areas may not be. Patients 

who did not receive the proper immunizations can quickly become ill during the 

‘vacation’ portion of their stay, resulting in them becoming sicker than they were when 

they arrived (Foster & Mason, 2006).  
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 Follow-up care poses another problem. Drugs prescribed by doctors overseas may 

be seized by the FDA if they are illegal in the United States, making it difficult for 

patients to access proper medication (Wagner, 2006). In order to ensure a full recovery, it 

may be necessary for post-operative communication between Western and foreign 

doctors (Wagner, 2006). This could pose a problem if the particular medical treatment is 

not available in patients’ home country, or if they have to wait a substantial amount of 

time before they are able to see a doctor.  

 While life-threatening complications are possible with surgeries in every country, 

it is important to understand malpractice laws in host destinations. Rewards for 

malpractice are nowhere near what they would be in the United States (Reese, 2007). In 

addition, it could take ages for the malpractice suit to reach a court in the patient’s home 

country (“Medical tourism industry grows rapidly,” 2006). If something goes wrong 

when the patient arrives home, who is responsible, and who would pay? (Foster & 

Mason, 2006). 

 

Thailand and Medical Tourism 

 The last few years have been difficult for Thailand’s tourism, due to political 

unrest and the Tsunami. Medical tourism has helped attract more tourists to the area, 

boosting the economy (Punyawan, 2007). In Asian countries, the average tourist spends 

approximately US $152 per day. In contrast, medical tourists spend an estimated $383 

per day, representing a huge potential market for Thailand (Jargensen, 2007). Patients 

traveling to the country for medical purposes usually spend at least two weeks in the 

country, most often in five star hotels. While recovering, patients often go shopping and 
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sightseeing around Thailand, as well as sampling the cuisine. The economic spin-off 

benefits all sectors in the tourism industry, bringing in an increased inflow of foreign 

revenue (Taemsamran, 2005; “Medical tourism industry grows rapidly,” 2006).  

 Thailand’s medical tourism industry began in 1997 during the Asian Economic 

Crisis. With locals unable to afford healthcare, clinics and hospitals were forced to search 

for new markets. Today, Thailand is one of the top destinations in the world for medical 

tourism (Demicco & Cetron, 2006). There are over four hundred medical clinics and 

hospitals in Bangkok alone, many catering to foreign tourists (Taemsamran, 2005). 

Thailand’s Bumrungrad Hospital in Bangkok is now considered to be one of the best in 

the world, and was the first in its region to attract international patients (Teh & Chu, 

2005).  

 Bumrungrad sees over 850,000 patients per year, with approximately forty 

percent of them coming from abroad (Teh & Chu, 2005). They were the first international 

hospital to be ISO 9001 2000 certified to European standards, and are also certified by 

Joint Commission International (Jargensen, 2007). The service and atmosphere of the 

hospital are unheard of in Western countries. Online, Bumrungrad describes itself in such 

ways that a hotel would, with prices, photographs of the room, and lists of services and 

amenities (Alsever, 2006). It features a beautiful marble lobby, spa facilities, concierge 

service, seventy interpreters, English-speaking staff, hundreds of internationally certified 

surgeons, and Starbucks and McDonald’s restaurants (Reese, 2007; Teh & Chu, 2005; 

Connell, 2005). With an average waiting time of seventeen minutes to see a specialist, 

there is an enhanced level of care not found in the Western world (“Medical tourism 

industry grows rapidly,” 2006). Transportation is offered between the airport, hotel, 
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hospital, and shopping areas free of charge (“Bangkok Plastic Surgery Clinic,” 

2007).Bumrungrad was designed and developed to make the hospital experience very 

different from the one that we all know and hate (Reese, 2007).  

 While Thailand’s hospitals perform countless different surgeries every year, there 

are certain areas which are the most popular. While cosmetic surgery and dental 

treatments are prominent; eye surgery, kidney dialysis, and organ transplants are 

becoming increasingly popular (Demicco & Cetron, 2006). Sexual reassignment surgery, 

especially from male to female, is also a specialty of Thailand’s hospitals, and attracts 

many patients there (“Bangkok Plastic Surgery Clinic,” 2007). Their clientele mainly 

consists of patients from Japan, Brunei, Singapore, Taiwan, Pakistan, China, and 

Bangladesh (Connell, 2005).  

 

Conclusion 

 By examining the benefits of medical tourism, it is clear why both patients and 

destinations choose to participate in the industry. However, the potential risks must be 

carefully examined in order to ensure customer satisfaction, as well as the highest quality 

of care from hospitals. Medical tourism shows no signs of slowing down, and Thailand 

has already secured itself as one of the top destinations for health care. This position 

allows for the country to benefit enormously from their health care system, resulting in a 

stronger economy.  
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Thailand’s Infrastructure on the Environment  

Sandra D Raghubir #3335890 

 Thailand is known for its remarkable landscapes, friendly people and enlightenment from 

its shrines.  Thailand is composed of many types of places which give it an excellent competitive 

advantage in tourism compared to other countries.  The places in the country consist of a few 

major cities within Thailand, along with many shrines and temples, national conservation parks, 

rural countryside and the marketplaces.  Tourism in Thailand becomes an unusual and 

breathtaking experience for first time visitors which make it easy for return visits.  Thailand is 

composed of various landscapes which makes it hard for developments.  Although, there are 

many cities that are quite developed and have the infrastructure in place to run smoothly and 

economize accordingly.  As development continues to flourish over the country, sustainability 

has become one of the most popular topics that the world has engulfed and has accepted the need 

to change.  Thailand has put some efforts in sustainability and in the following will discuss the 

amount of sustainability Thailand has to offer.  Also, the infrastructure and development that has 

arisen throughout the country will be analyzed and looked at in terms of its sustainability. 

 For some general background, according to McNair (1998), the geographical features of 

Thailand consist of 198,115 sq. mi in area; along with four major land types, mountains towers 

above the far north and along the western border with Myanmar, forests of evergreen and teak 

trees cover the lower slopes; the northeast is rolling landscape plateau stretching eastward into 

Laos; the central plains are very fertile and making it the best rice-growing areas with the Chao 

Phraya River through the valleys; and the long southern peninsula consisting of rainforest, 

mountainous and dense with trees and shrubs, also coasted with beaches and hundreds of 

offshore islands, waterfalls, hot springs and caves.  The country is composed of many enriched 
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natural resources which to an advantage give the country plenty of exports to the outside world.  

As the country continues to flourish, the developments and demand for agriculture cause distress 

to the environment.  Some examples of the stresses are deforestation, increasing foreign 

investments for development, fishing exploitation and poaching and wildlife conservation.  

 In Appendix A, the map of Thailand is shaded according to the agriculture it produces.  

The map shows that majority of the country is composed of forests and tropical crops.  These 

areas are perfect for growing exotic fruits and vegetables.  Also, deforestation of areas are 

increasing and clearing room for further crop growing along with illegal logging.  The problem 

with the deforested land is that it is not enriched enough to grow crops properly.  “Major 

deforestation has occurred throughout Thailand.  However, the government has attempted to save 

the forests by imposing a ban on commercial logging” (Hubbard and Baer, 1993).  With this 

happening, it poses many difficulties for protection of the natural resources since there are not 

many green spaces left around the world.  If continuing developments occur, “Thailand has 

indulged in the abundance of its natural resources without considering their long-term 

sustainability” (Phantumvanit and Sathirathai, 1988).  Sustainability is increasing in popularity 

and the need to limit waste and conserve for our future send a message out to all for their 

involvement.  The first step is to recognize a change, which is a good start in looking for 

initiatives and ways to improve waste consumption and energy conservation.  Further initiatives 

suggested by Phantumvanit and Sathirathai (1988) are outlined in Appendix B, for management 

and cooperation for coastal and marine resources, protected areas, irrigated areas, rain-fed 

agriculture areas, and economic forestry land.  As a result, sustainability is introduced to the 

economy and sustainability ideas are formed to further conserve for our needs in the future.  The 

physical environment needs to have careful supervision, it’s the earth we need to take care of and 
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help in any environmentally friendly way to protect and preserve.  In a corner of the 

sustainability triangle consisting of the environment, economy and sociopolitical, the problem is 

outlined that the environment needs proper management to prevent harm, but as Thailand 

increases with demand for its many exports, it is very hard to turndown the world and just focus 

on self-sustaining. 

 The environment has a profound effect on the economy of Thailand which leads to many 

laws that was passed to help preserve and further the countries sustainability motion.  Some 

examples recorded by Thailand (1995), are the Promotion and Enhancement of Environment 

Quality Act of 1975, which is in charge of the National Environment Board with coordination of 

environmental protection programs in Thailand; land use in urban areas such as Bangkok results 

to careful planning and management with the City Planning Act of 1975, the control of 

construction of Buildings Act of 1936 and the 1960 Act for Cleanliness and Orderliness of the 

country because it is reported that parts are sinking at a rate of 10cm a year from depletion of the 

water table.  These laws are good to enforce the need to look out of the future of the environment.  

Limiting and zoning regulations are good ways to help preservation and conservation on what is 

short or long term damage.  The environment is fragile and too much stress causes depletion and 

harm that can lead to devastation and the environment is very hard to repair.  According to 

Thailand (1995), Thailand cities produce 2.5 million tons of solid waste per year, industry is 

responsible for producing 2 million tons of toxic pollutants annually, urban air and noise 

pollution are severing due to the increase in automobile traffic and overall Thailand contributes 

1.4% of the world’s total gas emissions.” In comparison to New Zealand, which is more 

developed, with similar land features and about 300,000 sq miles smaller contributes about 2.3 

million tons of solid wastes, but only 0.1% contribution to the total gas emissions.  Thailand is 
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producing a tremendous amount of emissions that any other country would have produce.  The 

need to regulate and perform emissions regulations are needed to cut down.  In the end, the 

statistics show that some challenges are needed to be overcome and taken into serious 

consideration and protection of the environment are to be enforced and regulated appropriately to 

fulfill a more sustainable environment.  Furthermore, as Thailand becomes an international 

trading market, it allows foreign investments to help stimulate the economy.  The foreign income 

is brought into the economy to raise the value of the product.  Recently decided “Nynex joined 

the Thai conglomerate Charoen Pokphand Group to invest $300 million in a venture called 

TelecomAsia…. TelecomAsia is installing two million digital phone lines in Bangkok. 

Equipment suppliers include AT&T and Siemens. The project, scheduled to take five years, will 

probably finish 18 months ahead of plan; TelecomAsia is already accepting applications for 

telephones 24 hours a day at 7-Eleven outlets” (Jacob and Ganguly, 1994). This investment out 

of many, show importance to funding within the Thai community.  It helps develop and 

modernize along with the Thais becoming more advanced.  The country is unable to support 

these investments, but foreigners look at the economy and increasing tourism income that is 

generated within the country allow for these foreigners to help prosper the country with gadgets 

and technology.  In connection to the sustainability triangle, the economy section is poor to the 

involvement in sustainability and more involvement in necessary.  The laws talked about are a 

good start to recognize the need to limit and conserve, on the other hand, it is hard for Thailand 

especially if the technology and knowledge is not present in this developing country. 

 Aside from the few developed cities in Thailand, the rest of the country is rural and forest 

areas.  According to McNair (1998), in 1964 the government proclaimed that 40 percent of the 

country should be kept as forestland, which leads to about 80 national parks, many wildlife 
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preserves closed to the public and 45 forest preserves.  Wildlife in Thailand is a major project for 

the thousands of species that reside in the country.  To protect these animals, the support of the 

community and government has been able to pass laws such as the Association for the 

Conservation Wildlife, Wild Animals Preservation and Protection Act of 1960, and the Wildlife 

Fund Thailand.  The Thai people have great involvement in preserving wildlife and support all 

aspects of their forest and plant species.  We can see the people are devoted to the wildlife when 

“in 1970, some Thai students became upset about the widespread poaching of animals.  They 

conducted mass demonstrations and protests.  Another issue that caught public attention was a 

proposal to create a hydroelectric dam across a river in a thickly forested area inhibited by many 

kinds of wildlife” (McNair, 1998).  The passing of the laws prohibited hunting and poaching of 

animals, the protection of endangered animals and sanctuaries for scientists to conduct research.  

Some of the national parks are open to the public which many tourists that travel to see the 

animals, green space, plants and engage in outdoor activities such as hiking through the forests 

and resting at waterfalls.  These national parks make up the rest of the country.  The cities are 

busy and wonderful opportunities for businesses, many shrines and temples are throughout the 

country that provides spiritual enrichment, the national parks for wildlife and forests and lastly 

the rural areas for agriculture growing.  Further from the make up of the country, the tourism 

area in the south consists of industrial parks, housing projects, resorts and golf courses (McNair, 

1998).  As a result, the sociopolitical connection of sustainability is shown with the Thai citizens 

and devotion to the wildlife protection.  The government has put much effort in doing what is 

right for the people and what the people want.  Doing this with much careful analysis and 

limitations puts strict guidelines on the people and allow the government to control what is 
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necessary.  This shows great communication and cooperation amongst the people and authority 

where sustainability is truly shown and completes the triangle.         
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Tourism in Hong Kong 

Julian Tse - 3545407 

Hong Kong, a special administrative region in the People’s Republic of China, is a city 

like no other in the world.  This is a city with an incredible energy that is unique and it is 

a combination of old Chinese traditions and British Colonial rule.  If New York City is 

the city that doesn’t sleep, Hong Kong is the city that doesn’t blink.  Change is constantly 

occurring in Hong Kong, and its people are routinely adapting to this change.  Hong 

Kong is a fusion of cultures and this can been seen daily, as Britain’s former colonial 

culture and Chinese values interact with harmony and grace.  Every day, change is 

occurring politically, environmentally, socially, and economically at a furious pace.  

Hong Kong has traditionally been known as a city revolved around banking and 

providing financial services.  However, tourism continues to play a very important role in 

the Hong Kong economy.  In fact, tourism accounts for over 6% of Hong Kong’s total 

economy (Madden, 2003).  Over the years, Hong Kong has continued to reinvent itself as 

a premier destination to visit not only in Asia, but all around the world. 

 The Hong Kong Tourist Board (HKTB) has labeled Hong Kong “Asia’s World 

City” and it has made sure that Hong Kong’s tourist attractions cater to every single type 

of traveler (Lim, 2007).  The only problem a tourist might encounter when coming to 

Hong Kong is not having enough time to fully explore this great city.  Hong Kong 

continues to be a thriving tourist destination to international visitors and it is an important 

gateway to mainland China and the rest of Asia.  Hong Kong attracts a unique mix of 

business and leisure tourists.  Considering Hong Kong is a relatively small place 
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geographically, it ranks 19
th
 as the most visited destination in the world with more than 

25 million visitors arriving per year (Young, 2007).  The Hong Kong Tourist Board 

(HKTB) has played a very important role in attraction visitors through its clever 

marketing ideas and concepts. 

 Tourism is an important industry of the Hong Kong economy as it generates many 

jobs and opportunities for local citizens.  Tourism in the past mainly catered to business 

travelers.  As a result, many business oriented hotels were built in the early 1990s.  

Eventually, large American hotel chains located in the central business district of Hong 

Kong had high occupancy rates.  Additionally, tourist facilities that catered to these 

business travelers were developed (Ratcliffe, 1997).  In the early 1990s there was an 

emphasis on developing the proper infrastructure for the business traveler and not much 

planning was done on developing attractions for the leisure traveler (Ratcliffe, 2007).   

 Tourism in Hong Kong was severely hit by the Severe Acute Respiratory 

Syndrome (SARS) in 2003.  SARS is a respiratory disease that is highly contagious.  

Symptoms are similar to the flu and also include having a fever, cough, and sore throat 

(Madden, 2003).  After mainland China, Hong Kong experienced the most SARS related 

deaths.  On top of that, the World Health Organization (WHO) issued a travel advisory 

towards Hong Kong and announced that any non-essential travel to Hong Kong should be 

delayed until the SARS epidemic was over (Krawchuk, 2003).  As a result tourism 

numbers fell dramatically in 2003 to only 15 million people as everyone was afraid to 

visit Hong Kong (Hong Kong Tourism Commission, 2007).  
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 The Hong Kong Tourist Board plays a primary role in developing and advising 

tourism initiatives in Hong Kong.  Their responsibilities are to “promote Hong Kong as a 

destination worldwide, as well as to take initiatives to enhance the experiences of its 

visitors once they have arrived” (Lim, 2007).  The HKTB works in close conjunction 

with the government of Hong Kong and it advises the government of any matters that 

need to be looked at in further detail.   Their mission is to maximize tourism in Hong 

Kong so that its impact can be felt by the local community (Lim, 2007).  The HKTB 

wants to position Hong Kong as world class, unique, and an attractive destination that 

visitors want to go to.  When the HKTB markets Hong Kong as a visitor destination they 

use four product “pillars” (Lim, 2007).  The four products pillars consist of shopping, 

dining, culture and heritage, and city, harbour and green.  The HKTB has felt that the 

four product “pillars” describe Hong Kong’s energy and diversity and that all marketing 

campaigns should include them.  The HKTB has a year long marketing campaign of 

“Hong Kong – Live it – Love it” and during the year the HKTB hosts mega events such 

as the Hong Kong Shopping Festival, Chinese New Year Celebration, Hong Kong 

Winterfest, and the Mid-Autumn Lantern Celebration.  These four mega events help 

promote Hong Kong’s diversity in culture.  They show that Hong Kong is an 

international city catering to every visitor’s needs and wants.     

 The annual Hong Kong Shopping Festival, organized by the Hong Kong Tourist 

Board, is an extremely popular event.  This is because special promotions on a large 

variety of consumer goods and restaurants can be sought.  The annual festival 

commences at the end of June and finishes at the end of August.  This two month festival 

encourages visitors to discover that Hong Kong is a true shopper’s paradise.  To take 
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advantage of this, many stores and restaurants that participate in this program stay open 

past 10pm to encourage visitors to come (Lim, 2007).  Secondly, the Chinese New Year 

Celebration in Hong Kong is a sight certainly not to be missed as locals take this 

celebration very seriously.  During this festivity a modern touch is added to ancient 

traditions and rituals.  The whole city comes to life as there are night parades, fireworks, 

and sporting events, celebrating Chinese New Year.  Then, there is the Hong Kong 

Winterfest that begins every year on November 24
th
 until January 1

st
.  During this time, 

Christmas trees and skyscrapers in Hong Kong’s Central district compete for the best 

decorations and lighting.  In this festival there are winter sales for shoppers and 

restaurants offer festive culinary dishes.  The fourth and final mega event that the HKTB 

offers is the Mid-Autumn Lantern celebration.  This cultural event begins every October 

and lasts for 16 days and this event is filled with traditions.  As well, families get together 

to make traditional Chinese lanterns and marvel at other lantern displays.  The celebration 

also features the famous Chinese moon cakes which are eaten when it is full moon.   

 One destination that recently opened in Hong Kong is Disneyland.  It is the fifth 

and most recent Disneyland in the world and it is a joint venture between the Walt Disney 

Company and the Government of Hong Kong.  Since Hong Kong has a relatively small 

population of only around 7 million people, Hong Kong Disneyland could not be 

supported just by the local population so the main reason for building Hong Kong 

Disneyland was to attract tourists from mainland China( Choi, W. M., Chan, A. & Wu, J., 

2006).  With the growing number of middle class mainland Chinese citizens and the 

easing of restrictions by the Chinese governments, mainlanders are now free to visit 

Hong Kong without an organized tour (Bertel, 2007).  Hong Kong Disneyland was 
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created especially for the Chinese market and during the construction, careful attention 

was paid to the Chinese culture, customs, and tradition.  An example of this was to design 

the park according to the ways of Feug shui (Choi et al, 2006).  Feng shui, meaning 

“wind” and “water” in Chinese, is the ancient Chinese practice of positioning objects in 

an environment so that they are in harmony, comfort, and balance.  It is believed that 

once you have this harmony, comfort, and balance in the environment, you can achieve 

the same in yourself.  This is one of the many examples in Hong Kong of how the ancient 

traditions of the East are combined with modern Western capitalist ideas.   

 The Hong Kong Rugby Sevens, a three day long rugby tournament held on Hong 

Kong Island, is a huge sporting event where tourists from around the world come to 

represent their home country.  During Asia’s second largest sporting event, there are over 

40,000 fans in the stadium and over half of them are overseas visitors (Bertel, 2007).  

Rugby teams from around the world come to participate in the event and it is the most 

famous Rugby Sevens tournament in the world.  When watching the games some would 

not believe that they were in Hong Kong because there is a large population of 

expatriates in the stands.  This huge influx of visitors just over a three day period 

generates a significant amount of money for the Hong Kong economy and therefore the 

HKTA heavily markets the tournament.  

 Using the example of Hong Kong Disneyland and the Hong Kong Rugby Sevens 

Tournament, the HKTA is trying to diversify their attractions so that they can cater to as 

many different kinds of tourists as possible.  Hong Kong used to mostly attract business 

visitors who came to Hong Kong to go to business conventions, and visitors going to 

China who had a stopover in Hong Kong.  Nowadays, Hong Kong attracts many leisure 
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tourists and other popular attractions include Victoria Peak, Hong Kong Wetland Park, 

and Ngong Ping 360 Skyrail. As mainland China’s economy becomes extremely 

powerful, there will be an increase in Chinese middle class citizens.  These citizens see 

Hong Kong as an international city that is exciting and free.  Mainland China has become 

so influential in Hong Kong’s tourism such that more than half of Hong Kong’s tourist 

arrivals are from mainland China (Bertel, 2007).  Currently, Hong Kong is known as a 

cosmopolitan city and the most vibrant city in Asia.  Hong Kong caters to every single 

type of tourist.  No matter what time of the year, a tourist visiting can always find 

something that interests them.  The HKTB has primarily been marketing Hong Kong as a 

shopping and dining destination (Ratcliffe, 19977).  The reason for this is because the 

HKTB’s main target market is people from other Asian countries, mainly from mainland 

China.  People from mainland China love to shop and eat which is partly due to the 

Chinese and Asian culture.  However, this is all beginning to change as Hong Kong 

develops other attractions to cater to other types of tourists.   

 The HKTB has an optimistic view about the future of tourism in Hong Kong.  

Hong Kong is constantly trying to re-invent itself and hold its title as a premier 

destination to visit in Asia and the world.  The HKTB is run by an extremely innovative 

group of individuals who are constantly re-assessing Hong Kong’s designation as “Asia’s 

World City”.  New concepts and attractions are being developed by the HKTB so that 

Hong Kong can continue to be a distinctive and unique destination that tourists will 

actually want to visit.  Some unique potential attractions that Hong Kong may develop 

are—a giant Ferris wheel similar to the London Eye and a casino on Lantau Island 

(Bertel, 2007).  If Hong Kong ever develops these attractions, it will bring a greater 
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variety of visitors.  With the Summer Olympics in Beijing in 2008 coming up next year, 

Hong Kong will see an even greater boost in tourism numbers, as millions of tourists will 

come to Hong Kong and mainland China.  With this city’s strong urban infrastructure, it 

is a gateway to mainland China and Hong Kong will be used extensively during the 2008 

Summer Olympics in Beijing (Lim, 2007).   

 Even though the HKTB is optimistic about tourism in Hong Kong, it still faces 

some challenges in its future.  Hong Kong faces increasing competition from similar 

regional destinations that are encroaching on Hong Kong title as Asia’s world city.  

Countries like Singapore and cities like Shanghai, China, are starting to offer similar 

attractions like Hong Kong’s (Choi et al, 2006).  Singapore and Shanghai are realizing 

that tourism is a very viable and profitable industry and the attractions that they offer are 

often just as unique as Hong Kong.  One major problem that plagues the tourism industry 

and all of Hong Kong itself is pollution (Choi et al, 2006).  Pollution is a major problem 

and this can be magnified on days when the weather is extremely hot and humid.  The 

level of pollution in the last few years has increased dramatically and most of the 

pollution in Hong Kong is caused by automobiles, trucks, buses, and coal burning power 

plants.  The pollution problem may be the one factor that cripples Hong Kong’s tourism 

industry.  If the pollution continues to worsen it will certainly threaten Hong Kong’s 

competitiveness in all of its main industries especially tourism.  Once it becomes an 

undesirable place to visit, visitors will go to Hong Kong’s main tourism competitors such 

as Singapore or Shanghai.  Once a drop in tourism occurs, Hong Kong will struggle to 

retain its image as a premier destination to visit in Asia.         
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 Hong Kong continues to be an excellent choice for tourism in Asia.  Hong Kong 

truly has something for everyone.  Whether a visitor is looking for fantastic food, 

shopping, or an urban and green oasis, Hong Kong has it all.  The HKTB provides an 

important service by representing Hong Kong’s unique qualities and characteristics to the 

world.  A feast for the five senses, this remarkable city will forever be one of the most 

celebrated tourist destinations in the world.  Hong Kong thrives on change, yet this 

evolution could not be possible without its rich foundation of history and culture.  Hong 

Kong brings its people into a surreal world of glamour and sophistication.  With whatever 

expectations you have for this metropolis, Hong Kong will not only meet them, but 

surpass them as well.   
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Role of Tourism in Thai Economy 

Melissa T Webb #3697752 

 Tourism has become one of the fastest growing industries in the world. The role 

tourism has played has a predominant impact in the Asia and Pacific regions.  According 

to Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (2007) during the past 10 

years, the Asia and Pacific regions have outperformed the rest of the world, with an 

increase in arrivals averaging 6.5 per cent annually, raising its global share of the tourist 

market from 15.3 per cent in 1995 to 19.2 per cent in 2005.  Many tourists travel to 

Thailand every year to see the countries magnificent temples, vast historical sites, 

exciting nightlife and beautiful beaches.  The role of tourism in the Thailand is not all 

smiles as there is a lot of hardship that has come along with the increase in visitors. A 

place of tranquility has turned to a place of disaster in some Thai’s perspectives. As 

tourism continues to develop in Thailand, sustainability has to be a predominant factor in 

every decision that the Thai community and Thai government makes. Thailand has 

placed significant effort on sustainability. The following will discuss the three corners of 

sustainability triangle as they relate to the role of tourism in the Thai economy. 

Environment 

The environment has a significant effect on how successful tourism is in the Thai 

economy. Thailand is a developing country that is a major tourist attraction because of its 

beautiful natural environment that plays a major role in the Thai economy. Thailand is 

recognized as an attractive tourist destination by domestic and international visitors all 

across the world. The government has made numerous efforts to protect the natural 

environment of Thailand.  
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 It further recognizes that, despite the problems that tourism has brought to Thailand, it 

also has the potential for several benefits for sustainable development. While we 

recognize that the tourism industry, as it currently operates, it seldom offers real 

opportunities to interact across cultures, or to learn more about different environments. 

We also know that each tourist or traveler, as an individual, has the capacity to make 

individual choices about how he/she gains from his/her visit. 

 As discussed by Mingsarn Santikarn Kaosa (1994) the charm that Thailand once held is 

no longer what it once was. They have fallen into the trap that most travel destinations 

fall into. The increase in tourist attractions has lead to traffic and pollution as well as the 

depletion of some of the attractions that once brought tourists to Thailand. There have 

been various recordings in the running down of many nature based destinations which are 

quickly disappearing. The once beautiful beaches and forests have been destroyed by 

pollution which is caused by the increase in visitors. 

The environment in Thailand can be a positive to the tourism industry, while on the other 

hand there is a negative impact that it can create. With the number of tourists traveling to 

Thailand every year, the natural environment is becoming destroyed. More and more 

people want to visit this beautiful country but due to the increasing amount of tourists, 

this leads to an increase in pollution, and degradation of the environment. An example 

discussed by Pleumarom (2002), was a proposed 27-hole golf course, with nine holes in 

each of the three countries; Cambodia, Laos and Thailand. The development of this golf 

course would damage first-class watershed area in Ubon Ratchathani's Phu Chong Na 

Yoi National Park in Thailand. “Ironically, the area is also rife with landmines, planted in 

the 1980s when it served as a battleground between the now defunct Khmer Rouge and 
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the Vietnamese-backed Hun Sen government. To make the project site safe for tourists, 

costly and protracted mine-clearing operations will be necessary. Yet, governmental 

officials argue the project is "needed at any price" because it will bring in a large amount 

of tourism revenue.” Pleumarom (2002). These examples show the many positive and 

negative effects on Thailand that accompany the vast tourism industry. 

Economy 

As discussed by Pleumarom (2002), Thailand with its free-market economy, had been, 

until recently the only country in the region to have a systematically developed tourism 

industry, designed to boost foreign exchange earnings, investment and job creation. With 

the collapse of the state socialist block in the late 1980s, all Mekong nations decided to 

reform their economies and promote tourism as an engine for growth. As discussed by 

Pleumarom (2002), the Greater Mekong Subregion initiative has become the prime 

mover of Mekong tourism. Through the Agent Development Bank, the initiative has 

financed or co-financed over 100 infrastructure projects. This includes roads, railways, 

water and air transport, electricity generation and telecommunication aiming at 

developing regional tourism and trade.  The Greater Mekong Subregion tourism working 

group, known as the Agency for Coordinating Mekong Tourism Activities, is based at the 

headquarters of the Tourism Authority of Thailand, in Bangkok. It has acquired support 

from governments, international aid agencies, large industry associations and 

corporations to promote the Mekong River Basin area as a single tourism market and to 

remove physical, economic, organizational and legal barriers to travel that are still 

hampering the visitor industry in the region. Economic growth took an unfortunate slump 

in 2005 because of several misfortunes. The tsunami, which was detrimental to the 
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economy in July 2005 forced the government to abandon fuel subsidies, aiming to limit 

the reign in energy imports (Statesman’s Yearbook 2007). As reported in the 

(Statesman’s Yearbook 2007), in 2002, 10.87 million foreign tourists visited Thailand 

leading tourism revenue to 7.90 billion US.   In several publications, it discusses the 

major role tourism plays in the Thai economy. Tourism is one of the leading contributors 

to Thailand’s national income. Although it is not the leading recourse in Thai economy, 

about 65 percent of Thai residents make their living by farming or fishing. Only 10 

percent work in the manufacturing industry. Nevertheless, manufactured goods contribute 

more to the national income than agricultural products (Wordbook 2002).  

Sociopolitical 

A hard look at tourism development in Thailand leads to the conclusion that the policies 

pursued by national tourism authorities and supranational bodies such as the Agency for 

Coordination of Tourism Activities have been those most suitable for promoting the 

industry rather than the protection of the environment and the well-being of local 

communities. As discussed in (World Book) there is some attention that is being paid 

towards planning of long term country natural recourses. The positive side to the industry 

is the increase in jobs noted in 2006. In the Asian and Pacific Regions jobs were provided 

for 140 million people, representing an average of 8.9 percent of total employment. 

While in comparison, the sub regions indicated that the share of total employment in 

tourism sector in 2006 varied from 5.4 per cent in India to more than 10 per cent in both 

Philippines and Thailand. (Unknown 2007). 
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Rather than opening up more and more areas in the name of "ecotourism", the Thai 

Government needs to be persuaded into developing and implementing proper 

rehabilitation programs for areas already affected by inequitable and damaging tourism. 

Instead of relinquishing control over land and natural and cultural resources to outside 

tourism, the focus should be to strengthen local residents' rights to self-determined 

development. New and bold strategies are needed to help people in tourist areas create a 

new identity and rebuild livable communities, in environmental, economic, social and 

political terms. Constant attention must be taken in concentration to keeping all elements 

of the sustainable triangle intact. In keeping all areas of the triangle in communication 

with each other, sustainability of the triangle will transpire. 
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Community-Based Ecotourism in Phuket
and Ao Phangnga, Thaiiand: Partial
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By encouraging both ecological sustainability and grassroots development, commu-
nity-based ecotourism offers hope that the environmental sensitivity and
responsibility promoted by ecotourism can also serve the political, economic, and
social interests of host communities. However, due to the difficulties of implementing
community-based ecotourism in practice, success stories remain rare. This paper
explores the feasibility of community-based ecotourism in Phuket and Ao Phangnga in
southern Thailand. Using the region's oldest ecotourism company as its case study, this
paper argues that community-based ecotourism in southern Thailand is only partially
successful, and requires four tradeoffs: success and survival at the expense of
ecotourism's spatial isolation and structural independence; local employment and
benefits at the expense of local initiation and control; social status and mobility at the
expense of social cohesion and harmony; and incipient environmentalism at the
expense of ecological sustainability. Despite these tradeoffs, the benefits of ecotourism
in Phuket still outweigh the costs in terms of community development.

Key words: Ao Phangnga, community-based ecotourism, community develop-
ment, Phuket, Thailand, tradeoffs

Introduction
Reflecting both a growing concern about the impacts of mass tourism, and a

budding demand among tourists for novel experiences, the recent emergence of
ecotourism worldwide has encouraged the transformation, or at least improve-
ment, of the global tourism industry. Though ecotourism, in theory, stands apart
from mass, conventional tourism by its small scale, sustainable activities, and
greater local involvement, ecotourism, in practice, often falls short in promoting
the interests of host communities throughout the developing world {Campbell,
1999; Cochrane, 1996). In an attempt to differentiate between forms of eco-
tourism that advance the needs and concerns of local communities, and those
that simply take place in natural areas, several researchers have begun to employ
the term 'community-based ecotourism' (Belsky, 1999; Fitton, 1996; Timothy &
White, 1999). Recognising a 'need to promote both the quality of life of people
and the conservation of resources' {Scheyvens, 1999: 246), community-based
ecotourism can be defined as 'a form of ecotourism where the local community
has sLibstantial control over, and involvement in, its development and manage-
ment, and a major proportion of the benefits remain within the community'
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(WWF, 2001: 2). Despite potential limitations - including problems associated
with defining the 'local' community, overcoming existing inequalities, and
gaining community consensus- community-based tourism offers the possibility
of greater local control and participation (Murphy, 1985).

The roots or underlying principles of community-based ecotourism derive
from the concept of community development, a small-scale, locally oriented, and
holistic approach to economic growth and social change (Horwich et al., 1993;
Lynn, 1992; Woodley, 1993). Community development encompasses several
goals. Politically, it encourages autonomy, sovereignty, decision-making power,
local participation, and community control over the initiation and direction of
development projects (Timothy, 1999). In economic terms, community develop-
ment cultivates sustainable and rewarding employment that is made available to
all members of a community. Further, economic benefits are distributed widely
and equitably, while remaining in the hands of locals rather than of outside indi-
viduals or corporations (Khan, 1997; Wallace & Pierce, 1996). The cultural value
of community development stems from the emphasis placed on local traditions
and values. Moreover, the social cohesion, harmony, and cooperation that it
enables enhance individual self-reliance, pride and hope for the future (Ross &
Wall, 1999). Lastly, community development encourages conservation, environ-
mental education, and the sustainable use of natural resources (de Haas, 2002;
Vincent & Thompson, 2002). In short, community-based ecotourism strives to
merge the sustainability and conservation essential to ecotourism with the bene-
fits, control, involvement, and welfare that underpin community development.

The primary locations of the research on which this paper is based were the
island province of Phuket on Thailand's southwest coast, and Ao Phangnga
Marine National Park, a 400 square kilometre bay that straddles Phuket and the
neighbouring provinces of Phangnga and Krabi (Figure 1).

Phuket has for centuries featured a high relative level of economic wealth due
to its natural resources in tin, rubber and oil palm (Uthoff, 1997). The growth of
international tourism in recent decades has extended Phuket's economic advan-
tage over other provinces of Thailand, making it the wealthiest province in
southern Thailand and among the top 10 in the entire country (Alpha Research,
2002: 280). Beginning in the early 1980s, the tourism industry of Phuket
expanded rapidly, with international tourist arrivals growing at an average rate
of 18% per year during the 1990s and reaching 2.7 million by 2001 (TAT, 2003).

Phuket is currently a typical mass tourism resort destination, and features the
crowded beaches, pollution, high-rise hotels, and water shortages associated
with many other resort spots in the tropical world (McLaren, 1998). Because of
this reputation, Phuket is not normally associated with ecotourism. However,
just as the problems associated with tourism's unchecked growth have created a
perception that Phuket is becoming 'ruined' (Pleumarom, 1993; Rakkit, 1992;
Viviano, 2002), there has at the same time developed a demand among tourists in
Phuket for authentic and diversionary travel activities. This, in turn, has led to
the establishment of companies offering nature-oriented tours. In 1989, an Amer-
ican expatriate named Jolin Gray, along with two Thai partners, founded Sea
Canoe, the first marine ecotourism company in southern Thailand. 5ea Canoe
operates sea-kayaking daytrips in Ao Phangnga, where tourists are brought
aboard 'escort boats' to a number of small islands and then transported by guides
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Figure 1 The provinces of Phuket, Phangnga, and Krabi in southern Thailand

into caves aboard inflatable kayaks. In recognition of its efforts to promote
community-based ecotourism, the company is mentioned in a number of
'responsible travel' guides (Mann, 2002; Neale, 1999) and has received several
national and global accolades, including a British Airways Tourism for Tomor-
rov^ Award, a Best Tour Programme Award from the Tourism Authority of
Thailand (TAT), and a Gold Environment Award from the Pacific Asia Travel
Association (PATA).
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This paper explores the successes and failures of community-based eco-
tourism in southern Thailand. Although some research was conducted with
other ecotourism companies in Phuket, this paper draws on examples from Sea
Canoe because, being the oldest and most renowned ecotourism company in
Thailand, it offers an ideal opportunity to study the features of commu-
nity-based ecotourism. The research on which this paper is based began as
doctoral research in 1996 (see Kontogeorgopoulos, 1998a), and was bolstered by
two subsequent visits in 1999 and 2001. In total, I conducted 13 months of field-
work and gathered qualitative data during extensive face-to-face inter\'iews. In
particular, I conducted taped and untaped semi-structured interviews with 27
Sea Canoe customers, 22 Sea Canoe guides. Sea Canoe's founder and 5 of its
managers, and 6 owners and 3 managers from other Phuket-based ecotourism
companies. In addition to interview data, participant-observation conducted
during a total of 36 trips with Sea Canoe and 7 trips with other ecotourism
companies also produced data.

Using Sea Canoe as its case study, this paper argues thai successful commu-
nity-based ecotourism in southern Thailand Is indeed possible, but is far from
straightforward or comprehensive. In particular, this paper explores the trade-
offs that are necessary to provide such features of community-based ecotourism
as local employment and benefits, social status and mobility, and environmen-
talism. Such tradeoffs, while associated more with the contextual circumstances
of southern Thailand than to anything intrinsic to the principles of ecotourism,
prove necessary for the achievement of at least partial success in bringing about
community development in southern Thailand.

Practical Success at the Expense of Spatial Isolation and
Structural Independence

Scholars, practitioners, and intemational agencies have defined ecotourism in
several ways, ranging from abstract sets of philosophical principles at one end of
the spectrum (Botrill & Pearce, 1995; Ivanko, 1996) to detailed checklists and
guidelines on how to 'do' ecotourism right at the other end (Goodwin, 20(12;
Whelan, 1991). Although ecotourism encompasses a diverse array of variables,
the location In which ecotourism occurs remains the most important (Fenneil,
2001). Terms used to describe ecotourism locations almost always imply a 'natu-
ral' state, and include words such as undervisited (Sirakaya ct al, 1999), pristine
{Honey, 1999), protected (Ceballos-Lascurain, 1996), relatively undeveloped
(Ziffer, 1989), wild (Kearsley, 1997), uncontaminated (Ceballos-Lascurain, 1988),
and relatively undisturbed {Boyd et ai, 1994; Wallace & Pierce, 1996). Since
conventional mass tourism usually conjures up images of crowded locations in
heavily modified landscapes, ecotourism by definition exists in locations sepa-
rate and distant from areas of mass tourist concentrations.

It is undeniable that for most people working in the field of ecotourism, not to
mention for most self-identified ecotourists, pristine landscapes lacking signs of
human habitation or modification represent ideal locations for ecotourism.
Conversely, mass tourism resort locations such as Phuket would surely appear
unlikely, even unable, to feature any activities or companies that could accu-
rately be described as ecotourism. In practice, however, the experiences of
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ecotourism companies in southern Thailand demonstrate that rather than taking
place in locations far from mass tourism, ecotourism must instead tolerate spatial
and structural coexistence with mass tourism in order to survive and succeed
(Dowling, 2000; Weaver, 2002).

Ecotourism companies in Phuket such as Sea Canoe utilise several connections
to the existing conventional tourism industry. For example, mass tourism
provides a guaranteed pool of tourists into which ecotourism companies can tap.
Rising environmental consciousness in wealthy countries, coupled with a
growing demand among mass tourists for novel and authentic diversionary
excursions, has translated into growth rates for ecotourism that exceed 10%
worldwide compared to just 4% for international tourism as a whole (Amaro,
1999:16). As is the case with other destinations in the developing world (Cater,
1994; Weaver, 1998), the burgeoning demand in recent years for nature-based
travel experiences has led to the proliferation in southern Thailand of companies
that offer ecotourism to quintessentially mass tourists.

In addition to using mass tourism marketing channels for exposure, Phuket's
ecotourism companies benefit from the close proximity of Phuket's beachside
resorts to Ao Phangnga Marine National Park, a visually dramatic landscape
featu ring islands with sheer cliffs that rise to 300 metres {980 feet) above sea level.
Erosion caused by waves, rain and sea currents has carved out large caves, long
cavern passages, and open-air lagoons known as hongs, the Thai word for 'room'.
The seemingly pristine nature of Ao Phangnga, especially inside the Iwngs,
makes a great impression on mass tourists who otherwise spend most of their
vacation in crowded and familiar settings such as hotels, restaurants, beaches,
pool decks, or entertainment and shopping venues. The distance between
Patong Beach, the most developed resort area of Phuket, and Phanak Island,
located to the northeast of Phuket in Ao Phangnga and visited by Sea Canoe and
all other kayaking companies, is only 35 kilometres (22 miles). Since the physical
proximity between crowded areas and locations of natural beauty greatly facili-
tates the transportation of tourists to Ao Phangnga on a daily basis, it is logical for
ecotourism companies to operate in (or at least close to) the urban and seaside
mass tourism destinations of southern Thailand.

Sea Canoe has cultivated close business relationships with the intermediaries
of the mass tourism industry. Rather than only drawing on independent
'walk-in' business. Sea Canoe instead generates business in a manner that is
more conventionally associated with mass tourism. In particular, by negotiating
contracts with a number of multinational tour operators. Sea Canoe and a
handful of other ecotourism companies assure that their trips are sold by tour
representatives based in Phuket. When tourists meet with tour representatives to
receive suggestions for possible daytrip excursions, ecotourism trips are offered
alongside other options related to physical recreation, leisure, entertainment,
sightseeing or shopping. Hence, the mass tourism intermediaries that control the
flow of tourists from source country to destination carry great influence in
deciding which, and how many, tourists participate in the trips of ecotourism
companies in Phuket.

Advocates of an exclusive, or 'hard', form of ecotourism (Fennell, 1999;
Laarman & Durst, 1993) would likely consider the purposeful structural connec-
tions made by ecotourism companies to mass tourism in Phuket as polluting and
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corrupting, or at the very least indicative of a less rigorous, 'soft' version of
ecotourism, but Sea Canoe has survived precisely because of such connections
and overlaps. Further, when assessed according to en^pirical observations,
rather than normative or romantic notions of where 'real' ecotourism should take
place, the activities of Sea Canoe demonstrate that the company promotes the
principles underpinning virtually all definitions of ecotourism, including envi-
ronmental education, low-impact tourist activities, ecological conservation,
ethical management and local orientation (Diamantis, 1999; Fenneil, 1999).

Education of both tourist and employee underpins most aspects of Sea Canoe's
operations. While the vast majority of customers that 1 interviewed stated that
they chose a Sea Canoe trip for reasons other than education, many admitted at
the end of the trip that they had gained a bolstered geographical knowledge of
the area, as well as a heightened sense of environmental appreciation and aware-
ness. Most passengers glance, even if only fleetingly, at the written material
provided on the escort boats, but as with the verbal presentations, the emphasis
placed by Sea Canoe on 'subtle education' and learning serves to project the
image of a form of tourism centred on learning, self-improvement, and environ-
mental awareness.

Sea Canoe carefully monitors overall tourist numbers in order to limit the
social and environmental impacts of their activities. The low carrying capacity,
and to a lesser degree the national park status, of Ao Phangnga greatly constrain
the number of customers that Sea Canoe, and other sea-based ecotourism compa-
nies, can bring into the area. Operating in a fixed number of caves, and in a fixed
amount of space, sea kayaking companies must compete fiercely with one
another to bring tourists to the exact same caves and lagoons. For this reason. Sea
Canoe rarely handles more than 64 passengers per day, even during peak
periods of the high tourist season.

Sea Canoe contributes to environmental conservation efforts in Phuket in
several ways. In response to Sea Canoe's environmental lobbying efforts, the
regional TAT office in Phuket has placed life-jacket instructional signs in various
tourism sites around the island. Sea Canoe pays a local resident of Ao Po, the
launching point for all of Sea Canoe's trips, over 30,000 baht ($686) annually to
maintain the cleanliness of the pier. Until recently. Sea Canoe also provided
funds and volunteered the labour of one guide to the Gibbon Rehabilitation
Project, located at Bang Pae Waterfall in the northeast corner of Phuket. Now
over a decade old, this project rehabilitates white-handed gibbons that are taken
forcefully from their mothers and then put on display in bars and on the streets of
Phuket's prominent tourist areas. Assistance for the project comes from the Thai
government, which allocates land to the project, volunteers, who pay to partici-
pate in the project, and local businesses such as Sea Canoe, which provide
financing by sponsoring 'rehabilitation stage cages'.

In short. Sea Canoe qualifies as an ecotourism operation, and despite whether
or not it would count as a 'pure' or 'hard' form of ecotourism. Sea Canoe never-
theless follows through on its self-description as an ecotourism venture. On the
other hand. Sea Canoe has deliberately avoided seeking the spatial isolation and
structural independence from mass tourism assumed in stringent definitions of
ecotourism. Practical success in fostering community-based ecotourism in
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Phuket has therefore come at the expense of the spatial isolation and structural
independence implied in more exclusive notions of ecotourism.

Local Employment and Benefits at the Expense of Local Initiation
and Control

In the late 1960s and 1970s, a growing number of scholars began to criticise the
overarching economic nature of development measures, and proposed instead a
greater focus on 'human development' (Adelman & Morris, 1973; Albin, 1978;
Goulet, 1971; O'Shea, 1974; Seers, 1969). These critiques over time led to an
emphasis within community development on 'core measures' such as health,
education, and employment that is meaningful and economically viable.
Accordingly, a key feature of community-based ecotourism is the creation of
rewarding, sustainable, and relatively well-paid employment (Scheyvens, 2000).
Closely associated with this idea of generous employment opportunities is the
need to generate benefits for local residents and the communities in which they
reside (Goodwin, 1996). Sea Canoe provides locals with jobs that are remuner-
ated well in comparison both to other workers in the tourism industry and to
workers in other economic sectors. Sea Canoe guides earn incomes that overall
exceed the average total income of Thais by over three times. Further, when
wages and salaries are examined separately from other sources of income,
guides earn at least 7.8 times the national per capita average. Even the wages of
cooks, the lowest paid of Sea Canoe's full-time employees, are 2.4 and 4.7 greater
than the average rate for clerical, sales, and services workers in Thailand and
southern Thailand, respectively (National Statistical Office, 1999: 20).

Sea Canoe employs 45 to 60 people full time (depending on the season), a
number that would require, in Asia, a hotel with close to 40 rooms in order to
replicate (Horwath and Horwath International, 1989: 122). Most importantly
insofar as community development is concerned, the majority of Sea Canoe
employees lack technical skills and possess fewer than six years of formal educa-
tion. It is also worth noting that most of the guides working for Sea Canoe and
other ecotourism companies in Phuket belong to the ethnic-Malay Muslim
minority of Thailand, a traditionally marginalised group that features high rates
of illiteracy and poverty (Che Man, 1990). Malay Muslims make up approxi-
mately one-quarter of the population of the three provinces of Phuket, Phangnga
and Krabi and have traditionally remained concentrated in low-paid agricul-
tural work. Gray, along with every manager of Sea Canoe with whom I spoke,
affirmed a policy of preferring locals in hiring decisions. By deliberately hiring
local residents with few other prospects other than fishing, farming or rubber
tapping, Sea Canoe has attempted to 'put the last first' which, according to
Robert Chambers (1983), is a goal that typifies ethical and community-based
forms of development.

Through its employment policies. Sea Canoe promotes two other basic needs
associated with community development: health and education. Sea Canoe
offers life insurance, disability allowances, and full medical coverage, all of
which are rare benefits for tourism employees in Thailand. Locals who work for
Sea Canoe also receive educational benefits in the form of training programmes.
Sea Canoe spends over 500,000 baht (US$11,600) annually on employee training.
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with 'lead guides' each receiving 50,000 baht (US$1,160) in training. Sea Canoe
pays for training in several areas, including instruction in non-English lan-
guages, government guide training for licensing, paddle training that leads to
American Canoe Association (ACA) certification, and formal classroom and
informal on-the-job instruction on the natural history, geology, flora, and fauna
of southern Thailand.

The income and benefits associated with Sea Canoe employment reward indi-
viduals first and foremost, but communities in Phuket and neighbouring
provinces also profit from the presence of ecotourism in the region. In add ition to
employee salaries. Sea Canoe contributes to community development through
payments to the owners of escort boats and transport vans, food purchases, and
advertising payments to local media outlets. Sea Canoe also contributes to envi-
ronmental conservation by investing in local clean-up projects and lobbying
local officials to enforce environmental laws. Contrary to large-scale, capi-
tal-intensive forms of mass tourism that require money to be spent, and therefore
leaked out of, local economies, ecotourism in Phuket features deep linkages to
local and regional communities. Sea Canoe spends over 98% of its total costs in
Phuket or the neighbouring provinces of Krabi and Phangnga, and contributes
approximately 2 million baht (US$46,000) each month to the economies of these
three provinces. Along with fostering decentralised community development.
Sea Canoe encourages the use of 'appropriate technology'. In his landmark study
entitled Small is Beautiful in 1973, E.F. Schumacher argues for the need to find and
utilise an 'intermediate' level of technology appropriate to the needs and
resources of each community. Since the geographical constraints of navigating
into the open-air lagoons of Ao Phangnga leave operators with little choice but to
use inflatable kayaks rather than motorised vessels, the technology used by all
marine ecotourism companies in Phuket is, by necessity, appropriate and inter-
mediate.

To counter the seasonality, and therefore instability and insecurity, common to
tourism-related employment (Bar-On, 1999), Sea Canoe pays its staff a guaran-
teed salary every month, regardless of how many days (beyond a minimum of
10) that are worked. After working 10 days in one month, guides receive a daily
bonus for every day that they work. Because it offers stable, rewarding employ-
ment with good benefits, training, and opportunities for on-the-job skill
acquisition. Sea Canoe features rates of employee turnover that are low in
comparison to other areas of tourism employment. For instance, only 65 to 70%
of hotel and guesthouse workers in Phuket and Ko Samui (southern Thailand's
second most popular resort destination) stay with the same employer for more
than one year (Kontogeorgopoulos, 1998b: 325). By contrast, 80 to 90% of Sea
Canoe guides remain with the company for over a year, and roughly half the
guides stay for more than five years. For those guides who do eventually leave
Sea Canoe, most do so under harmonious circumstances, and often move up the
income and management chain because of the experience gained while working
at Sea Canoe.

In southern Thailand, foreign initiation and management of ecotourism repre-
sent the negative tradeoffs associated with the successful provision of local
employment and benefits. While limited in number, examples from throughout
the developing world indicate that it is possible to provide employment and
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benefits at the same time as allowing full local control over the initiation and
development of ecotourism (Honey, 1999). However, due to the particular
cultural, social, and political circumstances of southern Thailand, ecotourism
would not have commenced, nor would it have flourished in its initial years,
without the involvement of foreign expatriates who have made Thailand their
permanent homes. Known as farangs, the Thai word for foreigners of European
descent, these expatriates have been crucial in constructing a form of ecotourism
that provides opportunities and benefits for individuals and communities in and
around Phuket.

Although contradicting one of the central tenets of community-based eco-
tourism, the farang initiation of sea kayaking and trekking companies in Phuket
in the late-1980s and early-1990s is understandable, in the 15 years between 1985
and 2000, tourism in Phuket expanded at a breathtaking pace, with international
arrivals growing 15-foId. The obvious crowding and pollution of popular
beaches in Phuket that resulted from such rapid tourism growth became a
concern for environmentally-minded tourists who longed for a more 'authentic'
and sustainable tourism industry. The farang expatriates that founded eco-
tourism companies in Phuket all visited Thailand originally as tourists
themselves, and in response to the environmental damage and social change
caused by conventional tourism, these expatriates decided to initiate companies
that could offer an alternative, more responsible approach to tourism. As a result,
fnraugs founded at least 15 of the 20 ecotourism companies currently operating in
Phuket.

Considering that farangs initiated the first ecotourism companies, it is no
surprise that control over the direction of ecotourism would also rest with
farangs. While it is true that the legal owners of Sea Canoe and other/flrang-initi-
ated ecotourism companies are all Thais, and southern Thais specifically, the
controlling influence and many of the important management positions in
companies founded by expatriates in Thailand still remain in the hands of
farangs. This is because the majority owners or shareholders of companies such as
Sea Canoe are often the Thai wives oi farang founders, so although ownership is
technically 'local', it is neither distributed widely within the community nor a
sign of exclusive indigenous control. However, several caveats vitiate the idea
that this non-Thai control is necessarily harmful. Management positions in Sea
Canoe and the other farang-'mitiated ecotourism companies of Phuket are
divided between/aron^ expatriates and Thais, and while farangs enjoy a great
deal of decision-making power, on balance more Thais than farangs serve as
managers. Further, the successful implementation of most of the principles of
community-based ecotourism in Phuket challenges the assumption that foreign
involvement always and automatically thwarts the interests of local communi-
ties (Britton, 1982; McLaren, 1998).

Farang control has led to positive results for local economic development. As
mentioned in the previous section, financial survival and long-term viability are
essential determinants of the success of community-based ecotourism. Many of
Phuket's ecotourism/brands were once entrepreneurs elsewhere, and combined
with their original roles in Thailand as tourists, this experience has given them an
advantage in a tourism industry characterised, in Phuket, by market saturation
and ruthless competition. Moreover,/arangs are positioned well to cater to the
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tastes, expectations, and preferences of the 'Western' tourists who form the bulk
of ecotourism customers in Thailand. Other than possessing business skills, and
cultural familiarity with iourisis, fnrangs also take advantage of their favourable
status positions in Thai society to promote policies or practices that would be
nearly impossible for locals with poor status positions to promote. In the case of
Sea Canoe, for example, the high status and local and national visibility of John
Gray have allowed the company to address local mafia intimidation, the corrup-
tion of local tourism and national park officials, and the illegal or unethical
practices of several of Sea Canoe's competitors (Shepherd, 2002). Due to the
power differences that stem from status hierarchies in Thai society. Sea Canoe's
Thai employees - the majority of which belong to a Muslim minority that
possesses low status within mainstream Siamese society - are less willing or able
to address certain problems as directly and forcefully as somefarnngs have done.
Hence, for locals and communities in southern Thailand lacking business skills,
status, and political power, farang control of ecotourism in Phuket has facilitated
the financial survival of companies dedicated to the creation of high-paying,
rewarding, stable, and secure employment for locals. For this reason,/(7r(7/j\' initi-
ation and shared control, although not entirely ideal in theory, are useful and
necessary tradeoffs for the local employment and benefits associated with
community-based ecotourism.

Social Status ond Mobility at the Expense of Social Cohesion and
Harmony

Due to the great value placed on behavioural continuity, predictability and
conformity in Thai society, individuals must recognise, and act according to,
their place in well-defined social hierarchies (Connelly, 2001; Klausner, 1982).
One's relative status, power, seniority and rank thus dictate individual behav-
iour in Thai society (Mulder, 2000). Although issues such as hope, self-esteem
and status are, with rare exceptions (Scheyvens, 1999), neglected in discussions
of ecotourism, they are essential to analyses of community development in Thai-
land. In creating opportunities for generous, secure and stable employment,
ecotourism companies such as Sea Canoe have bolstered the economic prospects
and status positions of individual workers. As mentioned already, many of Sea
Canoe's employees belong to an ethnic and religious minority that lacks wealth
and status. More specifically, over half of Sea Canoe's employees are native resi-
dents of Ko Yao, a set of two large islands just off the east coast of Phuket that host
several poor Muslim fishing villages (see Figure 1). Working for Sea Canoe not
only enhances status, but also allows guides to suspend or reverse normal
patterns of stratification. Psychologically, the casual and egalitarian atmosphere
aboard Sea Canoe escort boats frees Thai guides from rigid social norms. Since
the Thai system of status differentiation binds those with littleeducation, money,
or religious merit to strict, often subordinate, codes of conduct, the temporary
suspension of these social rules in the company of tourists supplies a breath of
fresh air for Sea Canoe's guides who, one after theother, expressed to me in inter-
views their enjoyment of the chance to interact with wealthier and usually better
educated foreigners in ways made impossible within Thailand's unyielding
social structure.
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Enhanced income and status translate into hope and social mobility for Sea
Canoe guides. Many guides enter the tourism labour market from primary occu-
pations, most notably fishing in Ao Phangnga or rubber tapping and farming in
Phangnga or Krabi provinces. As nomads drifting from fishing or agriculture to
hotel and restaurant work in Phuket, and ultimately to jobs such as kayaking for
Sea Canoe, Thai guides take perpetual steps up the ladder of tourism employ-
ment, boosting their wages along the way. Most guides view their tenure with
Sea Canoe as transitional, whereby opportunities are gained to improve English
language skills, receive trairung, and acquire experience in dealing with tourists.
In addition to the transitional, progressive nature of Sea Canoe employment, the
financial latitude created by Sea Canoe's generous salary structure allows guides
to make significant lifestyle changes, such as marriage, child-bearing, and other
manifestations of 'settling down' that, in Thai society, depend heavily on the
financial situation of the male suitor. Many guides wed soon after joining Sea
Canoe, and some even purchase homes, a rare luxury among Thais living in
urban or tourist areas such as Phuket. Sea Canoe thus represents both a window
of opportunity within the tourism industry generally, and a platform from which
Thais with poor educational backgrounds, diminished status, and limited
opportunities for economic prosperity can pursue social mobility and initiate
positive changes to their overall circumstances.

Along with improving status and cultivating hope among individuals,
community-based ecotourism is supposed to encourage community cohesion
and harmony (Foucat, 2002). However, rather than simultaneously fostering
social status and social mobility, on the one hand, and social cohesion and
harmony, on the other, ecotourism in Phuket has instead made possible the
former only at the expense of the latter. As Fabricius (2001) and Mansperger
(1995) indicate, progressive social or cultural change that stems from tourism
often has the ultimate effect of creating intergenerational, gender, or ethnic
conflicts in communities where the status quo is dismpted. The history of
ecotourism in southern Thailand confirms this observation. In particular, the
financial success, and high regional and national profile, of Sea Canoe have
caused resentment among some local residents. Despite contributing to many
facets of community development, and exhibiting a strong local orientation. Sea
Canoe is nevertheless perceived by many Thais in Phuket as a 'farang company'
since it was established by an American expatriate (albeit with two Thai part-
ners). This perception is one reason - besides higher under-the-table commis-
sions - that some travel agents in Phuket steer tourists towards Thai-founded
and owned kayaking companies instead of towards Sea Canoe, despite the
latter's better overall reputation and safety record (Shepherd, 2002). In inter-
views conducted with the owners of other sea kayaking companies, I discovered
that the success enjoyed by Sea Canoe, a 'farang company', has also provoked
resentment among the Thai owners and employees of Sea Canoe's competitors.

The ultimate consequences of the resentment caused by Sea Canoe's success
include several incidents that have served to undermine community cohesion
and unity. For example, the number of sea kayaking companies has exploded in
recent years, leading to an intense, and at times nasty, relationship between Sea
Canoe and the staff and owners of its competitors, in addition to shouting
matches and even physical confrontations between guides from rival companies.
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the owners of sea kayaking 'copycats' (as they are disparagingly labelled by
critics) have in the past colluded against Sea Canoe by, among other things,
excluding it from regional kayaking organisations and accusing Sea Canoe of
illegally employ ing farangs as temporary guides. Death threats made against Sea
Canoe employees, while a persistent problem since the founding of the company
in 1989, have in recent years been carried through. In 2000, when the royal
concession for the collection of lucrative birds' nests in Ao Phangnga changed
hands, all sea kayaking companies were told to pay an entrance fee for every
passenger entering the caves and lagoons of Ao Phangnga. After Sea Canoe
refused to pay what it considered an extortion fee, its Thai operations manager
was shot (but not killed) in front of the Sea Canoe headquarters in Phuket Town.
The treacherous nature of the tourism industry in southern Thailand makes such
stories unsurprising, but at the very least, incidents like these highlight the nega-
tive tradeoffs associated with Sea Canoe's success, itself the major reason behind
the ability of individual employees to enhance their social status, prospects, and
prestige.

Fun, Freedom, and Incipient Environmentalism at the Expense of
Ecoiogical Sustainability

By introducing an immediate and potentially lucrative source of revenue, the
growth of ecotourism throughout the developing world has acted as an incentive
for communities to protect and preserve natural areas (Salam et al., 2000;
Sekercioglu, 2002; Yamagiwa, 2003). While the overall environmental record of
ecotourism companies in southern Thailand is mixed. Sea Canoe employees
clearly understand the negative implications of further environmental degrada-
tion of marine tourism destinations throughout southern Thailand. By person-
ally receiving, and subsequently preaching to customers, the environmental
message advocated by John Gray and the company's/orang managers, the Thai
guides of Sea Canoe have come to realise the importance of maintaining those
aesthetic and natural qualities that attract tourists to Ao Phangnga. In particular,
insecurity regarding future employment in an area of potential environmental
desecration represents the key way in which the financial benefits of ecotourism
motivate guides to preserve the resources upon which ecotourism is based. In the
words of one guide who has worked with Sea Canoe for over 10 years,

When I worked with tourists, I learned more and thought more about the
environment, about nature, about tamachat (nature). When I have more
education in my mind, I believe that nature can make a better life. Before,
when I was young or when I stayed on the island [Ko Yao], I only thought
about it a little bit. I thought more about how I can get better food. I wanted
to do everything to make my life better and 1 didn't care as much about
nature. I thought about money first but now I've started to think more
about the environment and the future. If the environment in Ao Phangnga
is bad, then tourists might stop coming to visit, and there will be no jobs for
us.

In addition to fears concerning future job security, more immediate monetary
interests, especially the garnering of tips from tourists, also serve a fundamental
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role in building environmental appreciation. Tips represent an important
supplement to regular wages and daily bonuses, and can account for up to 40% of
a guide's total monthly earnings. The suspense created at the conclusion of a
daytrip by the uncertainty of earning a tip greatly shapes the behaviour of
guides, and since one's level of knowledge and ability to describe elements of the
natural environment to passengers in English are perceived as contributing
factors to enhanced tips, most guides engage in a constant effort to improve their
environmental knowledge. Tips thus act as an immediate financial incentive for
guides to develop environmental knowledge and appreciation.

Incipient environmentalism is clearly evident in the attitudes and actions of
Sea Canoe guides, many of whom frequently conveyed to me, during both inter-
views and casual conversations, their desire to work for Sea Canoe as long as
possible. This desire contributes to environmentalism because, as the earlier
quotation from a guide illustrates, a concern for conservation occurs naturally
the longer one works for Sea Canoe. Further, the ecological deterioration of Ao
Phangnga is considered a threat to the survival of Sea Canoe, and therefore to the
quality jobs that it has created. The common perception among Thais in Phuket
that Sea Canoe is a good company for which to work stems from the principles of
samik (fun) and itsnra (freedom), two words mentioned constantly by Sea Canoe
guides when asked to describe their jobs.

Sea Canoe ensures that its staff eats a good quality, and variety, of food on
board, and many guides actually prefer coming to work over staying at home
since, as one guide puts it:

At home you must buy food, pay for gasoline, pay for whiskey, pay for
women (laughter). At work, I eat good food, see my friends, and make
money. It | work] is like a holiday, sabai sabai [happy, peaceful] and sanuk, so
why stay at home?

In recognition of the company's role in the everyday well-being of its staff. Sea
Canoe managers look the other way at the end of each two week period, just
before payday, as some guides come aboard escort boats, despite not working
that day, in order to eat for free. Further, as John Gray points out. Sea Canoe has
attempted to provide its employees with a measure of freedom uncommon to
other areas of tourism employment:

1 purposely rejected the 'three-hundred and ten rules approach.' The tyran-
nical regime of hotels is just ridiculous. Guides are big boys, they don't
need to be told when to cut their hair or how to behave every single minute
of the day.

Freedom and happiness are two subjective measures, among many, that have
come to form the basis of recent attempts to steer development theory away from
purely quantitative or economic approaches. For instance, the economist
Amartya Sen (2000: xii) argues that development 'consists of the removal of
various types of unfreedoms that leave people with little choice and little oppor-
tunity of exercising their reasoned agency'. Similarly, philosopher Martha
Nussbaum (2000) believes that successful development enables the full realisa-
tion of 'central human capabilities' such as bodily health, emotions, freedom of
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affiliation, imagination, and the ability to laugh, play, and enjoy recreational
activities.

Advocates of a 'capabilities' approach to development - the principles of
which could be said to form the philosophical and ethical foundations of commu-
nity-based ecotourism - would certainly endorse the creation of opportunities
for locals to pursue ecotourism livelihoods in settings characterised by freedom
and enjoyment. Having come from tedious agricultural, hotel, or restaurant
employment, most Sea Canoe guides appreciate the sanuk atmosphere created
aboard escort boats by the playfulness and congeniality of customers. By having
to work only 10 days each month to earn a base salary. Sea Canoe guides enjoy an
easy pace and relaxed expectations. The possibility and even expectation oi sanuk
on a daily basis help, in turn, to create a workplace environment free of coercion,
pressure, or mundane routine. Reflecting upon former work experience, many
guides contrast the casual, flexible, and free atmosphere at Sea Canoe against the
restrictive set of rules and regulations found in hotel and restaurant work. Sea
Canoe guides keep casual time schedules, interact with tourists in a non-
subservient and casual manner, and meet company 'uniform' requirements
simply by wearing shorts and an official Sea Canoe t-shirt. Most enjoyable to the
majority of guides is the absence of management and supervision during the
daytrips. Seen more as peers than supervisors, 'lead guides' represent the only
form of management on Sea Canoe daytrips, and the lack of perpetual assess-
ment and surveillance come as psychological weights lifted off the shoulders of
Thais accustomed to more stifling and unpleasant paid work in the tourism
industry.

Though itsara and sanuk are beneficial consequences of Sea Canoe's efforts, the
company's success has inadvertently compromised the long-term ecological
sustainability of Ao Phangnga. By pioneering a form of tourism previously
unknown in this region of Thailand, Sea Canoe has demonstrated to local resi-
dents the viability of ecotourism and the economic value of tapping into the
existing nati.irai resources of an area. At the same time, however. Sea Canoe's
lucrative exploitation of Ao Phangnga's resources has encouraged a rapid
increase in the number of operators bringing tourists into the caves and lagoons
of the bay's most visited islands, in particular Hong and Phanak (see Figure 1).
Between 1989 and 1996, Sea Canoe was joined by three other companies, all of
which were started by former partners or employees. By 1999, just one decade
since the establishment of ecotourism in Phuket, these three 'spinoff companies
had split into several smaller ventures, and combined with the addition of
completely unrelated operators, the total of number of sea kayaking companies
climbed roughly to 20, where it has remained since that time.

The high number of kayaks found in formerly pristine caves and hongs pres-
ents a problem in and of itself, but this is compounded by the harmful practices of
Sea Canoe's competitors (Vannisse, 1996). Whereas Sea Canoe imposes a limit of
16 passengers per escort boat, competitors carry up to 30 people on their escort
boats. Due to their use of inexpensive equipment and their reluctance to limit
overall tourist numbers, the safety records of 'copycat' companies are spotty.
Overcrowding and sloppy attention to safety led to tragedy in early-1997, when a
guide from one of Sea Canoe's early competitors was dragged under a boat and
killed by its propeller (see Mecir, 2000). Besides unnecessarily crowding narrow
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caves and hongs, 'copycat' guides engage in behaviour, according to Sea Canoe
managers and guides, that has in recent years forced wildlife to tlee those regions
of small Ao Phangnga limestone islands, such as coastlines and open lagoons,
that play host to an increasing numbers of tourists. Further, as I discovered
during trips with several of Sea Canoe's competitors, limited English skills and
the absence of training mean that the majority of 'copycat' guides are able to
provide only scant environmental information to their passengers. Under
normal circumstances, competition between rival companies is to be expected,
and could even encourage innovation and lower prices for tourists. In Phuket,
though, it has damaged the very environmental resources used to attract tourists
to this area in the first place. Competition has led to negative environmental
tradeoffs because, aside from a lack of industry standards or licensing require-
ments, minimal governmental involvement has allowed the unfettered free
market to dictate the number of companies operating in a protected national
park. Whether it is the absence of enforcement capabilities among Tourism
Authority of Thailand (TAT) officials, or the unwillingness of the National Parks
Department to clamp down on illegal operators or activities, government
corruption and apathy have exacerbated the environmental degradation caused
by shoddy industry practices.

The unregulated expansion of sea kayaking in Ao Phangnga may ultimately,
and ironically, jeopardise ecotourism employment, an important catalyst for
local environmental consciousness and the only factor mitigating the otherwise
adverse ecological changes wrought by tourism. Fortunately, the collective
impact of sea kayaking is held in check by the fixed amount of space inside caves,
the limited number of islands containing accessible caves, and spatial constraints
that make it impossible to get motorised vessels inside the lagoons. However, the
growing perception among travel agents, tourists, and tour representatives that
Ao Phangnga is overcrowded, and becoming 'spoiled', may soon force tourism
industry intermediaries to drop sea kayaking excursions from their standard
package of daytrip offerings. This potential loss of jobs would hurt the tourism
industry of Phuket in general, and more importantly in terms of commu-
nity-based ecotourism, would also reduce the availability of rewarding,
well-paid, and enjoyable sources of livelihood. In sum. Sea Canoe's success, and
the incipient environmentalism that it has prompted, has been made possible
only by endangering the ecological sustainability of Ao Phangnga and the
long-term survival of ecotourism in the area. While fun and freedom are by no
means necessary tradeoffs, in theory, for ecological sustainability, itsara and
sanuk are crucial ingredients behind Sea Canoe's rapid growth and the imitation
that followed, which itself has become the biggest threat to the region's ecology.
For this reason, in the southern Thai context at least, the success spawned by fun,
freedom, and other rewarding aspects of Sea Canoe employment, has led to
unavoidable environmental tradeoffs.

Conclusion
Community-based ecotourism offers hope that the environmental sensitivity

and responsibility promoted by ecotourism can also simultaneously serve the
political, economic, social, and environmental interests of host communities.
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Contrary to the dearth of successful examples from the developing world
(Mowforth & Munt, 1998), the case study of Sea Canoe illustrates that the goals of
community-based are both valuable and attainable. However, as in many other
tourism destinations in the developing world (Griffin & Boele, 1996; Long &
Wall, 1996; Tosun, 2000), implementation of these goals remains incomplete and
patchy, and the achievement of one principle of community-based ecotourism in
southern Thailand almost always necessitates a tradeoff related to another. Even
though Sea Canoe and other ecotourism companies in Phuket have had to accept
the inevitability, and therefore necessity, of such tradeoffs, the positive conse-
quences of ecotourism in Phuket still offset the potentially harmful compromises
insofar as community development is concerned.

This paper makes three contributions to the study of community-based
ecotourism. First, the complexities and hurdles created by the cultural, social,
and political circumstances of southern Thailand point to a need to move beyond
uruversal, formulaic approaches to development and ecotourism. Out of a
genuine desire to cultivate better forms of tourism around the world, several
authors have devised guidelines for communities, tourists, entrepreneurs, and
agencies hoping to encourage greater community involvement in ecotourism
(Brandon, 1993; Honey, 1999). While helpful, such guidelines can establish unre-
alistic expectations since local realities often intervene to complicate even the
best intentioned of efforts (Hinch, 1998; Timothy, 2002; Tosun, 2001). Universal
'how-to' lists for community-based ecotourism are largely inapplicable in
southern Thailand, and the patterns associated with ecotourism in other parts of
the country (for example, trekking in northern Thailand) do not necessarily
apply to ecotourism in southern Thailand due to different geographical, cultural,
and historical contexts. Considering the ethnic and religious stratification of
southern Thai society, the laissez-faire business climate of southern Thailand's
established tourism industry, and the lack of government enforcement of envi-
ronmental laws, what has emerged in Phuket is a 'best possible' rather purely
normative or idea! form of community-based ecotourism. Nevertheless, though
its victories may be partial, and its remedies bittersweet, community-based
ecotourism in Phuket is still a huge improvement on what has come before it.

Second, Ao Phangnga suffers from the classic dilemma afflicting many other
popular ecotourism destinations whereby areas of natural beauty tend to attract
levels of visitation that in time spoil that beauty (Cater, 1997; Liick, 2002; Wein-
berg et ai, 2002). With few market or government checks on the expansion of
tourism in Phuket, the steady ecological decline of Ao Phangnga is unavoidable.
But in a location where power structures, government corruption, and a
cut-throat tourism industry would normally make community-based eco-
tourism nearly impossible. Sea Canoe has greatly improved the lives of its
employees, thereby perhaps rendering certain environmental tradeoffs worth-
while. Looking back retrospectively on Sea Canoe's formation and subsequent
success, John Gray feels guilt and ambivalence about further opening up Ao
Phangnga to commercial forms of tourism. While the thousands of tourists
participating in scenic tours of Ao Phangnga have secured tourism's place in the
region for at least two decades, the form of ecotourism practised by Sea Canoe
brought tourists, for the first time, to islands and hongs previously untouched or
even unknown by local residents. Gray and the managers of Sea Canoe in many
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ways justify the commercialisation of hongs by claiming that other, less respon-
sible operators would eventually have come along and exposed the hongs had
Sea Canoe not done it first. Though this may be true, one could argue that it
would perhaps have been better environmentally, if not economically, for Ao
Phangnga's ecological health had Sea Canoe not established ecotourism in this
area at all.

The final lesson to be drawn from the example of ecotourism in Phuket relates
to empowemnent, a cornerstone of many calls for community-based ecotourism
(Gauthier, 1993; Scheyvens, 2002; Timothy, 2002). France (1997: 149) defines
empowerment as a process 'through which individuals, households, local
groups, communities, regions and nations shape their own lives and the kind of
society in which they live'. Observed through the prism of economic, political,
psychological, and social empowerment (Scheyvens, 1999), ecotourism in
Phuket reveals the same necessity for tradeoffs outlined throughout this paper.
Sea Canoe's creation of benefits and rewarding employment signals the achieve-
ment of economic empowerment, but the lack of full local initiation of, and
control over, ecotourism in Phuket also indicates a failure to achieve political
empowerment. On the other hand. Sea Canoe's presence in southern Thailand
has promoted psychological empowerment, which enhances the hope, opti-
mism, status, and self-esteem of individual community members. Yet, the
success that has enabled this psychological empowerment has also undermined
social empowerment by threatening community cohesion and engendering
community competition and conflict. The relationship between community-
based ecotourism and empowerment in southern Thailand is therefore complex
and incomplete, and the economic and psychological empowerment of individ-
uals is accomplished only by forfeiting certain elements of the political and social
empowerment of communities.
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The forests in Khao Yai are in fact rem-
nants of the grandeur and ruggedness of the
renowned Dong Phaya Fai forests of the
past. With the unwavering support of the
Association of Wildlife Lovers, led by Dr.
Boonsong Lekagul, on September 18, 1962,
Khao Yai was declared Thailandûs first
national park.

This virgin land is the centre of nature
abundance in the Central, the East and the
Northeast of Thailand. It is the origin of
important rivers - the Nakhon Nayok, the
Bangpakong, the Prachinburi and the
Prachantakham, and Lam Takong, the life-
live of Korat. It is a natural sanctuary for the
largest number of wild animals in Thailand.

Khao Yai National Park encompasses an
area of 2,166 square kilometres. Its general
physical landscape is that of uneven chains
of mountains. The highest peak is Khao
Rom, 1,351 metres above sea-level. The
forests in the park are classified into moist
evergreen forest, dry evergreen forest, hill
evergreen forest, mixed deciduous forest,
dry dipterocarp forest, secondary forest and
grassland. The secondary forest and grass-
land are not so thick and abundant in fruit,
plants and shrubs that herbivorous wildlife

feed on. The park is thus a place where
|animals gather, particularly in the Nong
Phukchi Swamp, Khao Laem Grassy Field
and Mo Singto Hillock (or Mo Singto).
These are places where people go to see
wild animals. Asian elephant, tiger, Barking
deer and Sambar deer are often seen. Khao
Yai is also the habitat of four species of
hornbills - the Wreathed Hornbill, the Brown
Hornbill, the Great Hornbill and the Oriental
Pied Hornbill, over 189 kinds of butterflies
and more than 340 varieties of wild birds.
More importantly, this is the only forest in
the world where the White-handed gibbon
(Hylobates lar) cohabits with the Pileated
gibbon (Hylobates pileatus).

■ Opposite : Heo Narok Waterfall is Khao Yai National
Parkûs largest waterfall. It originates in Tha Dan canal. 
The water tumbles into the sheer cliff, producing a sonorous
sound and sprinkling the nearby forest.

■ Above : Khao Yai National Park contains plains of grass-
land where hoofed animals of different species like Sambar
deer, Barking deer, and Common wild pig come to forage
for food.
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Khao Yai National Park has no less than
10 trails into the forests. Some examples are

the 8-kilometre Kongkaeo Waterfall-Suwat
Gorge trail, the four-kilometre Nong Phukchi-
Khlong I Thao trail and the 500 metre trail
for sightseeing at Khao Khiao. The park is a
natural resource complete with wildlife
activities and an ecological system waiting
to be discovered and studied, as well as
conserved.

■ Right : Much of Khao Yai is covered with thick evergreen
forest where monkey, White-handed gibbon, and langur are
abundant. These mammals live and search for food in the
canopy of the trees. They are fruit-eaters who also help dis-
tribute fruit seeds.

■ Below : Khao Yai National Park is one of the countryûs
few natural places where wildlife can still be spotted easily
either during daytime or at night. A herd of Asian elephants
eating salt lick is a common sight in Khao Yai National
Park.

■ Opposite, top : A flock of Wreathed hornbills is
one of the impressive sights of Khao Yai National Park,
the countryûs first national park. The high number of wild
animals living in Khao Yai suggest that the forest is still
verdant and unspoiled. Such beautiful natural scenery will
certainly last forever as long as tourists and locals donût
exploit Mother Nature and wisely use natural resources.

■ Opposite, bottom : The herbivores in Khao Yai, such as
Barking Deer and Sambar Deer, are preyed on by many
species of carnivore. This pack of Asian Wild Dogs (Canis
aureus) shares their hunt.
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■ Above : About 11 kilometres from Khao Yai National Park
Headquarters, the Heo Suwat Waterfall features a tumult of
falling water. Nestling in the lush forest, the waterfall has
never run dry and it has been an integral part of Khao Yai
National Park ever since.

■ Opposite, top : Khao Yai National Park is the worldûs 
only site where the White-handed gibbon lives in harmony
with the Pileated gibbon, resulting in a new hybrid species
of gibbon. Every morning, their shrieking sound fills the air
as they declare their territory.

■ Opposite, bottom : Khao Yai National Park consists
of four kinds of forest, including hill evergreen forest, moist
evergreen forest, dry evergreen forest and mixed deciduous
forest. The abundant forest serves as a large natural class-
room where nature lovers can endlessly glean a wealth of
information about nature. They should be well-prepared in
terms of their physical condition and equipment. They
should also study routes in advance and contact park
officers to ensure their safety and receive correct
information.
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From Bangkok, there are 2 routes to Khao Yai
National Park. From Rangsit, drive past Pratu Nam
Phra-in and then follow Highway No. 2 through
Saraburi until Pak Chong District. Turn right on the
Thanarat Road at kilometre marker 56 and then
head towards Khao Yai National Park. Alternatively,

from Rangsit, take Highway No. 305 to Nakhon
Nayok province. Then continue onto Highway No.
33 until Naresuan Intersection. Then turn left on to
the Prachinburi-Khao Yai road leading to Khao Yai
National Park. The route leading to Khao Yai
National Park is open daily from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Accessibility
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 Khao Laem Ya - Mu Ko Samet National Park 

 

 General Information

Sparkling white sand and cliffs from an azure sea… the archipelago of Same 
Island is the setting that inspired classical Thai poet, Sunthorn Phu, to write his 
most famous epic: Phra Aphai Manee, a story of princes, sages, mermaids and 
giants That was 150 years ago, and today you can still enjoy the magical 
qualities of Samet and surrounding areas. In 1981, the Royal Forest department 
declared the archipelago of Samet, the headland of Khao Laem Ya and 11 
kilometer of Mae Ramphueng Beach to be a national park. Samet island group 
comprises of several islands i.e. Ko Kudi, Ko Kruai, Ko Ma Kham, Ko Ma Kham, 
Ko Plai Tin, Ko Thaiu and Ko Chan [Ko means island]. One has its’own 
uniqueness which visitors should not miss. 
 
Located 200 kilometers southeast of Bangkok in Rayong province, Khao Laem 
Ya – Mu Ko Samet National Park covers 131 square kilometers of land and sea, 
and is an easy destination for Bangkokians and world travelers alike. Most come 
to relax and enjoy the beaches, but opportunities exist for more adventurous: 
hiking trails and exploring reefs.  
 

 Topography

Khao Laem Ya-Mu Ko Samet is a coastal area and island national park. It is 
located at seaside of Eastern Thai Gulf. Topography of the area is made of 
granite mountain around Plet and Laem Ya mountain. Samet island is made of 
mountains and hills such as Kra Jom mountain. The area in the east of the island 
is highly sloped while in the east is less sloped. Beaches lie continuously from 
bay to bay all around the island. The area in the middle of the island is hilly. 
People settle in the plain near the coast and most villagers live in the north and 
the east of the island. There are another three small islands at the southern tip of 
the island, Ko Chan (moon island), Ko San Chalam (shark fin island) and Hin 
Khao (White rock). Other 8 islands near the shore in the park boundary are Ko 
Plai Tin (foot tip island), Ko Klet Chalam (Shark scale island), Ko Makham 
(Tamarind island), Ko Kruai (Cone island), Ko Kudi (Monk’s Chamber island), Ko 
Thai Khang Kkao (Bat bottom island), Ko Talu (Hole island) and Ko Yung Kluea 
(Salt silo island). 

 Climate

Normally, Cool and dry weather starts from mid October to February. Average 

temperature all year is 28oC. Minimum temperature in average is 20.oC in 

December. Maximum temperature in average is 33 oC in April. Average rainfall 
all year is 1,339 mm. Minimum average rainfall in December is 4 mm and 



maximum rainfall in September is 255 mm. Average relative humidity all year is 
77%. During December to January average wind velocity is 5 knot and maximum 
wind velocity is 50 knot. 

 Flora and Fauna

Plant distribution in Khao Laem Ya-Mu Ko Samet National Park varies depending 
on topography which can be classified as follow.  
 
Dry Evergreen Forest which is majority of vegetation type can be found almost 
everywhere both on island and the mainland. Flora found here include Cansjera 
rheedei, Cleistanthus helferi, Memecylon cyaneum and Wrightia arborea etc.  
 
Beach Forest is home to some wild flora thrived on beach. Plant and tree 
species generally found here are dwarf, branched and has short twig and thick 
leave such as Thespesia populneoides, Streblus asper, Xylocarpus rumphii and 
Terminalia catappa etc.  
 
Wildlife From the survey wildlife can be classified as; 
Mammals : Mammal found here such as Treeshrew, Flying Fox, Crab-eating 
Macaque etc.  
 
Birds : At least 118 bird species are recorded from the survey in the national 
park. Some species found here are Black-winged Stilt, Plover, Sandpiper etc.  
 
Reptiles : The survey has confirmed at least 15 species such as Spiny-tailed 
House Gecko, Flat-tailed Gecko, Tockay, Butterfly Lizard etc.  
 
Amphibians : There are only 4 species of amphibians confirmed in the park 
such as Toad, House Tree Frog, Painted Bullfrog etc. 
 
Coral reefs are the underwater equivalent to tropical rainforests in terms of 
species diversity, complexity and fragility. They support an intricate 
interdependent web of coastal ecology. In addition to their intrinsic value, coral 
reefs and sea grass beds provide invaluable habitat for a multitude of organisms 
including some economically important species. Exploring this exquisite 
undersea world is easy to do without having adverse effects on the local 
environment Wildlife includes monitor lizards, long tailed macaques and variable 
squirrels. Ko Thalu harbors a colony of large fruit eating bats, sometimes refered 
to as “flying foxes.” A variety of birds including several species of nesting terns, 
herons and hornbills reside seasonally or year round in the park. Though sea 
turtles rarely nest on the beaches, they have in the past and still are known to 
frequent park waters. 

No. visitors of Khao Laem Ya - Mu Ko Samet National Park : 78,786     
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